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Dot Matrix Owners!
This ad done on a dot matrix

'T'his ad was produced entirely with PageStream and a

dot matrix printer! It was composed on a 512K,
single drive 520ST!

TVs serious desktop publishing with PageStream,
formerly Publishing Partner Professional

nk at what you can do ^

pageStream performs on any printer platform. Our
scalable outline fonts produce flawless results with

dot matrix, inkjet, paintjet, non-Postscript and
Postscript lasers. Even Linotronic and Compugraphic
imagesetters. AND TEN FONTS ARE INCLUDED
FREE!

A BC^£
FGHIJ

B ut how many people you know own a Postscript

printer? Most own dot matrix printers.

'"That's great! PageStream was designed with dot

matrix printers in mind. We believe in supporting

what you own! PageStream has its own page
description language.

T ike Postscript, characters are computed as outlines

and then filled in. Smooth! You won't need
Postscript but with PageStream you can print Postscript

to disk. So now you can easily print your files at a

service bureau. For ease of use, flexibility and power,

you can't beat PageStream results.

Look at these features:

- Powerful word processor including spell checker

- Complete import and export capability

- Automatic kerning. Leading, hyphenation, tracking

- Color printer and inkjet support

- Master pages, search and replace, tags, style sheets

- Surprising graphics ability

- Text flow around irregular objects

PageStream - Just S199.95

We thought we'd show you.

Ask your dealer for details or call:

Soft-Logik
Publishing
Corporation
11131F S. Towne Sq.
St. Louis, MO 63 123
314/894-8608 FAX 314/894-3280



This disk does not. have'
enough roori for this

You wouldn'tdo this*© your

Why do it to your hard di

lust like a floppy that is locked into a drive, a hard disk quickly fills

up Now with Infinite Storage System One
1" package (ISS- I

™
]
you will

never run out of storage space, and at less than S3.88 a megabyte.

The ISS-I package comes with everything necessary to give you the

storage capacity you need, a master drive [ISS- la}, interface

(ISS-STint). necessary software (driver and formatter), and an

advanced utility package.

Performance

The ISS-1 is a 21.4MB Bernoulli Technology'" system that performs

with the fastest hard disk drives
I
<40 msec average access). iSS- 1 gives

you unlimited primary storage and supplies quick backups for both

the Bernoulli disk cartridges and standard hard disks in under 2 5

minutes. An additional slave drive USS-lb) makes life that much

easier.

Reliability

The disk cartridge has a 5 year media life rating under normal use,

and is very durable II0O0G shock rating without data loss). The light

weight disk cartridge is ideal for transporting data with guaranteed

drive/cartridge interchange. The ISS-i provides a virtually head crash

free technology that is not available from any other mass storage

solution.

Since there's no such thing as a perfect world, we also cover the ISS-

1

hardware with a 1-year limited warranty, and the disk cartridges with

a %-uay limited warranty.

Compatibility

ISS-! is fully compatible with all Atari ST'", Mega ST™ computers and

Atari ST software emulation products. The ISS-1 works with existing

Bernoulli boxes', and is disk format compatible with PC DOS disks.

Product list:

ISS-1: ISS-STint, ISS la and software

ISS-STint: ST Interface

ISS- 1 a. 21.4 MB Master drive [internal power supply)

ISS-lb: 21.4 MB Save drive

ISS-c2 J :
Single removable disk cartridge

ISS-p21: Tri-pack of disk cartridges

ISS-ex: ST DMA port 3-way extender

Also available is a 3-way DMA port extender allowing up to 3 SCSI

interfaces to be connected at the same time and extending ST to

interface cable lengths up to 8 feet each. Now the ISS-1 and your

existing hard disks can be used together.

The ISS-I is the combination to unlock your storage system

For pricing and additional information contact'

^^^ ELECTRONICS, INC.

4695 S. 1900 W Suite 6 Roy, Utah 84067 • 1801)773-8447

All products available now Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

Dealer inquiries welcome.

Specifications subject to change without notice

'Excluding Beta 5 drive systems

Bernoulli Box and Bernoulli Technology are registered trademarks ofIOMEGA C

Atari ST and Mega ST are trademarks ol Atari Corp

Hardware

• True SCSI compatibility

• Full SCSI command set

support

Host to drive lengths of up to

23 feet

Host to interface length of 3 i

inches

• Front lighted power switch

• Lower cost slave drives

Utility Package Features

• User friendly interface

Allows up to 4 partitions per

disk cartridge

Duplicate entire disk cartridges

• Copy partitions quidly

• Full surface test and bad

sector repairs

• Disk structure diagnostics and

recovery

Disk sector editor

• Bootable device driver

supports full removability, up

to 16 SCSI devices, contains

highly advanced error recovery

features, and performs real

time sector repairs.



MarkWilliams Raises
CProgrammingTbANew Level.

New source level debugger, csd,

cuts development time
in half!
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Now, on top of the

world's best C compiler,

Mark Williams brings you

csd, the world's only

source level debugger for

the Atari ST!

With csd, you actually

debug in C. Forget about

trying to find bugs in clunky

assembler and struggling

with long dumps, csd gives

you the interactive advan-

tages of an interpreter plus

the speed of a compiler. An
indispensable companion for Mark Williams C.

Reviewers have been raving about the IBM version

of csd for years:

"csd is close to the ideal debugging environment...

a

definite aid to learning C and an indispensable toolforpro-

gram development:'
-William G. Wong, BYTE

"This is a powerful and sophisticated debugger built on

a well-designed, 'serious' compiler."

-Jonathan Sachs, Micro/SystemsJournal

FEATURES
Mark Williams C For the Atari ST

* New! Resource Editor includes compiler/

decompiler for direct access to

resource text

* New! Peephole optimization-faster com-
pile limes and faster code

• Full access to AES/VDI libraries

with complete documentation

and examples

• Source and object code for RAM
disk cuts compile time in half

• Integrated edit/compile cycle:

editor automatically points to

errors.

• MicroEMACS lull-screen editor

With commented source code

• Full K & Ft plus ANSI extensions

• Microshell Command Processor.

a powerful UNIX style shell

• Complete symbolic debugger

and assembler

^&w
PcwnM-.i; utilities in:ke. ^vfJn
linker, archiver, egrep, sort, '

'

diff and more

Over 600 pages of documentation

with more than 100 sample

programs

awlcsrJCSOUHCE DEBUGGER :

Cuts development time in half 1

Debug in C source code not

assembler

Provides separate source, evalua-

tion, program and history windows

Ability to se! trace points and

nioni-.oi variables

Can interactively evaluate any C

expression

Can execute any C function in your

program

Trace back function

On-line help screens

MARK WILLIAMS C FORTHEATAR1 ST: S179.95

csd C SOURCE DEBUGGER; $69.95

60 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

8P
WE'VE UPPED COMPILER
PERFORMANCE, TOO!

^
AtariV

Our new Resource Editor

makes creating window
driven interfaces with icons,

alerts, pull down menus and

dialogue boxes a snap. And its

exclusive compiler/decompiler

lets you directly access

resources, making changes

quick and easy while simplifying project management.

Unparalleled compiler speed, fast, compact code,

complete utilities and outstanding documentation

have made Mark Williams C the preferred compiler

for the Atari ST. Reviewers enthusiastically agree:

"Mark Williams C may be the best implementation ofC
on the Atari ST to date. . . not onlyfor the experienced, profes-

sional developer, but alsofor the weekendprogrammer."

-George Miller, COMPUTE.' 'S Atari STDisk and Magazine

"... the all-around best choicefor serious software

development on the ST"
-Douglas Weir, Analog Computing

COUNT ON AN UPSTANDING REPUTATION.

Mark Williams has been producing and improving

quality programming tools since 1976. A good reason

why the Mark Williams C compiler is the one chosen by

Atari. And just one more reason you should choose Mark
Williams, too.

SPECIAL UPDATE OFFER AVAILABLE NOW!

If you already own Mark Williams C, a special

update offer is available for version 3 .0 and csd by calling

Mark Williams. If not, there's never been a better time

to ask your Atari dealer about Mark Williams C and csd.

Or you can order by calling 1-800-MWC-1700.

I

Mark
Williams
Company

601 North Skokie Highway, Lake Bluff, Illinois 60044
© 1988 Mark Williams Company
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April 1989

As 1 write this, it's the first day of Winter- but you'll read this as Spring arrives.

It's difficult to prognosticate the state of the Atari world two or three months from

now, but certain events have occurred recently that may foretell significant changes

in Atari's U.S. fortunes.

Atari President Sam Tramiel announced at COMDEX last fall that 1989 would

be the year Atari returns to the U.S. market in force. A number of new products are

scheduled for 1989 release, everything from the Laptop ST to the ATW to the XT.

Everyone we've spoken to at Atari has seemed very upbeat about Atari's hopes and

plans. Although it's easy, based on 1988's experiences, to be skeptical about what

may "really" happen with Atari, things do seem to be changing.

For example: every month 1 stop in at my local (and excellent) Atari dealer,

Software 1st in Santa Rosa
T
California to keep current on the dealer situation. On

my last visit, I was amazed to see a stack of previously scarce 1040STs on sale.

There were also ample supplies of 520s, Mega 2s, Laser Printers and peripherals-

everything a prospective computer buyer could want. This is a wonderful change

that bodes well for 1989; dealers will actually have Atari computers to sell. Plus,

with Atari signing up 30 percent more new dealers, there will actually be Atari

dealers to sell the products.

And there's more. In this issue of START, we present an exclusive interview with

record producer and inventorJimmy Hotz that reveals what may be the most

spectacular advance in music, well, since the piano. And what computer is the new

Hotz Instrument designed for? The ST, of course. We hear that higher-ups at Atari

are very interested in this new creation, so much so that it just may carry an Atari

label, if things go well.

Along with the new this issue, we've also included a touch of the old: the latest

incarnation of ST Writer Dr. Bruce Noonan picked up the ST Writer banner

from Atari a few years ago and has carried it well and proudly since. ST Writer

Elite Version 3.0 adds some features that everyone has asked for, like ASCII Save

and direct Atari Writer file conversion. To top it off, we've included German and

Spanish versions, as well.

We also have for you the absolute fastest hard disk copier anywhere. Would

you believe one megabyte every four seconds? Naturally, it's by David Small. Look

for it in his column, Small Tools.

If you want to have some fun, try Poker Solitaire on this issue's START disk. If

you're a programmer, check its source code. Poker Solitaire is written in Modula 2

and it's the first program in this language that we've published.

This issue is full of the regular features, columns and reviews you've said you

want, like Getting Started, Mac &r PC On the ST and MIDI news and reviews. But in

honor of this issue's April cover date, we've added a touch of humor here and there.

Like Dave Plotkin's New TOS Error Codes, a review of the Binary Bible and a

"serious" analysis of Single Instruction Set Computers.

Enjoy! Have a laugh with us at the same time you're using all the great programs

in this issue.

(^6i^<?6i~~—J/ik^^B-

Andrew Reese

Editor

START, The #1 Guide to the Atari ST



Unleash the Power
ofyour ATARI SLM804 Printer with

AT LAST,

you can add PostScript Printing Capabilities

to your Desktop Publishing System
I UPGRADE YOUR ATARI MEGA 2

AND MEGA 4 PERSONAL COMPUTER
SYSTEM WITH POSTSCRIPT*
LANGUAGE PRINTING CAPABILITIES

> ACCESS A WIDE VARIETY OF
POSTSCRIPT APPLICATIONS
WITH ULTRASCRIPT ST

• ACHIEVE THE PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET LOOK YOU WANT BY
CHOOSING FROM THE SAME
TYPEFACES OFFERED IN MOST
POPULAR POSTSCRIPT PRINTERS

• ADD POSTSCRIPT COMPATIBLE
FONTS AS YOU NEED THEM

IMAGEN Corporation, a QMS company, has teamed up
with ATARI to bring you Uitrascript ST on the

Atari Mega 2 and Mega 4 Personal Computer System.

• BREAK THE POSTSCRIPT PRICE
BARRIER; ULTRASCRIPT ST IS

AVAILABLE FOR JUST $229.95

• EXPERIENCE ULTRASCRIPT ST
FOR YOURSELF

Available at your local Atari

dealer or order direct from:

IMACEN Corporation
P.O. Box 58101
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8101
or call 800/635-3997
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A CLASSIC ADVENTURE GAME
FROM PSYGNOSIS
* FULL ICON CONTROL
* BRILLIANT GRAPHICS
* FIENDISH PLOTS
* A RACE AGAINST TIME
* 4DISKSATARI. 3DISKS-AMIGA
* IBM VERSION - COMING SOON

CHRONO-QUEST
This is the first of a new generation of adventure games from Psygnosis. An
adventure game in the classic sense.

Your quest begins in your fathers chateau circa 1920, there you find (or

should find) your fathers latest invention; a fantastic time machine. Your
father is dead, murdered, you are the prime suspect. A letter left by your

father leads you to think the real culprit was Richard, his not so faithful

servant. But he has escaped to the future using the time machine . . . who
will believe your fantastic story ... do you believe it?

You will be presented with many objectives; ultimately you will have to

travel through time to collect the fragments of magnetic card to drive the

Time Machine into the future. There you will have to . . . Meanwhile, the

immediate objective is to find the time machine. . .Sorry, a more immediate

objective is to find the room with the time machine in It . . . But its dark . . . Very

sorry, an even more immediate objective is to be able to see where you are

going ... 3 hours and 250 minutes and even more immediate objectives

later, you are standing in the hallway thinking . . . hellppppllltll!

ATARI ST/AMIGA/IBM - $49.95 screen Shots are from the ST. version.
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Computer Software Service
2150 Executive Drive
Addison Illinois 60101

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4912
lnlllinois:1-800-331-SOFT



Dialog Box

Letters From Our Readers

Buenos Dias

Since your article "ST Writer Returns" in

the Fall 1987 issue I've been anxiously

awaiting the new ST Writer in Spanish. 1

have checked with the dealers here, and

they don't have any information.

Also, I've been using your program

STARTKey from the Winter 1987 issue,

but 1 have a problem with it and many

simitar programs. 1 use my Atari 520ST

with an autobooting hard disk, without

an A or B drive In order to use START-

Key, I have to have MACROS.MAX drive

A. How can I get around this?

Brigitte Tetzner

Caracas, Venezuela

You're in luck! The Spanish version ofST

Writer is on this issue's START disk in the

file SPANSTW.ARC This is the newest up-

grade ofST Writer Elite (version 3.0), with

all known bugs fixed and some exciting new

features. Read Bruce Noonan's article in this

issue for details.

There are two ways to solve the START-

Key problem. One is to edit the path name

for the default macro file in the STARTKey

source code and recompile the accessory.

The other is to edit the STARTKEY.ACCfie

directly, using a program such as Byte

Mechanic fiom Special Issue Number Four

ofSTART Simply load the file into Byte

Mechanic and replace both occurences of A:

with, for example, C (The first A: refers to

the drive to load macro files fiom; the sec-

ond, the drive to load MACROS.MAXfiom
automatically at boot time.)

You can modify most programs and desk

accessories this way, but edit the file using

Byte Mechanic's "overwrite" mode so you

don't change the length of the file, as insert-

ing even one additional byte can cause the

program to crash. Given this limitation, you

do have a good deal offlexibility in cus-

tomizing the file. For example, you can

change A.MACROS.MAX to

CMACROS.MAX or, ifyou want to store

your macros in a folder, C:\M\MAC.MAX.

Always workfiom a backup copy of the

program. Since this is a desk accessory, test

it by booting from a floppy disk with the

hard disk disconnected so you won't hang

upyour hard disk at boot time if something

goes wrong.-START Editor.

Videotrax VCR Backups
1 enjoyed reading about our Videotrax

VCR backup product in Dialog Box

(December 1988). However, your re-

sponse to a reader's request for informa-

tion about our product was incorrect by

stating that "one such product is Central

Computers Product's Videotrax."

Videotrax is actually a patented product

from Alpha Microsystems, while Central

Computer Products is one of our

Videotrax resellers.

Additionally, Alpha Micro has been

utilizing the Videotrax technology (hard

disk back up to a VCR) for eight years.

The reliability of this system actually

exceeds that of the hard disk itself by

providing a reliability ration of 1 X 10-

11. Add to that the convenience of being

able to use your own VCR, plus being

able to store 80 megabytes of data on a

standard two hour tape and you can see

that this is truly one of the most excit-

ing technologies in computers today.

Alpha Micro incorporates this tech-

nology in its own line of super

microcomputers, as well as the IBM PC

and clones and PS/2 family of com-

puters. We are working on a version for

the Macintosh which will utilize an ex-

ternal SCSI box. This SCSI box has been

of interest to OEM/ Developers, several

of which have expressed interest in de-

veloping this system for use in the Atari

market.

Denny Michael

Manager, Videotrax

Alpha Microsystems

P.O. Box 25059

Santa Ana, CA 92799

(714) 957-8500

Thanks for correcting us and letting our

readers know the status of this important

product-START Editor.

Vanna, Let's See the
First Letters!

1 just received my January 1989 START

with disk, and eagerly tried out the Xref

program. It ran okay, but the variables

all had their first letters removed! The

removal of the first letter was not a

printing error, since the variables were

sorted by the (original) second letter.

Please let me know of a fix as soon as

possible, since I could definititely use

this program.

Chris Williams

Columbus, OH

Xref requires that all variables, procedures

and function names be in lowercase letters

and GFA BASIC keywords and commands

START The ST Monthly 7
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be in uppercase. To set the file up correctly,

run GFA BASIC and load the program you

want to cross reference. Press the Esc key to

enter command mode and type DEFLIST

and press Return. Press the Esc key again

and Return to go back to GFA's menu

screen, then save the file in ASCII format

(Save,A) with the extender .LSI-START

Editor.

START Bock Issues

I have a complaint- 1 am a devoted

START subscriber, since 1987. A couple

of months ago, I wanted to learn the for-

mat of block files created by DEGAS

Elite. The DEGAS Elite manual merely

referred me to Tom Hudson's article in

the Fall 1986 issue of START. I tried to

get the information directly from Tom

over CompuServe, but he didn't answer,

so 1 called your office and explained

what I wanted. The woman who an-

swered said that all she could do was to

sell me the START issue

So, I ordered it, to the tune of some-

thing like S18.95 (including handling

charges, I guess). Since then, I leam

from a recent START issue that you do

have a policy of sending copies of arti-

cles for only $1! That is exactly what I

needed. Now, I'd love to sell you back

the issue which 1 did not need. I don't

expect you to refund the $18.95, but

would you credit it to my subscription

account, toward future issues? Then I

wouldn't feel ripped off at having paid

almost one-quarter of a year's subscrip-

tion fee for an issue I never wanted.

Alan Pollack

Newton Centre, MA

I'm afraid you're confusing apples and

oranges, Alan. Our policy is that we will

make a copy ofan article for a reader for

any issue that is sold out. Unless an issue

is sold out, however, any reader wanting an

article will have to purchase the entire

magazine.

Because disks for all issues are still

available, this policy is primarily a service

we provide so that readers can receive

documentation for a program on a back-

issue disk they've ordered. If you request

such an article, be sure to enclose a self-

addressed, stamped legal size envelope and

$2 for each article for handling. Sorry about

the price increase, but what was originally

intended as a one-time offer has become an

industry in our office, and a costly one at

that!

Sorry you feel "ripped off." I hope that

when you examine the dish and magazine

you purchased, you willfind you received a

good valut-START Editor.

Dialog Bex
START
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 9410T

Or leave us a message on
CompuServe using the

Antic Online Mailbox—just

log on and type GO ANTIC.

SUBMISSION INFORMATION

START Welcomes submissions. Please include

both hard copy printouts ofarticles and pro-

gram listings as well as diskfiles on ST com-

patible disks. Media will be returned if

self-addressed, stamped mailer is supplied.

START assumes no responsibility for

unsolicited editorial materials.

Alert Box

The Tortoise and
the Hare
Dave Small's Meg-A-Minute Elite hard

disk backup program (November

1988) is speedy as a hare and, since

it doesn't sleep on the job, it could

easily win Aesop's famous race If

Meg-A-Minute Elite finds a problem

in the hard disk, it will alert you that

it is performing a "slow read" of the

sector In this case, slow and steady

is not the best policy- the backup disk

is simply not to be tmsted. The danger

is that if the problem carried over to

the backup disk, you won't find out

about it until you're in the middle of

a recovery operation, that is, until it's

too late. Because Meg-A-Minute Elite

uses an image backup system, one

bad disk can cost a number of hies.

The best practice when you dis-

cover such a hard disk problem is to

perform ajile backup with a utility

such as Turtle, George Woodside's

public domain program, then refor-

mat the hard disk and recover your

drive from the file backup.

Wrong Address
In the product information to

Editor's Choice (START, January

1989), we listed the incorrect

address for the Mark Williams Com-

pany. The correct address is 601

Skokie Highway, Lake Bluff, Illinois

60044. Our apologies for the mix-up.

8 April 19.



UnleashYour
Imagination!
Design the game of

your dreams...

Move and animate up to 1 5 sprites at

once - with full collision detection

between each sprite

Add a musical soundtrack which plays

on interrupt or use one of the pre-

defined sound effects to add that professional touch

Define up to 16 different types of scrolling areas

Create pull-down menus with one command
Grab the sprites from your favorite games
Compact Neochrome or Degas screens - or even sections

of screens

Convert your ST into the ulti-

mate game writing machine.
STOS revolutionizes BASIC. Its

simple-to-use interface and 320
commands give

you the power to

create fast, exciting

games. Whether
you're a competent
programmer or
have never written

a game before,

STOS is the tool

you need to create

your own master-

piece (or edit some-
one else's).

In one impres-

sive package you
get: STOS Basic, sprite editor,

room designer, character set

editor, icon editor, music editor,

screen compacter

—

PLUS,
three free games which show
you just what can be achieved

...Let your adventure
creation begin!
Adventure game
writing made
easy! Produce
your own profes-

sionally illustra-

ted adventure
games with
STAC, the ST
Adventure Crea-

tor. STAC is a
unique, easy-to-

use program that

lets you produce

exciting, top
quality, graphic-

ally illustrated adventures.

STAC is a compact pro-

gram under 100K long. This

leaves 300K on a basic

520ST and a whole lot more

on Mega STs.

This 2-Disk
package includes:

STAC, Quick
Start File, Small

Demonstration
Adventure, Vari-

ety of Character

Fonts, a Slide
Show of Sample
Adventure
Screens and a
very comprehen-
sive 70 page
manual. PLUS
a complete 150K

LET YOUR CREATION
BEGIN !

with this unique package.
There's Zoltar, Bullet Train and
Orbit - and each game is written

entirely in easy-to-understand

STOS Basic, which

means you can
modify or custom-

ize each one to your

heart's content.
Change the music,

he sprites, the
difficulty level.

Design some new
screens... And by

examining the pro-

gramming you'll

learn how to create

your own games
from scratch.

This is the Game Creation

program that hit the top of the

European best seller charts

within one week of launch—now
Terrific Software brings this

English Best Seller to the U.S.!

"A Superb Accom-
plishment"

—Atari ST User

"An Excellent

Product"
—Atari ST Update

Graphic Editor/

Designer

Character Font Editor

Printer options

LINK feature enables

adventures of unlimited

size to be created

Over 120 different

conditional actions

Loading screen option

Music in messages
• Print text anywhere,

even over graphics

Look (or these game and

adventure creation tools at

your favorite store, or call

800-234-7001 to order by

phone.MJtWif



FOUR WAYS TO MAKE YOUR ST^yCftM

If you want to make your AtariST explode

with action you'vegottogive itdynamitegames.
These are the world famous original arcade
screamers. Operation Wolf," Alcon"' Bubble
Bobble" and Arkanoid" will make your ST do
things you didn't think were possible.

Everyoneknows that arcadegames are the

benchmark for all other video games and Taito

has been an arcade leader since 1953. Since

then we've made over 1,000 classics for arcade

andhome play. Count on Taito to bring the heat

of the arcade to your home computer.

Buy Taito products at leading stores every-

where. Visa/Mastercardholders can order direct

anywhere in the UnitedStates by calling to/I free

1-800-663-8067.
THE ONLYGAME IN TOWN' 1-'

Taito? Operation WolfJ" Alcon™ isofA tsri Corporatioi

COMINGSOON. THE CLASSIC MIND GAME QIX



lews, Notes & dilutes

What's Happening in the Atari World

by Stephen Mortimer

and the START Staff

STMakes Sports Cards
Toronto-based Photopreneurs, Inc., has released their Sportscard system, based on

an ST and the Atari 5LM804 Laser Printer. The Sportscard software was written by

Alan Page, author of Flash and X#Press and now an employee of Photopreneurs.

The system is used to create personalized sports cards similar to those of profes-

sional athletes. The Atari system is used to create the backs of the cards The name,

date of birth, height, weight, team, position and sport are entered into the software

that then prints out a custom card on the Atari Laser. The card is then combined

with a picture and heat-sealed in a plastic holder

Photopreneurs chose the Atari system for its fast, quality output and inexpen-

sive price compared to other systems. The system will be sold to concession

stands at amusement parks, sports arenas and other locations. •

Atari Games
Sues Nintendo
Atari Games Corporation of Milpitas,

California (not affiliated with Atari

Computer of Sunnyvale), has filed suit

in Federal District Court charging Nin-

tendo, the home video-game giant, with

several antitrust violations. The lawsuit

follows an earlier Atari decision to de-

velop and market its own game car-

tridges for the Nintendo hardware

According to a recent story in the

Wail Street Journal, Atari's decision

threatens to undermine Nintendo's re-

cent lock on the lucrative home video-

game market. With control of 80 per-

cent of that market, Nintendo of

America, Inc. expects 1988 sales of over

$1.7 billion. Much of the growth has

come from careful control of the de-

velopment and distribution of its games.

Atari alleges that this control is ex-

pressly meant to stifle competition.

Epyx Wins
Copyright Suit
In what has been called a "major vic-

tory" in the software copyright field, a

Federal Court of Appeals reversed an

earlier decision that Epyx, Inc. had vio-

lated copyrights of Data East, a Japanese

video-game maker

The suit, brought against the com-

puter game publisher based in Redwood

City, California, was an attempt to se-

cure copyright protection for Data East's

Karate Champ Game. The appellate

court upheld the right of game de-

velopers "to create and distribute prod-

ucts that express the same ideas, even if

the products are similar."

Commenting on the decision, Epyx

chairman and CEO David Morse said,

"We believe this is the first time in the

computer industry that a 'look and feel'

lawsuit has been decided in favor of the

defendant."

Ethernet Comes
to the ST
The TAXI controller board lets the ST

connect to Ethernet networking systems

and has many other options. Developed

in Canada, TAXI stands for The Atari

eXtended Interface and is being devel-

oped by FutureDOS. TAXI comes in

three configurations: a stand-alone box

with its own 68000 processor, a board

for the Mega's internal bus connector, or

a unit that connects to the DMA port on

520 and 1040 ST systems.

TAXI can be custom-designed for

each application. Features available on

TAXI include the aforementioned Ether-

net interface, a true SCSI interface, up to

eight full duplex bidirectional serial

lines and two parallel printer interfaces.

The Ethernet interface will be the

first one available in the United States

for the ST. Ethernet is one of several

industry-wide communications inter-

faces and is used on PCs and main-

frames. An Ethernet network among ST

systems will allow file serving and pe-

ripheral sharing in addition to the abil-

ity to interface with almost any com-

puter. The serial lines allow the ST to act

as a multiplexing system between com-

puters and serial peripherals.

According to Avygdor Moise of

FutureDOS, TAXI will cost "somewhere

between $1,000 and $2,000," depend-

ing upon component costs and options

installed. TAXI is still under develop-

ment at press time For more informa-

tion, contact FutureDOS R&D, 1207-

120 Torresdale Ave, North York,

Ontario M2R 3N7, (416) 736-0321.

START The ST Monthly 11



Atari Third-Quarter Results
Atari Corp. achieved sales of $153.9 million for the third quarter of 1988, an

increase of 91 percent over 1987. In the same period, operating income fell

$15 million to $5.2 million. Net income was down $9 million to $900,000. For the

first three quarters this year, sales are up 126 percent due in part to the purchase of

Federated Group. Overall, net income has fallen from last year's $38.7 million to

$12.1 million.

The Computer-and-Video-Game division accounted for $97 million of Atari's

total sales. This represents a 21 percent increase over the $80.4 million of the year

before Operating income was $11.9 million compared to $15 million.

Growth of the Computer division was restricted by the high price and shortage

of memory chips. The higher cost of memory chips adversely affected profit

margins and contributed to the lower earnings. Also, Federated Group had an oper-

ating loss of $6.7 million on sales of $56.9 million.

Positive notes include the announcement of a contract between Atari and a

major DRAM producer that assures Atari of enough chips to expand the Computer

division in 1989. Also, research and development expenditures were almost

$6 million, the highest they have been since the fourth quarter of 1987.

Calamus
Update
1SD Marketing, distributors of Calamus,

the desktop publishing program for the

ST, has just signed a major agreement

with Font Technologies, a subsidiary of

Compugraphics. The nature of the

agreement involves the licensing of 84

Compugraphic Fonts, beginning in

February 1989, Some of the fonts in-

clude Garamond, Old English and

Cyrillic.

An interface has been developed for

the ST that allows Calamus to print

directly to Linotronic typesetting

machines at resolutions in excess of

2,000 dpi. The interface connects from

the ST directly to the LI-2 port on the

Linotronic machine and actually

bypasses the RIP (Raster Image Proces-

sor). ISD hails this as a major break-

through for DTP on the ST.

Fat Bits
• In the laptop computer race, Atari

seems to be the winner. According to

Apple chairman John Sculley, a laptop

version of the Macintosh probably won't

be available until the end of 1989. As

reported in the March News, Notes &
Quotes, Atari's laptop prototype was un-

veiled at the Fall '88 COMDEX and is

scheduled for a first-quarter '89 release.

• Atari had over 20 positions open m
its Computer Systems Engineering De-

velopment group in the fourth quarter

of 1988. These positions opened as a

result of Atari's expansion into the

UNIX market in addition to expanding

their current capabilities. Positions were

available for product engineers, software

programmers, drafters, managers and

product test-and-support personnel.

Three positions were also available in

Atari's integrated circuit group.

• The Spectre 128 Macintosh emulator

will soon be upgraded to read and write

Macintosh disks. The Spectre GCR up-

grade will be available to all current

Spectre 128 owners. GCR stands for

Group Coded Recording, the method

used for storing data on Mac disks.

Contact Gadgets by Small for more in-

formation

• A new version of Fleet Street Pub-

lisher, formerly marketed in the United

States by Spectrum Holobyte, will be

available from MichTron in January

1989. Version 2 will support a wide va-

riety of printers, including Postscript,

and the ability to load text from any

ASCII word-processing file If you send

Fleet Street Publisher Version 1 (or any

other desktop publishing program) and

$50 to MichTron, you'll receive a copy

of Fleet Street Publisher Version 2.

• The number of Atari computer

dealers appears to be mushrooming. In

the fourth quarter of 1988 alone, the

count was up 30 percent over the previ-

ous quarter.

12 April 1989



TOS 1.4

After many months of development,

TOS 1.4 is nearing release It may in fact

be available by the time you read this.

Atari is considering the release of a

disk-based version of the new TOS be-

fore the ROM-based version is available.

According to Atari, the new version

of TOS fixes almost every known bug.

There are also many new features that

the user will appreciate It is faster in al-

most every respect, especially with hard

disks. With several minor changes, TOS

1.4 is compatible with the 68030

processor that is reported to be the

heart of the forthcoming Atari TT

The major changes in TOS 1.4:

• The 40-folder bug has been

alleviated to the point of improbabil-

ity. A folder only rakes up space

when "active" The only limit now is

the depth of folders and the accumu-

lated depth of open files. FOTDRxxx

will sail operate properly.

• Soft Reset ("warm boot") is now

available from the keyboard by

pressing [CTLHALTHDEU simultane-

ously, if the standard keyboard han-

dler is used.

• A keyboard Cold Boot is available

that clears all available memory by

pressing (CTRL! [ALT] I right

SHFTHDEL1 simultaneously

• Floppy formatting is "more compati-

ble" with IBM-PC format.

• A file may be moved (i.e. copied and

deleted) in one operation.

• File Copy/Delete/Move can be inter-

rupted with "undo."

• GEM programs can be autobooted

from disk.

If a name conflict occurs during a

file copy Copy/Skip/Quit are

allowed.

A folder may be renamed via "Show

Info."

• The static file allocation limit of 400

is removed; the only limit is now

free memory.

• "Show/Print File" routines are com-

pletely rewritten.

• File copying on a single floppy sys-

tem uses all available memory for

buffers to minimize the number of

disk swaps.

• Improvements have been made to

the detection of disk changes.

• All date separators are now "/"

• Sector buffering has been greatly

improved, and "CACHExxx" allows

expansion of the buffers.

• The File Selector has had a major

rework, to wit: there are now 16

drive buttons; an application, can

send a "title" string to FSEL; FSEL

now takes the first <RETURN> on

the edit of a pathname as the end-of-

edit; FSEL remembers where it was

in a file list; static file allocation of

100 files is removed; long pathnames

and 'ABORT/CONTINUE" are now

handled correctly; the current DTA

buffer addresses, clip rectangles and

default directories are preserved and

new bindings are available.

Programmers should also find the

following additional changes interesting:

• "wind_update(FALSE)" is set when

recovering from an application crash.

• "appl_init" returns version 0130 in

global(O).

• Editable fields may now be followed

by non-editable characters in dialog

boxes.

• "wind_get( )" with field parameter

WF„SCREEN returns ad-

dress/length of AES menu/alert

bufier

"Ptsin" (VDI) allows 512 vertices

(true since 4/22/87).

"vqt_extent": Pixel errors on some

270 degree rotations are fixed.

"vq_mouse" reliability is enhanced.

The "Malloc" restriction of 20

blocks/process has been lifted.

File Allocation Table searching code

for floppy and hard disks is much

faster.

"Frename" can now rename a folder.

Archive bit (0x20) is now fully

supported.

Time stamps for"" and ".."are now

correct.

"Fsettime/Fsetdate" match the BIOS

and GEMDOS values.

"Fdatime" input value byteswap is

fixed

Major improvements have been

made to "Ccon*" and redirection in

general.

OS Pool has been reduced to the

same size as 11/20/85 ROMs
(pre-Mega). This may allow some

programs which fail on Mega ROMs
to work again.

Rsconf(-2,-l,-l,-l,-l,-l) returns last

baud rate value set by Rsconf.

Structure of the reserved part of DTA

has changed, and remains reserved.

Stephen Mortimer is a Contributing

Editorfor START.

Ifyou have a hot tip let us know at News,

Notes & Quotes, START Magazine,

544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA
94107.

START The ST Monthly 13
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FALCON TAKES
TOP HONORS
• BEST SIMULATION
• BESTACTION/
STRATEGYGAME

'BEST TECHNICAL
ACHIEVEMENT

THE F-1B

FIGHTER SIMULATION

highly realistic simulation of the F-16A

Fighting Falcon. Perform lighter maneu-

vers while engaging enemy f

dogfight battles OR connect u™ wim-

puters and go head-to-head against

another plane piloted by a second

person. Realism is captured by use

of sound and digitized airplane images,

advanced radar mechanisms, a

alternating heads-up-displays. ,.,„,

levels and missions challenge even

expert pilots. Feel the exhilar.

NOW AVAILABLE FOR

AMIGA AND ATARI ST

ilatofs "...pale to
'

FALCON. .

.

" Jack Warner— United Press International

• "FlyingFALCON is nothing short of exhilarating. .

.

"

Huwanl Bernstein— Computer Currents

Spectrum
HoIoByte
2061 CHALLENGER DRIVE



Products Update

New ST Software and Hardware

Compiled by Tom Byron

START Assistant Editor

New Gamesfrom Broderbund,
Taito and Datasoft
It's the 25th Century and the Olympics

are passe-welcome to the age of Space

Racer! Space Racer brings the excite-

ment of arcade-styie graphics and ani-

mation to the ST. The game is a full-

featured racing simulation with a pro-

gram depth that's extraordinary; three

Space Racer

planets, three different racetracks and a

never-ending stream of hard-riding op-

ponents. Space Racer, $29.95. Broder-

bund Software, Inc., 17 Paul Drive, San

Rafael, CA 94903, (800) 527-6263.

Nonstop action thrusts you into a

do-or-die battle for survival and thrills

you through 33 screens of challenge

and excitement in Arkanoid, the first

^me Taito has ever developed for the

ST

As the defender of the galactic

cruiser Arkanoid, you must use fast

thinking and quick reflexes to control a

vaus (paddle) to keep your energy balls

in play. Gameplay involves chipping

away at increasingly difficult layers and

patterns of bricks. The 33 exciting levels

have notorious twists that test the skill

of even the most experienced gamester.

Special capsules drop into play, giving

the vaus a variety of extra powers. Arka-

noid, $34.95. Taito Software Inc., 267

West Esplanade, North Vancouver, BC

V7M 1A5, (604) 984-3344.

Firezone from Intellicreations (dis-

tributed by Datasoft) is a one- or two-

player game that provides countless

possibilities. It's the year 2160, and

Earth has fragmented into four hostile

Power Blocs. Battles between these Blocs

are fought in close support campaigns

called Firezones which involve the latest

propulsion systems, beam weapons and

energy shields.

Firezone features nine separate cam-

paigns of varying difficulty and length.

Combat takes place over realistic terrain

that includes urban areas, marshes,

ruins and woods. Firezone also has a

Scenario Generator that lets you invent

new combat campaigns. Firezone,

$34.95. Intellicreations (distributed by

Datasoft), 19808 Nordhoff Place,

Chatsworth, CA 91311, (818)

886-5922.

Signutn 2
Signum 2 is more than a word processor, it's a document processor that allows the

preparation of high-quality, high-accuracy documents to be produced on 9-pin,

24-pin and laser printers. No longer are you restricted by a line format; Signum 2

allows for the exact positioning of every character on a page Signum 2 comes with

eight different fonts, including several text variations, a Greek font and the best

math font available for the ST.

Signum 2, $449.95. Scan-Tech Business Systems, Ltd., Box 9, P.O. Sub #11,

Edmonton, Alberta T6E 2G0, (403) 446-1337.

START The ST Monthly IS



ND NOW, A FEW WORDS FROM OUR SPONSORS.
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SMI
The Professional ST

of the BYTE MECHANIC progra

provided exactly the Facilities I needed to

convert a client's file for import into

Publishing Partner. OB

PU
uu Thanlt you very much for the program

SCIPLOT. That has to be one of the best

programs I have received from an ST

maga
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Lreation!

""
1 especially enjoyed this last issue, with

Tom Hudson's program CREATIONI 1 have
found that anything with Tom's name on
it will be great. cn

-MarkL, OK
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Horse-Racing
Simulationsfor
the ST
If you enjoy going to the tracks and bet-

ting on your favorite thoroughbred,

you'll like these two horse-racing simu-

lations now available: A Day at the

Races from Team Software and Daily

Double Horse Racing from Artworx.

A Day at the Races combines the

thrill and excitement of horse racing in

a realistic and exciting software package.

It includes a comprehensive horse race-

track simulation; a database that tracks

up to 500 horses, 50 jockeys and 15

players; a separate database that main-

tains past performances of the various

horses; and complete statistical histo-

ries of all the horses and jockeys. A Day

at the Races also lets you buy and sell

horses, select jockeys, place bets and re-

ceive payoffs. A Day at the Races.

S39.95. Team Software, P.O. Box 7332,

Washington, DC 20044, (703)

533-2132.

Spend a day at the track with a full

card of 10 races when you play Daily

Double Horse Racing from Artworx.

This simulation provides you with a

racing form that includes past race his-

tories of 180 horses and 12 jockeys

competing in nearly 400 races. With

this information you can handicap

races, taking into account the horse,

jockey and track conditions. All types of

bets are acceptable -straight wagers,

parlays, quinellas, exactas and, of

course, daily doubles. The races are run

with spectacular animated 3D scrolling

graphics. Daily Double Horse Racing,

S29.95. Artworx Software Company,

Inc., 1844 Penfield Road, Penfield, NY
14526, (716) 385-1603.

Aussie
Joker Poker
Aussie joker Poker, the popular Australian computerized card game, has made its

way to the United States. In joker Poker, the computer acts as both dealer and crou-

pier, and distributes the winnings at the end of play Up to 90 players can compete

against one another, and can tailor deck sizes and hands per player

Aussie Joker Poker was developed by Joker Software International and is

distributed in the United States by Mindscape. $4955. Mindscape, Inc., 3444

Dundee Road. Northbrook, 1L 60062, (312) 480-7667.

Up to 90 players

con enjoy Aussie

Joker Poker, the

popular Australiar

computerized care

game now avail-

able in the United

States from

Mindscope.

Prospero C
Prospero Software has released Prospero C, one of the first full implementations of

the proposed C standard for the ST. The package includes a workbench for easy

programming; four-window programmer's editor; a C syntax checker; a C com-

piler; a linker to build .PRG files; a command line operation support; a cross-

reference program; a symbolic debugger; complete GEM AES and VDI bindings;

and over a thousand pages of documentation.

Prospero Cs output can be mixed with object modules produced by Prospero's

Pascal and Fortran compilers. This implementation of C is exactly that of the new

ANSI specification, with no exceptions or restrictions. A complete GEM-based pro-

grammer's environment makes the use of the editor, compiler and other utilities

quick and easy. Prospero C, $149. Prospero Software, Inc., 100 Commercial

Street, Suite 306, Portland, ME 04101, (207) 874-0382.

Do you have a new ST product? If so, we'd like to hearfrom you. Please send any

press releases and product photos to Products Update, START 544 Second Street, San

Francisco, CA 94107.

START The STMonthly 17



Products I inliilr

You Heard It Here First

Rumors? You want rumors? Well,

rumors we got. START'S usually reliable

grapevine has turned up several amaz-

ing new Atari products (although Atari

hasn't actually confirmed the existence

of any of them).

• Atari's long-awaited LLP805 Laptop

Laser Printer was displayed for the first

time at a private soiree in the home of a

high-ranking Atari official. The new

LLP805 operates with any ST or Mega

computer with at least a megabyte of

If you're waiting for the laptop ST, you'll lo

the idea of Atari's new $2,000 Laptop Lass

printer. It fits comfortably on almost any
(large) lap.

memory. Resolution is an outstanding

300 dots per inch and power consump-

tion is a modest 650 watts. Due out in

June, 1989, the price is tentatively set at

an amazing $999.95; the 242-pound

power pack, however, will list at

$1,399.95.

• Atari's new Cray Supercomputer

Simulator (CraSS) lets you mm your

520ST into a working replica of one of

the computer industry's most impres-

sive beasts. The CraSS will be shown at

the May 1989 PUXFUT Show, The

CraSS is reasonably priced at $129.95,

but before ordering, you should make

prior arrangements for installation of

the required air-conditioning units (ap-

proximately nine tons, $62,999) and 27

two-inch tape drives ($3,999 each). The

interface cable will be available at $9.98,

as soon as Atari receives some more

The new Expandable Memory Storage Unit

(EMSU) is Atari's latest breakthrough. Now
you can see your data, too.

• In another amazing breakthrough,

one that could completely revolutionize

the computer industry, Atari's Expanda-

ble Memory Storage Unit (EMSU) lets

you see your data as you save it- No

more "Disk Full" error messages-just

peek through the EMSU's custom trans-

lucent Data Housing to see if there's still

space for your file- The only shortcom-

ing of the EMSU has been sudden

decompression data loss, but Atari's en-

gineers are working on the problem.

Due out "in six weeks," the price still

has not been determined for the EMSU.

The Worst of Times
Just released, A Tale ofTwo Cities is the third in LitWare's "Extremely Minor Charac-

ters in Major Classics" graphics adventure series. Tale puts you in the dainty, high-

button shoes of Miss Pross, companion to Lucy Manette, as you try to throw a

monkey wrench into the French Revolution. Written for literature buffs, LitWare's

newest game lets you enjoy Dickens' turgid prose, while your character does virtu-

ally nothing to advance the plot. In LitWare's earlier releases, you took the role of

the royal busybody, Osric, in Hamlet, and the role of Cupcake the policeman in

Compromising Positions. Comes on 52 single-sided or 26 double-sided disks.

Tale of Two Cities, $49.95. LitWare, a division of Oedisoft, Inc., 1 Schplimper

Way, Fetid Brook, TX 78901-7878, (800) 391-3855.
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JIMMYHOTZ'S

by Mard Naman
START Contributing Editor

Jimmy Hotz has made quite a reputationfor himselfas a record

producer and MIDI expert. But that's nothing compared to what he's doing now;

he's invented a new way to make music, one that will not only make

everyone a musician, but expand the musical horizons ofthe profession.

In this exclusive START intervieiv, Jimmy tells how the Hotz Instrument came to be

and why it's the hottest thing in music since MIDI.

In an ordinary suburban house in an

ordinary Southern California neighbor-

hood, something quite remarkable is

going on. Its December, 1988 and rec-

ord producer Jimmy Hotz is putting the

finishing touches on his new invention:

a musical instrument that may revolu-

tionize the way we compose and play

music in the 1990s and beyond.

Claims Hotz, "Anyone who can tap

his foot or play drums on the table can

make incredible music. Anyone who

wants to be a musician can be." What is

he talking about? Is this a joke? A pipe

dream? Pure hype? No, what he has is

real: an instrument that is almost idiot-

proof for the non-musician, yet one that

opens up new worlds of possibilities For

the accomplished musician. He has

created an instrument that is far ahead

of anything else around.

And the computer Hotz built his

instrument to play with? The Atari

1040ST, of course.

A Musical Revolution

Very few people have even seen this in-

strument yet. One of the lucky few is

Frank Foster, Atari's national director of

specialty markets and a man who

knows the music industry very well. He

is unequivocal in his praise. "I think

this is going to revolutionize music-not

just education, but the way profes-

sionals perform, the way composers

compose and the way filmmakers make

film."

"There are four things that really

make this revolutionary," says Foster

"First, its incredible velocity sensitivity.

I've never seen anything like it in any

other controlling device. You can give

expression to the music very easily. Sec-

ond, the layout that accompanies that

ease of use makes the dexterity of your
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fingers less important than with other

instruments. It's easier to play than any

other keyboard. Third, computerized

translation through the 5T means you

don't have to have scales memorized or

music theory memorized. Fourth, it's

modular, which makes it real easy to

mix and match. If you're a computer

hobbyist, you might have one configu-

ration; if you're a professional musician,

you might have a complete surround

system where you can play back entire

orchestras at one time."

That Jimmy Hotz is the man to put

this machine together should come as

no great surprise. For years, he has been

the pied piper of MIDI, leading super-

stars such as B.B. King and Fleetwood

Mac into the wonderful world of MIDI

on the Atari 1040ST. His special skill

has been to make MIDI accessible to

musicians who would not otherwise

use it. But now he has taken it a step

further, because he says he can turn

anyone into a musician and elevate an

existing musician's musical output to

levels he or she never dreamed possible.

To prove his point, Hotz invited

START Magazine to his Thousand Oaks,

California home for an exclusive look at

the very first prototype. It is the first in-

terview ever given about his invention.

A Man With a Mission

Hotz is a family man who has been

married for 16 years and has four child-

ren. But he doesn't look like your typical

suburban husband. He looks more like

a singer you might catch on MTV at two

in the morning. Rod Stewart rooster hair,

only jet black. Earring, dark eyes. The

Glitter Rock look. So it seems a bit in-

congruous when he speaks to you in

his down-home Texas accent, thick as

90-weight oil. Underneath all this, one

is struck by two things: his enthusiasm

and his sincerity He's a man on a mis-

sion to bring better music to the world.

Hotz demonstrates his instrument by

having me pound away on it while the

Fleetwood Mac song "Seven Wonders"

(from last year's Tango in the Night

album) plays. As I listen to my contribu-

tion, I soon feel like another member of

Fleetwood Mac, a studio musician

backing up Stevie Nick's vocals.

Miraculously for me, I am always in key,

sounding pretty good and never making

a mistake. The reason I am able to play

so flawlessly is that Hotz has formatted

the right tables (the chords and scales

for this song at any given moment) into

the instrument. He calls this the "Hotz

code." I realize "Seven Wonders" is an

Anyone who can tap

his foot or play

drums on the table

can make incredible

musk.

appropriate demonstration song, since

his invention may be the seventh won-

der of the electronic musical world.

"With my invention, you may play

along with a Hotz-coded song, while

hearing it for the first time, simply on

feel and emotion, without the restraint

of mental musical arithmetic, yet still

add your contribution, the same as if

you hired some hot studio musician,"

says Hotz. "This is definitely not a

chord organ. As long as you have loaded

the proper tables that come with the

recording, it can sound amazing. If the

wrong tables are put in, instead of

providing wonderful life-giving results,

it could sound terrible." (This will help

prevent illegal duplication of recordings

in the future.)

Bon Jovi Does Jupiter

Hotz envisions many things. "You know

those shows where people used to lip-

sync along with the songs? Well, we

could have people get up and play this

instrument along with the latest hit rec-

ord, without any prior experience." The

possibility of spontaneous reaction is

limited only by the imagination. "You

might even have something come out in

the future like Bon Jovi recordingJupi-

ter by Hoist, only it sounds like the

London Symphony Orchestra-

something you never really expected,"

he says.

One of Hotz's biggest fans is Mick

Fleetwood, drummer and leader of the

phenomenally successful rock band

Fleetwood Mac. Says Fleetwood, "Jimmy

is such an electronic musical wizard

with far-out ideas, that sometimes

people don't believe what he says. But

I've known him long enough to know

that when he says he can do something,

he can do it. He has real vision, so far

beyond most people that they think he

can't be for real. But he is. He comes

through every time."

For Fleetwood Mac's new album,

scheduled to be released in 1989, the

plan is to have the Hotz code formatted

into the CDs, meaning that anyone who

bought Hotz's instrument could play

along with the record as another mem-

ber of the band. Playing along interac-

tively is great fun, and the possibility is

there for every CD released in the future

to be an interactive recording that in-

corporates the Hotz code

Notes Hotz, "It hardly uses any

memory; compared to putting out con-

ventional MIDI scale and chord where

you duplicate the recorded parts, it is so

efficient that I could put the tables and

changes for an entire album in less than

100K. Conventional MIDI data duplica-

tion could require several megabytes to

do this sort of manipulation, but with

Hotz code, 64K of RAM and a cheap

microprocessor will suffice. These won't

bring up the price of an average CD
player beyond the reach of the masses."

Everyone Hotz works with, from B.B.

King to the Scorpions, plans to imple-
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merit this on future CD's or similar digi-

tal technology. "I envision a time when

all releases will have this, or they won't

be purchased," says Hotz. Imagine, ev-

ery time you buy a CD, you could play

along with your favorite band with little

or no training and contribute musically.

The Hotz Instrument

The instrument is so new it

doesn't really have a name yet. It's called

variously the Hotz Musical Thought

Translator, the Hotz Box or just the Hotz

Instrument. The basic unit is a rectan-

gular console, about two feet wide and

20 inches from front to back. The

"keys" that you play are actually sensors

that you touch. Hotz calls them pads.

Depending on how elaborate you want

to get. there will be from 16 to 240

pads. In addition, one large pad will

serve as a built-in mouse.

The sensor pads will be two shades

of blue, the rest of the instrument will

be black with white lettering. In the

standard configuration, the dark blue

pads on the bottom rows are for

chords; the lighter ones relate to scale.

But, says Hotz, "they can be re-

configured any way you want." While

Hotz won't reveal any technical

parameters, he does say that the entire

program with enough tables to play

most of the music people are familiar

with could fit in about 200K. The rea-

son? "Nothing is cast in stone," he says.

"Every time I go to a different program,

every one of these pads can be some-

thing totally different. I can use data

from one location to manipulate an-

other. This could put out a whole string

to set up a song," he says, touching one

sensor; "this could be a chord, these

could be scales."

"I could get 50 people together, who

have never played together in their lives,

have one person serve as conductor and

they could do a spontaneous perfor-

mance where no one makes a mistake,

yet each person has creative input. One

could be playing strings, another brass,

With his revolutionary new instrument in the foreground, Jimmy Hotz is shown in his home
studio with two of his four children. The Holtz Instrument can read its song data from musico

Compact Discs and keep anyone in tune— kids included— as they play along.

Anyone who wants

to be a musician,

(an be.

etc. and no one's going to mess up be-

cause their changes will happen in ab-

solute synch with one another automat-

ically.
'

'

How can he do this? "When I push a

conductor pad, which transforms my

musical window, not only does my

window change, but I am sending out a

code which transforms any unit that is

looking to me as its conductor. This

happens so fast that it seems

transparent- no one has the feeling that

computer manipulation is taking place.

So only one person would ever have to

do that maneuver or think about what

chord it is. This is true even during

original composition, by the way. For

the first time ever you can have spon-

taneous composition among any num-

ber of musicians, where no one can hit

a wrong note and disrupt the creative

flow.

No More Dork Bands

The educational potential of the Hotz

Instrument is awesome. "1 feel every

school in the world will eventually have

one of these, "says Hotz. "All the school

bands that sounded like dork bands?

They won't have to be dork bands any-

more! Here's their chance to sound like

the London Philharmonic Orchestra.
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There's not only the gratification of ac-

complishing something, but you elimi-

nate that stifling of children's spirit that

occurs because they feel they aren't up

to par with everybody else, or they

couldn't hit a chord without offending

someone.

"You could buy one of these for your

kid, take it home that evening, and be-

fore you went to work the next morn-

ing, the sound coming from the next

room would be that of a reasonably

accomplished musician. The first time I

had my five year old play it, if you were

to hear it from the next room, you'd ask,

how many years has she been playing?

"What about handicapped people

who have never been able to play musi-

cal instruments?" asks Hotz. "Now they

can. Even if you only have one hand, or

only have a pencil in your mouth and

had no arms or legs, you could still

make decent music." And he proceeds

to prove his point. "This is with my

elbow!" he exclaims, hitting the sensors

with an elbow. "This is with a screw-

driver in my mouth!" I have to admit, it

doesn't sound bad at all.

"The whole point is," Hotz con-

cludes, "it takes away all the fear, all the

anxiety of trying to pursue something

musically. All the pain and heartache of

spending years just learning how to use

something is bypassed."

"A lot of people will say, 'What about

the classical training?' Well, 1 could sit a

kid down and say I want you to under-

stand all the possibilities of what a D
major chord is. With the Hotz instru-

ment, every idea you can conceive of in

relationship to that chord is available,

yet you may attack it with reckless

abandon without the possibility of

making a mistake. The type of chords

and scales you can play are absolutely

without limit. 1 will have tables for vir-

tually every type of music imaginable,

from Arabic to Japanese to whatever. I've

already got over 36 different chord

types in all 12 keys, not to mention the

scales.

"You could sit your child down to

practice his E minor scale. He'd be using

a simple MIDI monitor where not only

could he see what chord he just played,

but there are many interactive notation

programs that allow him to see, in con-

venient notation, what note was just

played. He doesn't have to worry if in

theory a D goes with an E sharp minor

He can hear it instantly."

"I think this is

going to

revolutionize music.
1

—Frank roster

Hotz knows he will still encounter

resistance from those who want little

johnny to have years of traditional

piano practice. His response? "How

many calligraphers do you know? There

was a time when they had to study old

English calligraphy to painstakingly

make symbols. Now, if you have the

right fonts loaded up, you hit a key and

that symbol that used to take some guy

half an hour to etch out is stamped out

just as good as he could do it. This is

the same thing. We can't look at the

world musically any more as though

everyone is going to be a calligrapher

When was the last time you can

remember a new instrument that en-

compasses a whole new way of playing,

a whole new terminology of where

muscial values are? How many people

do you know who have never played a

piano who could sit down in less than

an evening and sound relatively fluent

on it?

"If you were to ask the best keyboard

player in the world to play an E major

seventh, and play every variation he

could think of, he couldn't do it as fast

as an amateur who'd spent one after-

noon with the Hotz Instrument. The

amateur would win because it's all there,

he doesn't have to calculate his ever)'

move.
'

'

Too Easy?

But if it's so easy, where's the challenge?

Says Hotz, "There's still learning and

creativity because you ask, does it

sound good to go from this chord to

that one? And you learn. And if you

want to learn the scale associated with a

particular chord, we have certain

regions of the instrument that are

devoted to scale. And all the in-between

notes and subtle sounds are there as

well. Even somebody who's never

played music in his life can ask. What's

a G#M 7-3+ 5?' and play it perfectly, or

What's an F#m 9-5?' and play it per-

fectly. And then he can say, hey that

sounds good going from an A sharp ma-

jor to A minor Then he might try an F

sharp augmented. He can go through

every type of chord imaginable and find

the worth of it."

Even very accomplished musicians

will benefit greatly. "After people really

spend time with this machine, 1 think

the quality of the compositions being

written will have a whole new dimen-

sion. Today, if I ask a composer to write

a song using chords they're not familiar

with, they'll probably shy away from it.

Everybody can play an F, C or A minor

with no problem. But if I said write

something in a B flat minor sixth, most

rock and roll bands wouldn't be able to.

And I don't mean garage bands, but the

guys who have been selling millions of

records. But now, they can easily. Be-

cause with my instrument, the most

complicated chord is no harder to play

than a normal C chord."

Indeed, accomplished musicians can

find a lot to like about the Hotz Instru-

ment. "It will allow them to perform

feats in a couple of days they have tried

to do their whole lives and have not
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been able to achieve," claims Hotz. In a

few days, for example, Hotz says some-

one who plays the guitar but not the

keyboard can become a very accom-

plished Hotz Box keyboardist.

Only a tiny handful of professional

musicians have seen the Hotz Instru-

ment. But those who have praise it to

the skies. Take Herman Harebell, drum-

mer for the popular rock group, the

Scorpions. He says, "This is the future

of music, I want to be the first one on

the planet to actually play and endorse

it. I love it."

In live performance, the Hotz Instru-

ment may end the complaint that se-

quenced music can make for a lifeless

performance. Notes Hotz, "For a musi-

cian who wants to play impeccably and

still be a great showman at the same

time, now he's free to play his part with-

out blowing it. He can dance on the

thing, run all over the stage and be a

maniac. He could do a tap dance on the

keyboard and be playing a flamenco

guitar"

Hotz says the instrument will help

people reclaim their ethnic roots by eas-

ily bringing up ethnic sounds. For ex-

ample, it's very difficult to play a Middle

Eastern melody on most conventional

instruments. But it would be no harder

to play that on the Hotz Instrument

than it is to play a three-chord blues

song. Or Indian music. The Hotz Instru-

ment can supply you with the right

voicing to match a sound disk that's

capable of putting out, say, the sound of

a sitar. "We're going to have all styles of

music," says Hotz. 'Just put your disks

in, load the thing up. Push a button and

that will set up a chord table, whether

it's a classical Moody Blues-type ar-

rangement or a traditional Japanese

melody."

The Physical Side

Hotz notes a big difference between his

instrument and a normal keyboard.

"With a conventional ke; rd, you've

got 25 percent efficiency on a three-

note chord, but this gives 100 percent

efficiency. For example, on a five-octave

keyboard, you can play five proper C

major chords. 25 percent of the keys are

available for what you're trying to ac-

complish. But on the Hotz keyboard,

out of any number of keys, all of them

are usable So you get that kind of

efficiency ratio and you can have up to

240 keys that are usable at any given

The 1040, for

musical functions, is

not only just as

good as the Mac,

it's better.

time, and each pad can put out any-

thing on any MIDI channel independent

of the others. You can have any number

of different instruments playing from

one set of pads at a time. So not only

are all the right notes before you, but

you can set it up like an orchestra-a

string section here, a brass section here

and drum section there, everything you

can dream of, in real time, without hav-

ing to switch synthesizers and patches.

"You can load an entire table in less

than five seconds, that would have, for

example, not only all the information

for rock chords, but every note in every

one of the tables, three levels deep. You

can load that entire bank for doing all

that information, off a regular disk or a

hard disk, do your part, then move on. I

can do in an afternoon what used to

take me several weeks to do. That's no

exaggeration."

Hotz is now making 300 metal pro-

totypes. By February of 1989, he plans

to have these units available to major

studios and recording artists—'the elite

of the music world," as he puts it- on a

custom-order basis. Below these top-

end custom units (which may sell for

$2,500 to $10,000), there will be three

other units that will vary in price from

$2,000 to an amazingly low $200 or

$300. The top-end model has two lull

wings that attach to the main board,

having a total of 240 sensors. These

says Hotz, are the "ultimate studio in-

struments" and weigh around 30

pounds.

The $2,000 model will be the main

console without wings, including five

banks of 16 sensors. "It's the equivalent

of having five keyboards around you

that you could reach exactly where you

wanted to and not ever mess up," says

Hotz. That will hopefully be available

this spring.

The $800 version will compete with

the upper-end Casios. It will have 32

sensors to enable a person to play

melody and chords together. Finally, the

$200-$300 unit will be priced to com-

pete with the cheapest Casios, and will

have 16 sensor pads and could weigh

no more than a pound or two. "If you

walk into K-Mart and your little kid

starts playing a normal cheap keyboard,

he's not going to sound too polished."

says Hotz. "Then he goes to the $200

Hotz Instrument and his random bang-

ing sounds great, with the same single

chord reference. He's just dragging his

fingers and it sounds pretty good. His

joy of accomplishment is overwhelm-

ing. Which one do you think the parent

will buy? Of course, you're not going to

get the same fidelity or power out of

these units you'll get out of the high-end

stuff. But the beauty of this instrument

is how modular it is. If you bought

several of our small units, and plugged

the interface together with it, function-

ally you'd have one of our more expen-

sive units, but without the convenience

of the layout."

The Hotz Instrument is powerful

enough to function without the Atari ST

But, of course, without the MIDI inter-
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face, you won't be able to actually see

what you're doing. Adds Hotz, "1

recommend the ST to anyone on any

level, because it makes the power of the

system so much greater The 1040, for

musical functions, is not only just as

good as the Mac, it's better. The ST is

one of the most efficient machines you

can buy for the money. When you're

remanipulating someone else's stuff

from another keyboard or editing, the

ST is definitely the most efficient ma-

chine to do that. For the higher-end

machines, they're made to work with a

dedicated ST To make it work most

efficiently, we've got the software in-

cluded to support the ST

Hotz is making the prototypes with

financial backing from Mick Fleetwood

of Fleetwood Mac. For mass production

and marketing of his invention, Hotz is

currently negotiating with Atari. (Edi-

tor's note: As soon as we learn Atari's

plans for the Hotz Instrument, we'll let you

know.)

Inspirations and Risks

One wonders what inspired jimmy

Hotz to create this instrument- "I've

been dreaming about these things all

my life," he says. 'About four years ago,

I saw Leon Russell play some chord run

with a speed that fried my brain. Right

then 1 said there's got to be a way to let

an average person do that without

spending 30 years of his life studying

and practicing. And there is! Today if 1

asked Leon to play a D sharp minor

seventh all the way up the scale, as

quick as he could, I don't think he

could beat me; I've been around the

best in the world, and he's hands-down

the most talented musician I've ever

known."

Hotz had other reasons for making

his instrument. He was upset by the

limits on pop songwriting. "How do

you uplift the level of how three-chord

songs are being written so that it might

include something you could hear in an

orchestra?" he asks. "Look at 'Nights in

White Satin' by the Moody Blues. That

had a little of the character I'm talking

about. 1 was frustrated by an inability to

do that. There was a good reason: those

chords are very difficult to play on the

guitar and unless your keyboard player

studied classically, he has no inkling

how to do that. And even if he did, how

do you take the voicing of that and op-

timize it to rock?

Even if you

go back to Kansas,

you still remember

there's an Oz.

"It was in the back of my mind until

I decided if I didn't stop everything else

and believe in this enough, I would

never do it. Of course, everyone said

'How can you be so ridiculous as to

stop everything else to try and make an

instrument anyone can play?' Even my

friends thought it was an overwhelming

task. When you first tell your dreams to

others, sometimes they just don't see

the vision you do. But you have to have

faith in your ability and step out at

some point. If you don't believe in your-

self enough to go that first step, how can

you expect other people to believe

in you?

"1 said, 'If I really believe this, I'm

going to live my life like it's true, ' so I

jumped off the deep end. 1 had a family

to support, a new baby coming. 1 didn't

know how long it would take. But it

only took me three months from the

time I said I'm going to stop doing any-

thing else. It's been a tremendous gift.

I've been a technician, engineer, record

producer and musician. I've built stu-

dios and done more beta-testing than 1

care to remember But if 1 didn't have

the background in each of those areas,

this might never have happened. I

would have only seen part of the

puzzle"

And now that his instrument is out,

Hotz is ready to change the world of

pop music, "Most pop songs today in-

clude major, minor, a few major

sevenths, a few minor sevenths, a hand-

ful of odd-and-end chords. Other than

that, musicians don't know how to play

them-I mean fluently-where they

could whip it out in a flawless fashion

every time. Now everybody's going to be

able to execute any type of chord in any

type of voicing with the same expertise.

That will make the window of chords

used in normal writing much greater

than it ever has been.

All he has to do now is get his in-

strument into the hands of the masses.

"All of a sudden we could have half the

population contending for who's going

to be the latest rock star," he enthuses.

The sheer number of samples you can

pick from means the quality of the

specimens will go up. All those musi-

cians who could get away with running

at two-thirds of their potential had bet-

ter start running full speed or they'll be

out of the race. It'll make everybody

better.

"There's going to be a kid in some

garage somewhere tinkering with this

thing. And he'll come up with some

composition using all these complex

chords that hits a nerve ending in the

populace. Suddenly, the whole idea of

what good music is will be lifted an-

other notch. I've been playing guitar

since I was seven, but I don't know how

much guitar I'll be playing from now on.

The way we make music has changed.

We're in Oz now. You can never say you

didn't go. Even if you go back to Kansas,

you still remember there's an Oz. We're

forever changed."

Mard Naman is a freelance magazine

and television writer and a Contributing

Editor of START.
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by Bruce D. Noonan, M.D.

Dr. Noonan is at it again: ST Writer Elite Version 3- is here! This new GEM-based

version of the classic word processor allows true ASCIIfile-saving and direct

conversion ofAtari Writerfiles, among other things. You said you wanted

more updates—START hears and responds. ST Writer 3.0 is on your START disk

in threeflavors: English, Spanish and German.

For all your writing chores, it's ST He"° <*&'" ST WriKr fans! Its becn Im ver>" excited abouI the enhance-

Writer Elite. Files STWRITE3.ARC, some time since START last published merits (and bug corrections) in this

CERMSTW.ARC, SPANSTW.ARC an update of ST Writer Elite (Version newest version. Plus, if you've needed a

and STWMAN.ARC on your START 2 .3 was in the Winter 1987 issue), but German- or Spanish-language word
disk.

the waiting is over -Version 3,0 is here, processor, both are here.
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You'll find ST Writer Elite Version 3.0

on this month's START disk. Just copy

the files STWRITE3.ARC and ARCXTTP
onto a blank, formatted disk- Un-ARC

STWR1TE3.ARC following the Disk In-

structions elsewhere in this issue

Double-click on STWR1TER.PRG to run

ST Writer Elite If you want to use the

German or Spanish versions, follow this

same procedure for GERMSTW.ARC or

SPANSTW.ARC Each of these archive

files contain help and quick reference

files with the filename extension TXT;

to read one of these files you must first

run ST Writer, press L and then type in

the file name.

The complete documentation for ST

Writer Elite, including everything you'll

need to know to get started with the

program, is in the file STWMAN.ARC. If

you have a double-sided drive you can

un-ARC the ST Writer manual onto the

same double-sided disk you used for

STWRITE3.ARC. If you have a single-

sided drive, copy STWMAN.ARC and

ARCXTTP onto another disk and un-

ARC STWMAN.ARC. The manual

(STWMAN.ASC) is in ASCII format and

you can view or print it by double-

clicking on it from the Desktop.

Alternately, you can read the file

STWMAN.ASC by double-clicking on

TYPE.PRG (also in STWMAN.ARC).

This program to display a file was writ-

ten by Sterling K. Webb and originally

appeared in the March 1989 issue of

START. Select STWMAN.ASC from the

file selector box. TYPE.PRG will load

the file into memory. Use the up and

down arrow keys to move through the

document a page at a time; the right

and left arrow keys move a line at a

time Pressing Clr/Home jumps to the

end of the document; Insert moves to

the beginning of the document. Press

Undo to return to the Desktop.

The Story Thus Far

As you recall, ST Writer first appeared

in 1985 with the then-new 520ST,

when little or no software existed except

for some semi-colorful but boring (by

today's standards) low resolution pic-

tures ported from the 8-bit Ataris. Since

1986, when 1 talked Atari into giving me

the source code to fix bugs, ST Writer

has been updated constantly. Version

2.3 was the first GEM version and was

called ST Writer Elite. Since it's in the

public domain, it's probably owned in

Desk

Load

Atar (Writer"
ST Uriter~ Elite

Save

Delete File

Farriat Disk

Print
Pr, Driver

Buit

The new Save ASCII

feature sets all the

margins for you

automatically.

one version or another by every ST

owner in the United States. And be-

cause it's available in Spanish and Ger-

man versions, it has also been dis-

tributed in Europe, Mexico and South

America.

The widespread use of ST Writer

and ST Writer Elite has been a mixed

blessing. On the positive side, a large

user base has resulted in many bug

reports. I truly believe that ST Writer

Elite is one of the least buggy software

products available. Of course, when Ver-

sion 1.04 came out I thought all the

bugs were gone. Dream on, Noonan! As

one of my friends so aptly remarked,

"The number of bugs in a program is

n+ 1, where n represents the number of

bugs already discovered."

I'm still finding bugs, but they're

much less frequent and most of them

would never be encountered by the cas-

ual user. (For example, with versions

ST Writer Elite now
has a true Save

ASCII feature that

gives you pure text

files, and without all

those annoying car-

riage returns at the

end.

prior to 3.0, try loading in a non-ST

Writer file containing less than 24 bytes

and you'll see what I mean about bugs).

In Version 2.3 there was a problem

with the Remove Tab function in GEM
mode (now fixed). Also, when saving a

program in GEM mode, the file some-

times went into a different folder than

was intended. This sometimes occurred

if the user first loaded a file, then ac-

cessed the directory of another folder

Now with Version 3.0, you can't save a

file without first executing a "Save

As. .
.," then choosing the path from a

File Selector Box. This ensures that

you're aware of the directory into which

the file is going.

ST Writer Elite: The Latest Features

Version 3.0 of ST Writer Elite does have

several new features. For example, now

you can put all 256 characters in the ST

character set directly in a disk file. The

new [unction uses Control-X to bracket

characters with ASCII values less than

32 (decimal). This is useful to send
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printer codes at specific points in your

text file. For example, suppose you

wanted to sound the printer bell at a

certain point in the file to alert you to

change paper color You would place

Control-X, Control-G and Control-X at

the appropriate place in the file along

with a Control-W page-wait command.

By executing the commands in this or-

der, ST Writer will not recognize

Control-G as a font change, as it usually

does. Instead it would send Control-G

as a character (ASCII 7) to the printer.

You can now also print these special

characters to the screen in print

preview.

In order to produce these control

characters, you will usually use the con-

trol key combined with an alphabet

character key There are some excep-

tions, however For example between

two Control-X's:

To get:

ASCII (null)

Control-A

Control-X

Control-Z

Escape

ASCII $1C

ASCII $1D

ASCII $1E

ASCII S1F

Press:

Return

Control-U

\Control-X

Control-:

Control-! or Control-;

ControK or Conrxol-\

Control-= orControl-1

Control-> or Control-"

Control-? or Control-

5T URITER
Copyright B J.9BB

En el doninio public

ELITE

or Atari Carp,
. No es de uenta,

EORRflR Ficha JOBIFICflR Ficha

81EBR Ficha 0BTENER Fkha

SORhflTEBR Disco HECiaiR AtariUriter"

&PRIMR Ficha BflLMR ficha

BlSTfl de Fichas EHflHSFORMfrR Colores

Hem EOLTEflR la Resolution Alta

Do you need a

Spanish-ianguoge

word processor?

This is the Spanish-

language version of

ST Writer Elite 3.0.

Note: Some of these combinations

require you to press the Shift key. For

example, pressing Control-Colon (:) is

the same as pressing Control-Shift-

Semicolon CO-

ASCII Conversion

Being able to send control codes is also

useful with yet another new feature in

ST Writer Elite 3.0: Save ASCII. Of

course, you always had the ability to

print an ASCII file to disk, but you had

to change top, bottom and left margins,

and the files always had trailing carriage

returns representing unused lines on

the last page output. This new Save

ASCII feature does all the margin setting

for you automatically. You may now, for

instance, manipulate the DESKTOPINF

file and save it in ASCII format.

The use of Control-X to send control

codes is necessary in some cases in-

volving hard disk drives. Just remember

to bracket all control codes in such files

on both sides with Control-X before

saving them in ASCII format. Also, files

from text processors such as Micro

Emacs can now be loaded, manipulated

and resaved. The routine to read an

ASCII file is also much faster in this

version.

If you want to convert a non-ST

Writer file to 5T Writer format, an alert

box will appear asking if you would

rather not have all embedded tab

ST Writer Elite's

disk-formatting

routine has been

updated to reflect

changes in the new

TOS ROMs.

St WRITER"
Capurlgtit 3 1938

Public Qatraffl—nlcht

ELITE
ei Uteri Corp.

un Uerkauf gedacht,

HEKOHME DtariHrite r" Hague Datei

[jfcilCKE Datei SLJCHERN der Datei

fjDIERE Datei STREICKE Datei

SQRHATIEKE Diskott e Eeazekhkis

BADE Datei IECHSEL Farbe

(D»ES Flip-flop EDIT

For Germon-
speaking ST owner;

here's the menu
screen in the

German-language
version of ST Writei

Elite 3.0

characters convened to five spaces (the

default). If you choose not to convert

the tabs, your converted text will be

dotted with Control-I characters wher-

ever a tab character occurred in the

non-ST Writer file If you wish to pre-

serve these tabs, say, to keep source

code text size to a minimum, use global

search and replace to bracket each

Control-I with Control-X's on either

side before saving the file in ASCII

format.
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Printer Driver and Disk Formatting

In the File drop-down menu, you'll now

see an item called Pr. Driver This new

feature lets you load a different printer

driver without restarting ST Writer.

Some users own several printers and

may even have a serial and parallel

printer connected at the same time

Click on Pr Driver to switch from one

printer to another (Note: Do not, I re-

peat, not connect or disconnect a

printer while either it or your computer

is on-you may end up frying your

circuits!)

ST Writer Elite's disk-formatting rou-

tine has also been improved. MS-DOS

machines can now directly read files on

disks that have been formatted by ST

Writer. Also, if you have the new "Mega"

ROMs the disk format will be skewed,

increasing disk access speed.

Atari Writer Conversion

A final major enhancement to ST Writer

Elite will be welcomed by Atari users

TDS ERROR <:V -I J HRl'E NOT MVEO VOJR UDHK'Q
Occurs: Rdidinly, but only after -o-r than 7 h.

disk activity.

E

Press GK: Crash to desktop IS bonSs) .3
Hint: Save i,our work.

3

1
;T0S ERROR !SJ: HSiRlClHNS "03 0RIEF.3
'Occurs: M-C" jcj try to play a gane Hhose Inst:

(primarily t.i Jt.'ii Incorts, and notably Englis:
- """

';eec you f

*hich , the

Press OK: Lets you play POND.

Hint: Pressure sulllshers tc give am
a
TOS ERRDR 154 <CJ -HH'f BEEh MARKED 1

;

[Occurs: Unci you boot a gane that ha:

iPress OK: Goes Into an apparentiy em
sure?",

3

iHint: Rebout -nm a different gane.

3

are inadequate
. The purpose nf "thi

I the -things on the

mguage nanual ,3

The ST Writer Elite

editor. While if may
not be "WYSI-
WYG," it's the

fastest ST word
processor around
and the commands
are familiar to virtu-

ally all 8-bit

Atarians.

group newsletter editors who use the

program. Often they receive reviews

from 8-bit Atari users via modem. The

Atari Writer feature now lets you load

Atari Writer files from disk into ST

Writer and convert them automatically.

Previously, you had to transfer files via a

null-modem cable directly from the 8-

bit Atari Writer program to ST Writer

You can still do this if you want, but the

new feature will make it much easier to

convert Atari Writer files.

Until Next Time

As long as there's an ST, there will be

updates to ST Writer-watch for them in

START. Also coming soon in START is

my File Translator program which will

convert WordPerfect, 1st Word and

Word Writer files directly to ST Writer

format and vice versa. H
Bruce Noonan is cm opthamologist in

Washington State He is the acknowl-

edged godfather of Atari's ST Writer

word processor.

New Improved

Version

— FASTER THAN A SPEEDING BUTTER 11

• Makes your 520 / 1040 ST""' outrun a Mega ST"'.

• New version supports HiRes 40 and 50 line modes.

• Makes ALL versions of TOS run faster.

• Only $49.95 — Less than half the cost of a hardware blitter.

• Installs automatically — just load it and forget it.

• No soldering, no copy protection, no setup — Just speed.

Turbo ST vs The Blitter (% speed increase)

Monochrome Color

dBMan 5.0

Blitter Turbo ST Blitter Turbo ST
10% :," : B% 60%

Data Manager 1 .1 83 94 85 88

1ST Word 1.0 37 35 34 41

GFA BASIC 2.0 22 69 13 65

Interlink 1.8 53 63 46 71

ST BASIC 1.0 221 517 219 567

ST Writer 3.0 18 116 17 127

Word Writer 2.0 34 31 35 37

Results obtained while paging through an appropriate data tile.

P.O. Box 5257

Winter Park, Florida 32793

(407) 657-4611

Ask (or Turbo ST at your local dealer or send $49.95 plus $2.00 shipping and handling

to SofTrek, P.O. Box 5257, Winter Park, FL 32793. Florida residents add 6% sales tax.

Visa and MasterCard phone orders accepted. Call (407) 657-4611. Upgrades to version

1.4 are available (or $5.00 U.S. plus your original disk. Offer expires 60 days from the

date of this publication.

Turbo ST does nol speed up programs that use GDOS fonts or that bypass the GEM operating

system, such as PC Ditto, but is compatible with them. TOS, ST BASIC, ST Writer, 520 ST, 1040

ST, and Mega ST are trademarks or registered trademarks of Atari Corp

Get In The Fast Lane — Buy Turbo ST Today!



Review

Making A
Good Thing Better

Utilities for Your ST

by David Plotkin
START Contributing Editor

I've used a lot of computers over the

years, but my favorite is still my ST. If

you're aware of its advantages and the

power it offers, you probably feel the

same about your own ST. But once you've

used your machine for awhile, you begin

running into its limitations. Slowly you

realize the things it doesn't do well and

the things it doesn't seem to be able to do

at all.

As software support for the ST

matures, programmers are finding more

and more ways to help you overcome

what were once thought to be insur-

mountable limitations in the ST. Take a

look at some of these creative solutions

in the pages that follow.

Universal Item Selector II

As you may have noticed, the file selector

built into the STs operating system is

pretty clumsy. For a computer that prides

itself on the "point-and-click" method of

file selection, you end up doing a lot of

typing to select a file! If you need to

change to a different drive you must type

in the complete path name And any

needed file maintenance requires that

you quit a program you're running and

exit to the desktop.

Various utilities have been offered as

solutions to this clumsiness, but easily
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E. Arthur Brown

developed Flexces-

sory specifically to

overcome the ST's

dreaded six-

accessory limit.

the most elegant is the Universal Item

Selector II (UIS II) from Application and

Design Software UIS II is a small file that

you install in your AUTO folder Then,

whenever you call up a program from

your Desktop, you'll see UIS lis file selec-

tor box instead of the ST's built-in file

selector By copying the included UIS II

desk-accessory file into the root directory

of your boot disk, you can even access

the file-selector box from the desktop or

any GEM menu bar

UIS II offers an incredible wealth of

new features. You can change the drive by

clicking on the drive-letter button, and

move, copy rename and delete files and

groups of files. A group of files can be

chosen by selecting multiple files in the

file-window area of the file selector and

the files will remain selected even if you

scroll the window to look at other files.

You can also select groups of files by typ-

ing in a template that the files must

match (for example, "*.BAK").

The file-window area can be scrolled

horizontally as well to reveal the date,

time and size of the files. Other informa-

tion about the files, such as attributes

(READ/WRITE/HlDDEN/etcJ can also

be exmined from UIS II. You can even

change the time and date a file was

created to the current time and date with

a single mouse click (no more copying

from one place to another to accomplish

this-which won't work with the new

ROMS anyway). You can format disks,

print a directory, print the contents of a

file and a whole load of things I don't
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Review Good Thing Better

have space to mention here

Universal Item Selector II is one of

those programs that you won't give up

once you've tried it. And at $19.95, there's

no reason not to try it. (Editor's Note:

There have been a jew bugs reported espe-

cially where UlS ll's memory demands

conflict with programs that take over mem-

ory, such as ST Writer Elite, Just be aware of

these hugs and avoid them. Application and

Design Software is working on a way to

solve these conflicts.)

Universal Item

Selector II, from

Application and
Design Software,

offers o creative

solution to the in-

adequacy of the ST's

file selector.

The Six-Accessory Limit

A desk accessor)' gives you access to a

"mini-application" while you're using an-

other program. Literally hundreds of desk

accessories have been written for the ST,

and many are available in the public do-

main for the price of a phone call or a

disk.

There are two limitations to desk

accessories on the ST, however The first

is that you may have no more than six

Desk File View Options
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early Control I^nel) require two of the six

slots, although the most recent versions

of the ST have fixed this "slot gluttony."

Several commercial packages now on the

market combine the functions of many

desk accessories into a single, large acces-

sory. The disadvantage is that you usually

don't want all the items built into the ac-

cessory, but have to pay the memory

price anyway.

One of the disad-

vantages of GDOS
has been its ten-

dency to slow the ST

down. G+ PLUS,

from CodeHead,
was written in as-

sembly language,

nd does everything

GDOS does only

faster.

installed at any one time, and the second

is that to change which desk accessories

you have installed, you have to reboot

your computer (after renaming or moving

some files). With the increasing availabil-

ity of STs equipped with lots of memory

and hard drives, these two limits have be-

come annoying to frequent users.

Compounding the problem of a six-

accessory limit is the fact that some of

Atari's own desk accessories (such as the

Two Solutions

Two packages have been introduced that

attempt to address these disadvantages of

ST desk accessories. The first is Flexces-

sory from E. Arthur Brown. This package

installs as an accessory; when you click

on it under the Desktop menu, Flexces-

sory opens a window that shows the in-

stalled accessories. From here you select

the one you want to nan. A slate of acces-

sories can be loaded at boo tup, and you

can configure Flexcessory to reserve a

certain amount of memory. Within the

constraints of this reserved space, you

can remove accessories from memory

and install new ones. Thus, Flexcessory

not only bypasses the six-accessory limit,

but lets you choose the accessories you

want to run and to change them when-

ever you want. Further, Flexcessory comes

with a configurable RAM disk and print

spooler

Flexcessory is by no means a cure-all.

The "accessories," for instance, are not

really accessories at all, but standard ap-

plications. While this would first seem

like an advantage (applications are easier

to program than true accessories) it is in

fact a hindrance: there are far more desk

accessories available than small applica-

tions that would fit within the confines

of Flexcessory.

These applications must also follow

stringent rules. For one thing they may

not use drop-down menus. Accessories

can't use drop-down menus either, but

this limitation is well known to program-

mers, so they develop the accessory with

this in mind. Most GEM applications do

use menus, and thus are unsuitable for

use with Flexcessory. The package comes

with 20 useful applications to get you

started, but after that you may have a

hard time finding what you need.

A second solution to the STs six-

accessory limit is found in an incredible

piece of programming from CodeHead

so I ware called Vkikidesk Insralled as an
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accessory, you select it from the Desk

menu and it presents you wirh a window

lo select the accessory you want to run.

You can have it load a list of accessories

at boot-up and can reserve memory just

as with Flexcessory. But Multidesk uses

real accessories (which are plentiful), and

can remove and install them at any time

within the constraints of the amount of

memory reserved. Since you can change

the amount of memory reserved from the

desktop anytime, even this constraint has

been overcome.

Multidesk is tremendously configura-

ble and can find accessories in folders, so

they don't have to clutter up your root

directory. You can even run Multidesk as

a regular program by changing its ex-

tender to .PRG, which enables you to run

accessories directly from the Desktop,

then clear them from memory when

you're finished-just like regular pro-

grams. Multidesk is one program that falls

in the "must have" category.

G+PLUS Fixes GDOS

GDOS is an add-on utility for the ST's

operating system that permits high-

quality printing with multiple fonts and

the highest resolution your printer can

handle Many computer-aided drafting

programs use GDOS to do their output,

as do such popular programs as Mi-

graph's Easy Draw, NEOCEPTs WordUp,

Atari's Microsoft Write, Electronic Arts'

DEGAS Elite and Timeworks' Desktop

Publisher ST.

However, despite its power, GDOS is

not a flexible system. It must be installed

at boot-up and significantly slows down

the ST, even when you're not using a

GDOS program The file that sets up the

font definitions and defines the printer

drivers (ASS1GN.SY5) must also be read at

boot-up and cannot be changed without

rebooting. Further this file is different for

each GDOS program so that you must

generally reboot to change from one

GDOS application to another

G+PLUS, from CodeHead Software,

does a very nice job of taking care of all

Desk File UiEM B lions
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Multi-Desk from

Codehead Software

is another creative

solution to the six-

accessory limit. It's

almost infinitely

configurable—and
best of all, it works.

the disadvantages of GDOS. It, too, must

be installed at boot-up. but since it's writ-

ten in assembly language, it doesn't slow

the ST down at all. (One of its modes ac-

tually increases redrawing speed!) The

font definition file doesn't need to be in-

stalled at boot-up, but can be installed at

any time, and it doesn't even need to be

in the root directory. It can be also

changed at any time

With G+PLUS, you can define a spe-

cial text file which will automatically load

the specified font definition file when a

GDOS program is run. Run a different

GDOS program, and a different font

definition file will be installed. If you use

GDOS, get G+PLUS.

Incidentally. . .

The Hewlett Packard DeskJet printer is an

inkjet printer with the same print quality

as the much more expensive LaserJet. It

has become very popular with ST owners

because of its small size, quiet operation

and a street price of under $700.

Though most GDOS programs now

have printer drivers for the DeskJet,

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Neocept, the publishers of WordUp, is

marketing their own driver It comes with

a set of fonts and supports advanced fea-

tures such as page sizing. It works with

every GDOS program I've tested, and re-

sults in faster printing speed than any

other driver I've tried. Installation is easy:

just copy the file into the appropriate

folder, copy the fonts and adjust your AS-

SIGN.SYS file to access the driver Sample

ASSIGN.SYS files are provided with the

driver, so you may not need to modify

your own.

Making a Switch

There are many more utilities available

that deal with the STs limitations in a

creative and efficient way. In a future is-

sue, I'll look at some "switchers," which

let you have more than one program in

memory at once and switch between

them instantly:

David Plotkin is chemical engineerfor

Chevron USA and a Contributing Editor

for START.

Universal Item Selector
II, $19.95. Application and
Design Software, 226 N.W. F

Street, Grants Pass, OR
97526, (503)476-0071.

Flexcessory, $29.95. E.

Arthur Brown, 3404 Pawnee
Drive, Alexandria, MN
56308, (612) 762-8847.

Multidesk, $29.95;

G + PLUS, $34.95. Code-
Head Software, P.O. Box

4336, North Hollywood, CA
91607, (213|466-1868.

Printer Driver for
Hewlett-Packard Desk-
Jet, $49.95. Neocept, 547
Constitution Ave., Unit A,

Camarilla, CA 93010, (805)

482-4446.
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And
The Beat Goes On

MUSIC SOFTWARE, Inc

220 Boylston St. #206
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167

(617)244-6957

Your music

deserves software that

keeps on evolving. We have

over 25 titles for the Atari ST and Multi Program

Environment, allowing you to buy new instruments, think up

new uses for old ones, and be secure in the knowledge that

your investment will not become outdated. From our afford-

able MIDI Recording Studio and Keys!, to KCS, Prantom

Synchronizer Copyist, and our Caged Artist editors; "we de-

fine MIDI music software. " No other music software com-

pany delivers our value and power. See why thousands of

Atari users have chosen Dr.T's.

Want Color For Under $100?

Unlock the Power

VIDEOKEY
RGB to color composite converterfor the Atari ST

With VideoKey, now you, too, can experience the fantastic

color and sound of Atari's games and graphics on any
television, big screen or composite monitor! Its design

provides the highest quality color composite video and RF
output possible for any Atari ST, not just those that are RF
equipped. Standard RCA jacks allow for easy hook-up.

Optimized for low resolution use.

i Practical

Solution/
3 602-322-6100

1135 N. Jones Blvd., Tucson, AZ 55716
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Sargon IV and
Printer Interface III

by David Plotkin

This month, we'll gee back to the Mac

side of the column. David Small's Spec-

tre 128 has taken the Atari world by

storm. In fact, it has become so popular

that the 128K Macintosh ROMs have

become quite scarce (and expensive). I

wonder if Apple has figured out what's

going on yet. (Editor's Note: Given the

attention the Smalls were attractingfrom

Apple personnel at COMDEX last jail,

we're sure that they're aware.)

Spectre Version 1.75 has just been

sent to registered owners as of press

time. It fixes some obscure bugs which

most users have never seen, but the

quick revision shows that Gadgets by

Small really cares.

Sargon IV

Some really good software has been

published for the Mac in the time it's

been on the market. While there are

good chess games for the ST, it is a fact

that Sargon IV for the Mac has no match

in the ST world.

Sargon IV is a remarkably able chess-

playing program with a multitude of op-

tions, making it suitable for the novice

and the tournament player. Sargon IV

supports all chess moves, including en

passant, castling, and queen promotion.

Sargon IV may be

the best chess game

ST— but only if you

use a Mac emulator

like Magic Sac or

Spectre 128. It has

a multitude of op-

tions and features,

including a Piece

Sculpture program
to design your own

Two types of boards are available, the

standard flat 2D board (viewed from

above), and a three-quarter view 3D

board. Alternate sets of chess pieces can

be used; four sets are included or you

can design your own. You can turn the

board around to see the board from

your opponent's viewpoint anytime it is

your turn, and you can even switch

sides as the mood strikes you.

In Sargon IV, you play against the

computer or another human. If you play

a human opponent, Sargon IV can refe-

ree to prevent any illegal moves. If you

play against the computer, you can set

the degree of difficulty by limiting the

time Sargon IV has to search for moves.

Obviously, the more time you give it,

the better its game You can limit Sargon

IV to as little as five seconds per move

or let it think until you tell it to make its

move. Sargon IV will make the best

move it has located when its time runs

out. Interestingly, these time limits are

not absolute - Sargon IV keeps a time

budget, and may use more time than al-

lowed on some moves, less on others.

Several clock options are available-you
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can limit the time for each move and

the total time for a game.

Sargon includes an impressive li-

brary of opening moves or you can tum

them off and make Sargon "think" from

the beginning. If you need help, you can

ask Sargon IV for recommendations for

your move. If you've made a serious

blunder, you can even take back one or

more moves. Sargon IV will use the time

you are thinking about your move to

chink about its next move, unless you

disable this mode. A variety of options

lets you see Sargon's "reasoning" for

selecting a move (you watch the tree

search for the best move), print a move

list, save and load games and set up a

game position or chess problem. Sargon

can solve chess problems, such as to

find out if mate is possible in a

specified number of moves. You can

even have Sargon play itself, while you

sit and watch.

For the Novice or Master

How good a game of chess does Sargon

play? 1 am only a casual chess player, so

the fact that it beat me consistently at

every level above novice is not too sur-

prising. However, reports are that at its

upper levels, Sargon IV is a very good

chess player indeed. It even beats its

primary computer competition seven

games out of eight.

For beginners, however, at its easiest

play level Sargon IV really gives you a

chance. Because it doesn't have time to

look ahead many moves, it makes the

same mistakes that novices often do,

thus providing challenging play without

being overwhelming. You will need to

move to higher levels, though, if you

wish to become more proficient.

In addition to playing a mean game

of chess, Sargon is packaged with five

opening problems, 10 tactics problems,

10 strategy problems, 15 checkmate

problems, five endgame problems and

107 of the world's best games. These

can be loaded from disk and played

through and you can learn an enormous

amount by studying what occurs. Chess

Master Boris Baczynskyi comments on

each of these problems and games in

the manual.

Design Your Own Pieces

The Piece Sculpture program is a sepa-

rate utility which lets you design your

own pieces. A small window appears in

Sargon IV beats its

primary computer

competition seven

games out of eight.

which you can draw the piece using

one of several simple tools. The actual

drawing is done in an enlarged view

with a normal size view also shown on

the same screen. You can create a mask

to keep other pieces from showing

through the clear spaces in the piece. A

particularly useful option lets you invert

all the bits in a piece Thus you need

create a piece in only one color and

then use the invert option to create the

other!

Printer Output Made Easy

One big problem Magic Sac and 5pectre

128 users have is getting their output to

a printer. After all, how many Atari

owners have Apple ImageWriters, and

know how to hook them up? Replace-

ment drivers for printing to an Epson-

compatible printer have been available

for some time, but what if you want bet-

ter quality? One alternative might be the

Hewlett-Packard DeskJet, which has

taken the Atari world by storm. The

Deskjet has 300 dots-per-inch resolu-

tion, silent operation and low price

(street price about $700).

Now DataPak Software Inc. has in-

troduced Printer Interface 111. It provides

a printer driver for the HP DeskJet and

is extremely easy to install: all you have

to do is copy it to your boot disk. Then,

when you use the CHOOSER accessory

under the Apple menu, HP DESKJET

will be available as an option. Although

the manual speaks in terms of the serial

port (and configuring the DeskJet's

parameters), ST owners running Magic

Sac or Spectre can just skip all this,

since in both emulators the printer out-

put has been rerouted to the parallel

port (the DeskJet has both).

Does it work? Most certainly.

Graphics are handled beautifully (at 72,

150 and 300 dpi), and fonts which are

either built into the DeskJet or supplied

on HP's font cartridges print out at full

300-dpi resolution. If you try to use a

font that is not in the DeskJet, it will

still work, provided your system file

defines the font at four times the

desired size. Thus, you would need a

48-point font definition to use that font

at a 12-point size. This is due to the

difference in resolution between the

Mac's screen (72 dpi) and the DeskJet

printer (300 dpi).

As with the LaserWriter, any font

which is not installed in the printer (or

available at four times the size) still

prints, but it prints the screen font-

which is considerably lower resolution

and somewhat blocky. Even so, the re-

sults are fast, quiet and very much

worth the money.

David Plotkin is an engineer for Chev-

ron USA. and a START Contributing

Editor.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Sargon IV, $49.95. Spin-

naker Software, 1 Kendall

Square, Cambridge, MA
01239,(617)494-1220.

Printer Interface Ml,

$125. DataPak Software,

Inc., 14011 Ventura Blvd.

#507, Sherman Oaks, CA
91423, (818)905-6419.
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SEQUENCE, EDIT, PLAY
SCORE, SAVE, PRINT I

FOR ATARI ST $99

READ YOUR
MUSIC AT

SIGHT TODAY3

O mnu
NEWSCORE 200 S. TRYON STR

CHARLOTTE NC 28202
TEL (704) 376 3085 VISA MC

We've got the look you need!
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The MIcroFlyte Joystick: The only lully

proportional, continuously variable Joystick

for Flight Simulator II

You will be excited about the versatility and
realism ot the MicroFlyie joystick tor the Atari

ST compuler. It is designed to be plugged into

the mouse port and can work in either propor-

tional Flight mode or regular mouse mode.

Include $4.00 shipping of joystick orders. FSII is

a trademark of subLogic Corp. Order direct from;

MICROCUBE CORPORATION
P.O. Box 488

Leesburg, VA 22075

(703)777-7157

DATEL COMPUTERS

UST DEEP SCAN NIBBLER T

Copy entire disk - even highly protected

programs in under 60 seconds I!

Works with one drive or two
|~l Multiple copy option allows many backups from one original

Q Copy 1 or 2 sides up to 85 tracks. 520 or 1024 ST.

f_J Special format parameters for non standard formats.

Q Unique "INFO ANALYSER" displays vital disc parameters
including sector distribution, dispersion, Interleave, etc.

Q Easy to use Icon driven program takes the mystery out of Disc
back up

• ONLY $49.99

UST SUPER TOOLKIT II
A powerful package of
Whole disk Track & Sector
Edit.You can read up to

85 tracks and 255 sectors!

Q Find/Replace function will

scan for value and replace
it automatically.

r_j Super HlRes display makes
this an excellent tool.

Works with Mono monitor

^_ (HiRes) only.

|j Info mode displays vital

disc information.

tONLY $24.99

utilities for all ST models
Q 3 different editor modes-

Drive. Disk or File.

Direct select function for

Boo tscctor ,D ircc tory sector.

U Fully Menu/Icon driven.
HEX/ACSII edit modes -

directly on the disk.

[J Unique 2 disk compare
function - scans both disks
and reports on differences.,

perfect for the disk hackerll

rj Full printer support. Printer

parameter selector box.

3.5" EXTERNAL
1 MEG DRIVE

r_j Slimline extra low profile

unit- only 6" long.

Q Top quality NEC drive
mechanism.

Q Superbly styled case
finished in computer color.

[J Fully compatible- 1 meg
unformatted capacity.

[J Complete with power
supply/connecting cable-
No more to buy.

•ONLY $169.99

1 MEG INTERNAL
DRIVE UPGRADE
Replace internal 500K drive
with a full 1 Meg unit.
Top quality NEC drive unlt-
Easily fitted- Full Instructions.

13 Direct plug in replacement

ij No special skill or tools

required.

Q When considering a drive
replacement remember that
quality is most important.

mONLY $119.99
ORDERS
ONLY

1-800-782-9110

DATEL COMPUTERS
3430 E. TROPICANA AVENUE.

UNIT 67. LAS VEGAS, NV 89121
VISA/HASTERCARD

CHECKS/MONET ORDERS/ CODS ACCEPTED
ADD $4.00 SHIPPrNG HANDLING



REVOLUTIONARY
NEW PRODUCT

• Imagine Saving almost any game at any point, then being
able to return there as many times as you like.

• Imagine the Ultimate Back-up Utility that actually UNPROTECTS
programs as it copies them. Lets protected programs be
stored as tiles, run (rom a hard disk or even be transmitted

over a modem.
• Imagine saving three or more protected single sided disks on

just one double sided disk.

• Imagine Instantly switching back and forth between two
different programs, games, utilities or business applications.

Now Stop Imagining and get Switch/Back.
It can do all this and more.

Switch/Back is a revolutionary new hardware and software
package that lets you get more from your ST MUCH MORE.

Switch/Backs gaming features lets you instantly save most games
then continue playing. If you get in trouble you can switch back
to where you were os many times as you like.

REQUIRES at

least 1 meg. of RAM
(or a Megadlifc or Polycflik Cartridge)

BACK-UPS -Switch/Back can work with your favorite back-up
program and allow you to save whole protected disks to files for

archival purposes. It can also automatically unprotect a
program and save it as standard file. This method works on
hundreds of ST programs and it allows you to run the files directly

Its perfect lor running protected programs oil a hard disk. It

creates standard TOS files, that can be stored together on disks

or even transferred by modem.
SWAP - Switch back lets you load just about any two programs
into your ST and switch instantly between them. It works with

games, business programs, utilities, compilers, etc. Although only

one program is running at a time, the other is available instantly,

right where you left off.

The Switch/Back hardware plugs into your printer port for easy
use (It has a pass through connection for your printer too.)

Switch/Back requires at least One Meg of memory
(Or a Polydisk or Megadisk) ONLY $69.95

ST Protection Techniques
Finally ST Copy protection *ochr,iques are revealed.

This complete book and disk package details the stale

ol the art in ST Protection methods and much, much

The Software included with the book pio^aes mo"v
powerful features like the AUTOMATIC PROGRAM
PROTECTOR. This easy to use Utility allows you to protect
just about any ST program. WW can choose a
combination ol protection methods like encryption,

checking custom disk formats, password protection or

a limited use option that makes the program self-

destruct after running a preset number of times.

The book includes topics such os Phreaking. Logic Bombs. Hardware
data keys, the legal aspects of piracy and software protection. Custom
disk formats. Pirate Bulletin boards and much more.

In addition it contains reviews ol the popular ST back-up programs and
detailed explanations of ST disks and drives. .

ST Protection Techniques [Book and disk package] 0n |V $39.95
QDfip?aflc:sd] {

"7" ••••••••••••
^^^^^^^^^^ High Quality sound digitizer for the ST This powerful

haidware and sorrware package lets you sample real world sounds and
play them bock on any Atari ST Add special effects like Echo, Reverse,

looping, pitch manipulation, mixing and envelope control. Turns your Atari

keyboard into O musical instrument to play songs with your digitized

sounds (also works with any MIDI keyboard) Digisound makes it simple to

add sound to your own program, tool Unleash the incredible sounds in

your ST with (JIGI30JND S^ppcvs sg"'DI rg f'oir .:.-. fo dOKhz. DIGISOUND is

the Choice of the professionals. DIGISOUND was used to create the voice
in Chessmaster 2000. and other commercial programs. ONLY 6(1Q OK

DIGISOUND PROFESSIONAL
All the excellent features ol DIGISOUND plus these great extras
LOGARITHMIC SAMPLING - Special hardware extends the sound quality

lor above the other ST sound digitizers. Logarithmic sampling and
playback (external amplifiers only] greatly extends the dynamic range
while reducing distortion ond noise.

Internal Real Time Mixing - input from a stereo and a microphone so
you can sing over a tape £440 05

Beat Box
Is It a Drum Machine? A sequencer? A new concept In digital

sound? The answer Is - YESII Its all this - and so much morell It's a
polyphonic song construction set that turns your ST into a drum ma-
chine and digital sequencer. Now anyone can be a master com-
ppser. No musical knowfege requiredl

Just point and click to create faclnating drum, voice, or musical

patterns in four voices. Combine and arrange patterns to form com-
plete musical compositions. Play Ihe sounds, patterns and songs
through your montlor speaker or digitizer hardware.

You don't need a digitizer to enjoy Beat Box. It comes with over
35 ready to use digitized sounds, Or you can use your own sounds re-

corded with a Digisound ST. Professional, or other digitizer.

Beat Box $29.95

'HI
color

|

COMPUTEREYET
1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

Incredible COLOR video digitizer. • The first and only full color digitizer

tor the ST • Uses standard video inputs like video camera. VCR. ot video

dis« • Works in ol Si resolutions. Low res provides 16 shode black and
white or full color pictures. • Pictures can be used with Degas,

Neochrome. Powerprint and others. • Automatic calibration of contrasl,

brightness and white balance. • Plugs into cartridge port for easy set-up

• Capture your picture or that of your feve tc star ONLY $199.95

SPECIAL OFFER - Buy both Computereyes and Powerpnnl

from the total. „

it and SAVE 20.00

Vefm \

— Pj5n|JyY BLOW YOURSELF UP

imagine your picture on a 6 loot poster. Create a business graph that

con cover a wall. Quchtv outpui for Doste's l-sn/'s. icws letters, and more
POWERPRINT
Whether it's a photo digitized with CornpulerEyes. a masterpiece

creafed with Degas, or the winning screen from your lovorite game.
POWERPRINT can print it with unequoled clarity and resolution : -i:v,t.:-"-,i"

supports ALL ST resolutions, it prints multiple sizes up to GIANT WALL SIZED
POSTERS. Prinl 16 shades for incredible detail. Print the whole screen or

ZOOM in on just the part you want. POWERPRINT offers unique effects.

including rotate, mirror and inverse options. Selective shading option
allows vou to print multi-color pictures on any prinlei by printing one color

at a time [using color ribbons). Powerprint lets you capture and print

0lmo5l any SI screen. Woixs with Star, NEC, Citoh. Gemini. EPSON. XM8CM6
and compatible printers. £-*ir\ *\e

DIGISPEC
DIGISPEC is an exciting new breakthrough in computer video digitiz-

ing. DIGISPEC works with your Color CornpulerEyes to create »p«c-
tacular 512 color video images. Now you can capture and display

video pictures in unsurpassed detail ond cldriry. with 512 different col-

ors on your ST screen.
DIGISPEC is easy to use It works on any ST computer. Simply cap-

ture an Image with your Color CornpulerEyes and color video
camera (or VCR. video disk, etc ) Then run DIGISPEC. and watch as
your picture appears in a full rainbow of 512 true colors.

DIGISPEC includes a special shading feature to give you even more
detail and color. The shading feature uses d technique called dither-

ing, which creates and displays images in 3.375 or even 24,389
simuloted colors.

DIGISPEC creates detailed, low resolution video images on any
Atari ST, color video camera (or YCR> and Color ComputerEyes.
Every Color ComputerEyes needs DIGISPEC! &*it\ t^w-

Only 539.95
ST Control frx 69.95 md UN1SPEC lot 49.95 oboovoitable

POIyCIISK Polydisk is a 512K version of o Megadisk Polydisk gives

you the same fast boot features, the high speed access, and the print

spooler. Polydisk has a power supply (like Megadisk) but does nof contain
a battery back-up.

Note: Those with only 512K of mam memory can use Switch/Back with o
Polydisk, just like those wilh one Meg.

Polydisk i

(Clock option card is alsc

VISA * Mgit.rCcrd W»lcom»14 HOUR HOTLINE

51d-3 /*4-7iloW Older b, phor* tx wnd cIMck tx motwy Ofd*t to:* ,w *"~* r-v»» AlPHAiYSTIr«10iantykHKl.Mac»dooki,O«44(15o
Call or writ* (or RM catalog. include $300 |hp fchdtfj [US B ConacJQ). Ohio

- Cjitomar S*rvlC» Una (314) 467-5468 M-F 9 AM-) PM EtT residents odd 5V* soles to. Foteign oiders odd Sfl.OC
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Partcopy: An Ultra-Fast

Partition Copier

by Dave Small and Dan Moore

Move a meg in four seconds with

PARTCOPY.ARC on your START disk!

This month put all you've been learning

from Hard Disk Lore and First Aid to

use with Partcopy, a high-speed hard

disk partition copier. This is an ex-

tremely powerful tool for moving big

blocks of data around on your hard

disk, or from one hard disk to another.

Like any powerful tool, Partcopy has

the potential for misuse. We don't put

limits on what you can do with it be-

cause that would limit its power. Treat it

like you would treat a bandsaw-with

caution. In particular, do not use it until

you understand partitions and hard

disks (which you do if you've been fol-

lowing this column, right?).

Partcopy lets you move a block of

sectors of any size from any hard drive

to any other hard drive, at the very high

speed of one megabyte every four

seconds.

Let's take a typical example of how I

use Partcopy. When I'm about to start a

day's development work on Spectre 128,

I want to completely back up my Spec-

tre development area, 10 megabytes

long, in case 1 wipe it out.

1 plug a second drive in (as per my

article "Megabytes, not Megabucks"

from the Winter 1987 issue of START)

and run Partcopy. I instruct Partcopy to

move the 10 megabytes that constitute

my Spectre partition to the first parti-

tion of the backup drive, also 10 mega-

bytes long. Forty seconds later, it's done.

I park the backup drive, put it on the

shelf, and I'm ready for anything. (At

that point, not even a power spike can

take out the Spectre development).

Many, many times I've wiped out the

Spectre area, either by accident or by a

built-in ST feature (40 folder limit), and

these backups have saved me. One

night I lost 140 megabytes worth of

hard disks to a power surge, and the

only things left were the backups on the

shelf.

You can also move one partition to

another very quickly with Partcopy. Let's

say I wanted to copy the C partition to

the D partition. 1 could just drag all the

files from one to the other and fall

asleep watching it go (TOS takes a long

time to copy all these files), or I could

turn loose Partcopy and have it done in

40 seconds.

Your Lucky Numbers

To run Partcopy, copy PARTCOPY.ARC

and ARCXTTP onto a blank, formatted

disk and un-ARC PARTCOPY.ARC, fol-

lowing the Disk Instructions elsewhere

in this issue. You need to feed Partcopy

several numbers, all in decimal:

1. The source drive's SCSI ID and Logi-

cal Unit Number (LUN). If you don't

know what you're doing, these are

usually and 0, but if you dorit know

what you're doing, for heaven's sakes

don't run this program.

2. The destination drive's SCSI ID and

LUN. Again, this will depend on how

your system is set up. You can of course

have these be the same as your source,

and copy within the same drive; I do it

all the time.

3. The starting sector number on the

source drive where you want the copy

to come from.

4. The destination sector number on

the destination drive where you want

the copy to begin.
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5. And, finally, [he number of sectors to

copy.

Where do you find these numbers?

If you have the January 1989 issue of

START you can run our Partlook pro-

gram, which will give you a partition

map of your hard disk-where each and

every partition begins and ends. Supra's

SUPEDIT utility provides these num-

bers as well.

Proceed with Caution

Let's do a quick run-through, since this

is best taught by example.

We have a 20 megabyte drive, con-

sisting of four 5 megabyte partitions: C,

D, E and E We want to completely copy,

say, C to F to make a morning backup.

We run Partlook and discover the

disk looks like this:

C Sectors 1-10001

D: Sectors 10002-20002

E: Sectors 20003-30003

F: Sectors 30004-40004

The hard disk is our sole hard disk,

so as usual it's wired as SCSI 0, LUN 0.

We tell Partcopy to copy from SCSI 0,

LUN to SCSI 0, LUN 0, starting at sec-

tor 1, to sector 30004, length 10000

sectors. (To think of the operation in

megabytes, divide the number of sectors

by 2,000-2,000 sectors is 1 megabyte.)

Then, before you can recite the

Pledge of Allegiance, the copy will be

finished -five megabytes will be copied

from drive Cs partition area to drive F's

area. Note that this will complete wipe

out whatever was stored on drive E

Don't do this unless you want to use

that partition for backup only.

Warning: Know exactly what you're

doing before you do this. Back up your

drive first. It is easy to mistype a num-

ber, and then you're doomed. Partcopy

does print back your numbers to you

before doing the copy, for a final check.

Common mistakes are to start at sector

0, or (in the E example) sector 20,000

instead of sector 20,003, or to copy a

partition that's a little too big to fit into

the destination, and have it "slop over"

into the partition following.

After you do the copy, you must re-

boot the system. GEM has, in system

memory, a copy of what the old parti-

tions looked like, that can't be easily up-

dated. You must reboot to get the new

copy read in, or GEM will horribly trash

the new partition based on its old, in-

correct data. I know from experience.

Partcopy will not automatically reboot

for you; you must do it manually.

To use Partcopy again just type "yes"

at the appropriate prompt. Control C

will exit anytime if you type in some-

thing wrong. You are given a chance to

escape before the copy starts.

Error Intolerance

Partcopy is not very tolerant of errors; it

just stops if you get one. Why, you ask?

Well, hard disk controllers are sup-

posed to "map out" errors at format

time so you never see them. (The con-

troller replaces the bad sector with a

known good one.) If you're getting hard

disk hits, it's time to reformat or get a

new hard disk anyway; you're riding a

thin edge of disaster. Oust one little hit

in the directory, and poof, you're gone.)

Thus we felt that giving you an imper-

fect copy, especially during a backup,

wasn't a good idea. Depending on how

far you are into the copy operation

when an error occurs the destination

partition may be garbled because it has

half new information and half old. You

may want to reformat the destination

partition and then do a file-by-file

backup to it to determine the bad file.

Partcopy can also be very useful

when debugging a marginal disk drive.

Just use Partcopy to copy a drive onto

itsell; that'll exercise the living heck out

of the read/write circuitry, and

read/write every sector on the disk.

(Two tools in one! - the ultimate hard

disk exerciser). This helped me debug a

partially broken SCSI cable -I ran Part-

copy, and started wiggling cables. When
I wiggled the right place, Partcopy

stopped.

Cloning an Entire Drive

To completely clone a hard disk onto

another is simple with Partcopy. Plug

them both in, and use Partcopy starting

from sector to the length of the hard

disk. For instance, a common length for

the whole drive on a 20 meg unit is

40,006 sectors (see table above: 40,005

sectors, plus the zeroth (partition) sec-

tor, is 40,006 sectors). So copy from

your source disk, starting at sector for

40,006 sectors and you've cloned the

drive-and dam fast, too. Twenty mega-

bytes will take you 80 seconds.

This is the absolutely most-used tool

Dan and I have written. When you can

afford multiple hard drives it's worth it

to back up hard disk to hard disk just

in terms of time. Also, the cost of using

floppies to back up big drives gets old

after awhile, and a 20 megabyte mecha-

nism can be had for under $200. 1 use

Partcopy all the time for backups, and

many are the times it's saved me. An 80

second backup, I'll do-a 20 minute

backup, I tend to put off.

Conclusion

I hope you find Partcopy as useful a tool

as I have! Again, never use it if you're

not absolutely sure what you're copying,

and be careful with it

Dave Small's zest forfast and easy

backups is the result of hard disk crashes

encountered during his low-level work

developing Macintosh emulators for the

ST. Dan Moore is the author of Paper

Clip for the 8-bit Atari and the never-

released Paper Clip Elitefor the ST.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Hard Disk Utilities,

$24.95. Supra Corp., 1133

Commercial Way, Albany,

OR 97321, (503)967-9075.
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NOW! RUN THE MOST POPULAR IBM
PROGRAMS ON YOUR ATARI ST!

'"A Best Buy' I'm impressed"
David H. Ahl, Atari Explorer, Nov-Dec 1987

"If you've got an Atari, you probably need this program."
Jerry Pournell, Byte Magazine, October 1987

"Converting the 1040ST to an MS-DOS machine with pc-ditto

software is a breeze"
John Wolfskill, PC Resource, October 1988

"This is the product we have been looking for."

Donna Wesolowski, ST Informer, August 1987

"This truly incredible software emulator really works."
Mike Gibbons, Current Notes, September 1987

pc-ditto is a software-only utility which taps the power of our Atari ST to imitate an IBM PC XT.

No extra hardware is required (an optional 5.25-inch drive may be required for 5.25-inch disks).

Progams such as Lotus 1-2-3, Framework, Symphony, dBase II, II, Hi+, Sidekick, Turbo Pascal,

and hundreds more, will work "out-of-the-box".

We also recommend the 5.25-inch IB Drive by IB Computers (503-297-8425), and
Drive Master, the floppy drive switchbox, by Practical Solutions, (602-884-9612).

pc-ditto features include:

All ST models supported (520, 1040, & Mega)

up to 703K usable memory (1040 & Mega)

not copy-protected - installable on hard disk

imitates IBM monochrome and IBM color graphics adapters

access to hard disk, if hard disk used

optionally boots DOS from hard disk

parallel and serial ports fully supported

supports 3.5-inch 720K format and 360K single-sided formats

supports optional 5.25-inch 40-track drives

System requirements:

• IBM PC-DOS or Compaq MS-DOS version 3.2

or above recommended

optional 5.25-inch drive is required to use

5.25-inch disks

• 3.5-inch 720K DOS disks require a double-sided

drive (Atari SF314 or equivalent)

See pc-ditto today at an Atari dealer near you

or write for free information!

$89.95

pc-ditto
*by

Avant-Garde Systems
381 Pablo Point Drive

Jacksonville, FL 32225
(904) 221-2904

Yes. Please send me more information!

Avant-Garde Systems, 381 Pablo Point

Jacksonville, Florida 32225

Name
Address

Gity _st_ _Zip_



When it comes to publishing on the ST, no one does it

Better than Fleet Street and YOU!
Your wail for a full featured bug-free Desk

Top Publishing program ended when you

discovered Fleet Street Publisher 2.0. Now
your publications can have the extraordinary

impact that only a Professional Desk Top Pub-

lishing program can give them.

You can begin creating impressive newslet-

ters, advertisements, business reports, bulletins

immediatly with the most advanced Desk Top
Publishing program available for the Atari ST.

Fleet Street Publisher 2.0 has the features you

want at a price you won't believe (Read about

MichTron's Special Introductory Offer be-

low

Fleet Street Publisher 2.0 allows such ad-

vanced text features as the ability to type di-

rectly onto the page, or to load text from any

ASCII word-processing file. This includes files

created on IBMs and compatibles. Word proc-

essing control codes can be stripped out auto-

matically.

Automatic Hyphenation (by algorithm),

paragraph and column justification, text kerning,

variable selectable leading, and proportional

spacing make text manipulation a breeze. There

is also a search and replace feature. Adding to

your layout potential are line and box drawing

tools that allow multiple line weights and shades.

You can even combine these with v ariableback-

ground tones and shadings.

You may utilize the included typefaces in

varying sizes from 4 to 216 points with 1 Meg of

memory. The package includes a complete

brary of ready-to-use images, or you can easily

import graphic screens and scanned images

from other software products. There is also a

Pixel Editor for creating, adapting, and/or touch-

ing -up existing art work. A number of printer

drivers from postscript to dot matrix printers

provide excellent final copies of your finished

work.

Now MiciiTron makes an extraordinary

offer. We know that many of you have already

purchased DeskTop Publishing programs; we

also know that you deserve and want the best

avadable. So, until March 3 1,1 989, if you send

us the Copyright page from any DeskTop Pub-

lishing program manual, we will send a copy of

Fleet Street Publisher 2.0 for only $50.00, a

$149.95 value for only $50.00. Don't wait,

li- order your copy today!

9*
Michlrori



The Binary Bible
by Mario Deike

START Editorial Assistant

Saint Silicon has emerged from Silicon

Valley to bring divine answers to ques-

tions that computer enthusiasts have

probably never thought to ask- questions

like "What is the meaning of our hard

drives?" And, "Why must we suffer in-

evitable bugs?"

The answers to these and other ques-

tions are found not on a scroll, nor even

on a scrolling screen. Instead, they're con-

tained in The Binary Bible by Jeffrey Arm-

strong, a.k.a. Saint Silicon. Based on the

title, this would seem to be the be-all and

end-all of computer humor That's a

pretty tall order, but any book with

"Bible" in the name is bound to raise my

expectations. Lighming (or Disk I/O) will

surely strike me dead for saying this, but

I just didn't find it consistently funny.

In the Beginning

The Binary Bible begins with a parody of

Genesis: "And the Giver of Data said, Let

there be Electricity: and there was Elec-

tricity." In "Sysgen," G.O.D. is a Graphics

Omniscient Device with Oddem and

Even skipping across the Griden of

Readin. (Read that one aloud-) The devil

is a glitch who tempted Even with the

Apple and that's why, to this day, our

programs are never entirely bug-free

The Binary Bible

is just a bit too tedi-

ous for straight-

through reading,

but it does have oc-

casional moments of

real satiric humor.

It's at its best in o

parody of contem-

porary evangelists.

And there you have it. For the most

part, all of the mysteries of the ancient

computer world -and the entire premise

of the book-are contained in these first

three chapters. What happens in the re-

maining 150 pages? Oh, that you should

ask.

After Sysgen, the Binary Bible appears

headed as a satire of the real Bible, which

is what I'd had high hopes for But except

for a few occasional parables like the

"Sermon on the Monitor," Sysgen and

Revelation are the only two portions that

maintain the Biblical parallel. And Revela-

tion seems out of place in the book.

Revelations

Revelation does, in fact, resemble the

Revelation oi St. John of the Cross in its

focus on the future Armstrongs version
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Review Binary Bible

THE ULTIMATE ACTION & ADVENTURE...

TIME is ticking away as a merciless robot force has

invaded Akaron. Overwhelming odds are stacked against

you. Put on your seat belt and Warp into battle...

SENSATIONAL GRAPHICS & SPECIAL EFFECTS
TEN STUNNING & CHANGING LANDSCAPES
SPECTACULAR SOUND EFFECTS

^PICCUSTAR
P.O. BOX 0457-S, ROCHESTER, Ml 48308-0457

CALL 1 -800-777-1 690 TO ORDER, or visit your retailer. To order by mall send

money order tor S39.95 plus S3.0TJ (or handling. Please allow 3-5 weeks tor delivery.

MOVING?

Fill in coupon and mail to:

START Subscriptions

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

N1:\V ADDIU-SS

is a pious sermon on love that en-

courages us to interact with human be-

ings, not just with our terminals. Actually,

Armstrong is rather endearing here, but

the sudden sincerity is totally incongru-

ous with the tongue-in-cheek tone of the

rest of the book.

Much of the rest of the Binary Bible

consists of hymns, prayers and poems, all

in computerese Indeed, and this is my
complaint, most of the book seems to be

merely a vehicle for strained puns based

on computer jargon. Eventually, the Bibli-

cal theme is foresaken altogether and all

kinds of little spoofs pop up in its place

Armstrong shifts to Nursery Rhymes

("Mother Gauss") and Astrology with

signs like "Arrays," "Virtual" and, my per-

sonal favorite, "PCs."

Have You Been D-Based?

This is not to say that the Binary Bible

doesn't have some redeeming qualities.

There are moments of real satiric humor

My favorite section is halfway into the

book, where Armstrong launches into a

parody of contemporary evangelists. As

Saint Silicon, he promotes CH.I.P, (the

Church of Heuristic Information Process-

ing), complete with its own Byte Univer-

sity. "Have you been D-Based and

D-filed?" he asks, "Do you suffer from

Information indigestion? Then you need

CHIP," the world's first "user- friendly"

religion. There's even a list of handy

catch-phrases in case you want to be-

come a true DOSciple. It is here that the

book is at its best.

Unfortunately, the Binary Bible is

merely a compilation of puns, rather than

an incisive satire It is definitely not a

book to be read straight through. Taken

in small doses, however, it might be good

for a smile (like just after your hard drive

crashes). But for $14.95, I'd recommend

waiting for the movie

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

The Binary Bible, 514 95
Winchester Cothoderal,

1803 Mission Street #174,

Santa Cruz, CA 95060,
(408) 458-0213.



Itciitiuij Software,

pi
Five \vavs n<|o, \J1=

we were alieml of

our time.

Haven't Yon

Cnnujit Up Yet?

WEDGWOOD RENTAL
5316Woodwav Drive jj

Fort Worth, Texas 76133
w

NeoDesk
The Desktop Alternative

PSTe-w- Version 2.00!!
The Powerful Desktop Alternative for

all Atari ST Personal Computers!!
Features Include:

High-Speed File & Disk Operations Editable Icons (Icon Editor Included)

20-30% Faster Install Application that Works • Replace Desktop with any

Picture • Batch File Support • Improved Disk Formatting • New Rubberband Bos

Support (or Owners ot Color S Monochrome Monitors Takes Up as Little as

24Kot RAM- Auto- Execute any Program and/ or Batch File Editable 20

Character Volume Name (Displayed at the Bottom of all Windows) Separate

Hard Disk. Floppy, RamDisk. Batch File, and Printer Icons Support tor Future

ROM Releases - Replacement Control Panel with Corner Clock, Screen Saver,

and Blitter Control Keyboard Reset from Inside any Program Printer Queue (Up

to 10 tiles al Once) • Complete Illustrated Manual - Keyboard Equivalents lor Most

Commands - File Templates • Environmenlal Variables - Place Icons on Desktop

For Only = $49.95

Grlbnif Software
To Order: Call (B00)-999-GRIB or send check (add $3.00 (or S & H) to:

P.O. Box 350. Hadley. MA 01035 All Other Inquiries Call (413) 584-7887 j

Beckemeyer Development Tools
478 Santa Clara Ave. • Oakland, CA 94610

Serving the Atari ST Community Since 1985

Hard Disk Toolkit $29.95

Fast, Reliable Disk Backup
• Backup files too big for one floppy disk

• Automatically formats on the fly - up to 4Mb per disk

• Up to IMb/min- no need for 1Mb RAM or RAM disk

• Restores files even from damaged floppy disks

• Tells how many disks are needed in advance

Hard Disk Sentry $49.95

Repair & Optimize Disk Partitions

• Invaluable to Hard Drive users - also works on floppies

• Typically takes less than one minute for all partitions

• No programming experience required - fully auiomatic

Hard Disk Accelerator $39.95

Hard Disk Cache
• Dramatically speeds up Hard Disks using little RAM

MTOShell $129.95
Multiuser/Multitasking Operating System

Fully TOS compatible- runs GEM programs!

• Up to 12 users with optional multiport controller

• E-Mail & UUCP networking available

Turbo POS Starting at $295.00
Retail Point of Sale & Accounting

Call for a FREE Catalog of All Our Products!

(415)452-1129

4 ^

THE RIGHT CHOICE
GTS-100

Quality, Reliability, Service, qualities for which Future Sys-

tems is known, continues with the rugged reliability of the

GTS-100. The3V2inchfloppydriveforyourATARI-ST. The

GTS-100 has design and engineering standards that clearly

separate it from the competition. The GTS-100 has built in

track indicators that clearly displays the current read/write

track, while the power on arid busy lights display drive status.

Plug compatible with your ATARI-ST, with a high tech matte

Black finish.

Future systems, inc.

21634 Lassen St.

Chatsworth, CA 91311

818-407-1647 FAX 818-407-0681



by Jim Pierson-Perry

THE
DOCTOR

LkT:TheMmBehmdTheMPE
Emile Tobenffeld, Ph.D.—Dr. T—is one of that rare breed

ofpeople who have left theirfirst careers to pursue their

dreams. Dr. T'sfirst career was in physics, but his dream

led him to create the world's biggest MIDI software em-

pire. In a rare interview with START Contributing Editor

Jim Pierson-Perry, Dr. T reveals the unusualpath he fol-

lowedfrom the lab to the studio.

Not many of us have the opportunity to

turn our hobbies into careers, much less

successful companies. A few years ago,

Emile Tobenfeld, alias Dr. T, took that

risk, turning away from a Ph.D. in

physics to follow his musical aspira-

tions. The result was Dr. T's Music Soft-

ware and it has been an overwhelming

success. Over the past four years Dr. T's

has grown from a one-man operation to

the largest MIDI software developer and

distributor in the world.

"I defined myself as an artist even

though 1 wasn't working as an artist for

a long time," recalls Tobenfeld. He

accepted a low-key programmingjob at

a science laboratory in order to have

the time for his music and photography

interests.

Having few formal music skills,

Tobenfeld seized on an ARP Odyssey in

1976. "Here was something 1 could

make music on without needing to be a

trained keyboard player, having a

trained ear or needing much of any-

thing except an imagination." The ubiq-

Emile Tobenfeld, the famous Dr. T: A non-

musician in the normal sense of the word.

uity of synthesizer tone controls fit well

with his interest in exploring musical

processes and structure.

The turning point came in 1984.

After viewing sequencer programs

based on the recently created MIDI

standard, he decided to write his own,

since "nothing available then could do

the types of things that would be useful

to me" Once committed, he reasoned

"If I'm going to write software, I'll do it

all out and see if I can make some

money at it." His initial expectations, at
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best, were "to sell enough to quit my

job and work on some new programs,

with maybe one person helping with

shipping. Even if it didn't get that far, it

would be fun to have a couple of pro-

grams and make some extra money for

awhile. It would at least give my resume

a kick in the pants!"

Tobenfeld's first programs were for

the C-64. "Having blown all my money

on a [Yamaha] DX7 synthesizer," he

said, "I found that the Commodore was

the cheapest computer around with a

MIDI interface. My customers and I

could afford it." From there, he ex-

panded to the Apple II and then to the

Atari ST in 1986. Currently, the vast

majority of his products are for the ST.

"We have a whole group of people who

understand the ST really well and want

to develop software for it," he explains.

No other company matches the

breadth of Dr. T's product line, which

has expanded into all aspects of music

software. There are four work groups for

ST products: sequencers and algorith-

mic composing programs, patch edi-

tor/librarians, scoring programs and

sample editors. Efforts are in progress to

port the programs over to the Amiga

and to test the Macintosh market on a

limited basis.

Commenting on the MIDI software

market, Dr T holds mixed opinions.

"With desktop publishing (another soft-

ware niche marketl, there is a job to get

done," he says, "and a guy can weigh

the economic equation and see if there

is going to be a payoff. You don't have

the option not to do the job. For music,

the nitty gritty market is all the people

out there without an economic driver

who aren't even active musicians. There

are a hell of a lot more non-musicians

who would enjoy playing music if they

could than there are actual musicians.

Whether these people will get bitten by

the bug enough to want to make the

commitment- that's my fear about this

market."

A criticism leveled at Dr. T's se-

quencer programs is that they are not

very user- friendly; GEM is not used and

the workscreens are full of dizzying

amounts of data. GEM's speed limita-

tions are the main reason for avoiding

It; sequencer programs that appear to

use GEM features have usually gutted

the GEM code and replaced it with

high-speed proprietary routines.

With release of

the MPE, Dr. T

has provided

the first fully

integrated

desktop

computer music

workstation.

As to the user interface, Dr. T feels

that if you're going to make computer

music, you have to deal with the com-

puter The ability to access and interact

with virtually every byte of MIDI data is

a hallmark of his programs (or tools, as

Tobenfeld calls them). "The tools are

there for anybody who has an imagina-

tion concerning sound and really wants

to make music. Why did the rules of

music develop the way they did? It

comes down to a question of what

works-not only what sounds good but

what can be executed. A lot of things

that can sound interesting haven't been

done because they are too damned hard

to play."

With release of the MPE (Multi-

Program Environment), Dr. T has

provided the first fully integrated desk-

top computer music workstation. Far

more than memory partitioning, the

MPE offers interactive data switching

among whatever modules you have in-

stalled. "They're not merely multiple, in-

dependent programs," Tobenfeld says.

"Rather, they're modules sharing a cen-

tral data pool. The programs in memory

act together as one big program." The

MPE is still evolving to greater degrees

of interaction. Planned modifications

include increasing the number of pro-

gram modules that can be installed to

make it more GEM -like.

Whot's Next?

For future projects, several concepts

have caught Tobenfeld's attention. Long

a proponent of improvisation, he's look-

ing at ways to merge traditional se-

quencers with algorithmic composing

for real-time interaction. Another inter-

est is software to interpret your music

and play along with you, possibly re-

quiring some form of artificial intel-

ligence.

Carrying the interactive ideal a step

further is development of computer mu-

sic instruments that respond to

gestures. "I'm looking at how to make

more tools like Fingers, and simpler

ones like Music Mouse [for the Macin-

tosh!," says Tobenfeld. "Simple and cute

makes it appealing to the end user, the

guy who's just coming in." In the

(somewhat) long run, he has been look-

ing at ways to combine interactive

graphics, video and MIDI into an inter-

active, performance-oriented multime-

dia workstation.

Not bad for someone with no formal

microcomputer training and a self-

described "non-musician in any normal

sense of the word"!

Jim Pierson-Perry is a semi-professional

musician and a Contributing Editorfor

START He lives in Elkton, Maryland.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Fingers, $49. Dr. T's Music
Software, 220 Boylston

Street, Suite 306, Chestnut

Hill, MA 02167, (617)

244-6954.
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For The Dealer Nearest You!

EAST COAST WEST COAST ^_
615-478-5760 206-882-2009 -IS.

cbjoi

"INVENTORY CONTROL . . .

at CASH REGISTER PRICES!"

BAR CODE + PLjJSUllJ

CRICIT is an integrated Cash Register &
Inventory C ontrol package. For the price of a cash
register, you can own the complete Bar Code Ready
CRICIT System.

• Complete cash register (unctions
• Flexible inventory control for 65,500 products
Daily, period and yearly reporting

• Price/product labels with optional bar code
Reads bar code directly from packaging

• Coupon issue and redemptionffixed or % of sale)

• Customized receipts, inventory and reporting
• Ready-to- mail purchase orders with automatic
re-order calculation

• Commission calculation for 15 sales clerks

• Mailing lists in list and label formats
• Lay-aways, auto-discounts, stock searches
• Categories, departments, non-stock items
• Between- store reporting via modem
• User-triendly error correction and training manual

$249 U.S. / $299 CDN
Demo disk is available

for $7 U.S./ $9 CDN
Nice & So ftware
103 Queen Street S.

Kitchener', Ontario

Canada N2G 1W1
(519) 744-7380

Welcome to super-programming!

Programming languages are flexible. You have complete control

over how you do things. But what things can you do with a normal
programming language? Draw a line on the screen? Print a string of

characters? It takes months of development work to build something
useful from these simple operations. Why can't a programming
language take advantage of sophisticated functions available in

existing specialized programs? Imagine a Basic-like language with
commands like "Draw a picture with CAD-3D" or "Print a letter with
First Word". Or even "Dial CompuServe with Flash every day at 1

1

p.m., check E-mail and save it to disk". Well, you don't have to

imagine it. This programming language is here and it's called:

ST Control language features FOR-NEXT loops, IF..THEN
statements, logical operators, subroutines, floating-point arithmetic,

multi-dimensional arrays, arbitrary expressions, trig functions and

much more. There's also a Trace function for real-time debugging of

scripts. ST Control works on any ST, color or monochrome.

From the creators of SPECTRUM 512

UNISPEC $4995

ST CONTROL $69.95

ST Control is a compiled language that can 'drive' any program

(GEM or non-GEM) in real time. Here's what you can do with it:

* Record any sequence of operations in any program(s) and convert

them into a text script

* Paste additional pieces of scripts recorded or written earlier and
saved to disk

* Edit the script with a built-in text editor, adding things that

cannot be recorded - FOR-NEXT loops for repetitive operations,

variables and arithmetic operations to change something with each

repetition, mouse and key input for real-lime playback control

(yes!) and even feedback input from the controlled program
* Compile the script and then run it at any speed
* Stop playback, edit your script and run again - without quitting

the controlled program (ST Control is a special desk accessory

that can be entered even from non-GEM programs)

rhallol :n ST ;r;i;:'i^> in UNISPEC and almosl;

lilc switching. UNISPEC is a 512-color program, which means [rial any number ofimag

Mlor paleues from different programs can be pasied on a single UNISPEC screen. Irs

iuperprogram Uiat combines SPECTHUM's 512 colors wiih Ihe powerful image- ere alii

er ST programs. Whalever oiher program you use: NEOchrome. DEGAS Elite. CAD-3:

ven Basic and word processors you'll be able 10 create beamiful 512-color images. An

ist, UNISPEC adds powerful new tools to SPECTRUM 512. as well as enhancements

morel And now UNISPEC 1.1 lei

full 512 colors, rcal-Smc playback!

Requires SPECTRUM 512. Rein.

tJDf SNAP and digiia

hundreds of frames,

DIGISPEC
ut 21000. DIGISPEC also

$39.95
h computereye;

ling 4096-color HAM) as w



Tips and Tricks for the ST Owner

Compiled by Heidi Brumbaugh,

START Programs Editor

To Backslash or
not to Backslash

Often you must type in filenames rather

than use a selector box, and you've

probably seen filenames such as

A:\FRED.TXT. What is that backslash in

the filename and why is it important?

Essentially, the backslash tells the com-

puter to look for the hie in the root

directory of that drive. If there is no

backslash, the computer will look for

the file in the last directory accessed in

that drive. If you are using a command

line interpreter (CLI) it can be useful to

access files quickly in the subdirectory

of another drive, but generally it's a good

habit to use the backslash when you

know that the hie is in the root

directory.

Security Flash

Flash's translation table feature comes

in handy if you want to secure your on-

line account password. If you select

your equivalents carefully enough (for

example, by exchanging the positions of

the vowels) you can create a password

whose translated equivalent is also a

real word. That way anyone peeking at

your macro file wouldn't realize that the

code was encrypted.

JUkers are Wild

Ever heard the term "wildcard" used in

connection with computers and won-

dered what deuces and one-eyed jacks

had to do with silicon chips? Wildcards

are usually used in search operations, a

common computer application. They

give you the option of searching for

words or groups of words that have the

same general characteristics.

There are two standard wildcards

used on most computer systems: a

question mark (?) and an asterisk or

"star" (#). When the computer sees a

question mark in a wildcard search it

will replace the question mark with any

single character. An asterisk is replaced

with any number of characters. For ex-

ample, if you search for S?T the com-

puter might return SIT, SAT or SET. If

you search for 5*T the computer could

return anything from SIT to SALIENT.

Wildcards are supported on many word

processors and database managers. On

the ST you've most certainly seen them

used in the GEM item selector; the path

specification line "A:\*.*" simply tells

the computer to list all the files on the A
drive.

Take over the World

Empire, a strategy wargame from Inter-

stel (distributed by Electronic Arts),

encourages you to take over the world

battling either a computerized or hu-

man opponent. You build armies, ships

and fighter planes and give orders each

round to each unit in turn. This game

can be a lot of fun, but a problem crops

up when a troop transport ship's turn

occurs after the turns of the army troops

it is carrying. The computer will skip

the troops' turns while you are en route,

so that once you're in position to attack

a city you have to wait until the next

round to strike your fatal blow. If the

city is hostile, this could leave your

transport a sitting duck. You can avoid

this problem if your transport is travel-

ing along a land mass by giving the

troops orders to unload a round before

you reach the target city. When the

troops' turns come up simply tell them

to wait until you move the transport

into position.

Editing Resource files

Software designers try to anticipate the

user's most likely choice when they de-

sign default parameters, but sometimes

your most likely choice is not what they

had in mind. (For example, when I quit

Word Writer a dialog box asks if I'm

sure I want to quit; usually I am, but the

default choice is No.) If the program

uses a resource file, you can often

modify the choice yourself using a

resource construction set such as

K-Resource This works particularly well

if you want to change the default exit

button in a dialog box so that you only

have to press Return to select the option

you want, rather than clicking on it. Un-

fortunately, most two- or three-button

short alert boxes are internal to the pro-

gram and can't be modified this way.

Work from a backup copy of the re-

source file and be sure not to add or de-

lete any objects or trees.

Got an ST trick or tip to share? We're

interested in tips for the rank beginner or

expert programmer, for exploring the Desk-

top orfor getting the most out of any popu-

lar ST program. Send it to the Clipboard,

START Magazine, 544 Second St., San

Francisco, CA 94107. U
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Using a RAM Disk

by Gregg Peorlman, START Assistant Editor
and Heidi Brumbaugh, START Programs Editor

START presents Infersect's RAM
Baby RAM Disk— file

RAMBABY.ARC on your START Disk.

If your ST has only one disk drive,

you've probably grown very tired of the

repeated disk swaps needed to copy

hies between disks. There are alterna-

tives, such as a second floppy or even a

hard disk drive, but those alternatives

are just not cheap. Your best bet is a

RAM disk.

A RAM disk is neither a disk nor a

drive. When you install a RAM disk,

your ST reserves a portion of its avail-

able memory and treats it as if it were

an actual disk drive. Since it's not an ac-

tual physical disk drive, there are no

moving parts, resulting in greatly in-

creased disk access speed.

Copying with a RAM Disk

On a single-drive system, you must drag

files from the A Drive window to the B

Drive icon or window to copy files from

one floppy disk to another This be-

comes tedious when you try to copy

more than a single file to another disk.

Your ST will tell you to "Insert Disk A
into Drive A," then to "Insert Disk B

into Drive A," then to "Insert Disk A

into Drive A," then to . . . Worse, you

might accidentally insert Disk B when

you should insert Disk A, or vice versa.

With a RAM disk, you may treat it as

if it's a physical second floppy disk

drive. To copy files from one disk to an-

other, drag the filenames or icons from

Disk A to the RAM disk icon or win-

dow. When this copy is completed, in-

sert a second disk into your drive and

copy the files from the RAM disk to the

second floppy. Not only is this much,

much faster, but you only have to swap

disks once.

Intersect'* RAM
Baby RAM disk and
print spooler. At top

center ore the drive

icon selector but-

tons, the size of the

RAM disk and the

RAM disk INSTALL/

REMOVE buttons.

At bottom center

ore the print

spooler ON/OFF
buttons, spooler

size and INSTALL/

REMOVE/FLUSH
buttons. Clicking on

the SET AUTO but-

ton ensures that the

RAM disk is present

every time you

boot.

ims load almost instantly from

a RAM disk. For example, let's say you're

reviewing a fabulous animation pro-

gram. You can load the program from

the RAM disk, check out a few features,

exit, load your word processor, write a

few words about what you've just seen,

exit the word processor, load the anima-

tion program, etc.-without having to

wait around for tedious disk access.

Some RAM disk programs will auto-

matically copy files into the RAM disk

at boot time. This way your favorite

word processor or other application is
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always in the RAM disk, ready to run.

Baby, It's You

RAM Baby from Intersect Software is a

public domain RAM disk and print

spooler by Randy Mears. You can install

RAM Baby as any drive from C through

P. Both the print spooler and RAM disk

can be set for any size (up to the limit

of your computer's memory). You can

also remove and reinstall them in differ-

ent sizes and save startup settings so

that the RAM disk, print spooler or

both will be installed automatically at

bootup.

To use RAM Baby, first copy the files

ARCX.TTP and RAMBABYARC from

your START Disk to a blank, formatted

disk and un-ARC RAMBABY.ARC fol-

lowing the Disk Instructions elsewhere

in this issue You must then copy RAM-

BABYACC to the root directory of your

boot disk and reboot your computer to

install it automatically. Full documenta-

tion for the RAM disk and print spooler

is also in the file RAMBABYARC.

(Editor's note: There are many differ-

ent RAM disks— commercial, public domain

and shareware. We chose RAM Baby be-

cause it's powerful and easy to use. RAM

Baby is not "reset-proof," which means that

ifyou press the reset button on the back oj

the computer you will lose the contents of

the RAM disk.)

Using RAM Baby

To use RAM Baby, just click on "INTER-

SECT Rambaby" in the Desk menu.

RAM Baby will then open a dialog box

containing the selector buttons for the

RAM disk and print spooler. To install

the RAM disk, simply enter the desired

size in kilobytes, click on the drive letter

you want it to be and then click on

INSTALL. You can remove the RAM disk

by clicking on REMOVE. (Be sure to re-

move the RAM disk and print spooler

before changing screen resolutions )

Keep in mind that ifyou remove the

RAM disk or print spooler, any data in

them will be lost forever.

Installing a RAM Disk Icon

To access a RAM disk from the Desktop,

you must create a new drive icon. From

the Desktop, single-click on any exist-

ing drive icon. Then go to the OPTIONS

menu and click on Install Disk Drive.

On the Drive Identifier line, replace the

letter that's there already with the drive

letter you've chosen for RAM Baby.

(Whatever you do, don't use a lower-

case "c" - that stands for "cartridge")

To access a RAM disk

from the Desktop,

you must create a

new drive icon.

Now move down to the Icon Label line,

press the Escape key and enter any

name you want for the new drive icon.

("RAM Disk" seems to work fine.) Click

on INSTALL, and the new icon will ap-

pear on the Desktop. Since RAM Baby is

already installed, your new disk icon-

and RAM disk-are ready to go.

Be sure to save your Desktop to your

boot disk, or the RAM disk icon won't

be present the next time you boot your

computer

Beat the START Disk Blues

Using a RAM disk to un-ARC the con-

tents of your START disk can save you

time and frustration. First make a back-

up copy of your START disk as usual.

Then open the RAM disk's drive win-

dow and copy ARCX.TTP into it. (This

is the only hie you will need to copy to

the RAM disk.)

Now, in the RAM disk window,

double-click on ARCX.TTP In the box

that comes up on screen, type in the

name of the file that you want to un-

ARC. Because ARCX.TTP and the file

you want to un-ARC are in different

drives, you will need to preface the hie

name with A:\ to indicate that the file

is on drive A.

For example, to un-ARC ST Writer

3.0 on this issue's disk, you would type

in A:\STWR1TE3.ARC and then press

Return. ARCX will show you which files

are being un-ARCd as usual, but they

will un-ARC directly onto the RAM disk

at greatly increased speed. When you

return to the Desktop, all the files as-

sociated with ST Writer will be in the

RAM disk. Just insert a new disk into

your floppy disk drive (drive A) and

copy the files from the RAM disk to the

floppy disk.

What's a Print Spooler?

Your ST can send data to your printer

much faster than the printer can take it

and while the printer prints, you cant

use your computer. Therefore, if you're

printing a sizable document, about all

you can do is twiddle your thumbs un-

til the printer's Finished printing.

A print spooler, however, intercepts

printer output before it's sent to your

printer, stores it in a pre-determined

portion of memory and then sends it to

the printer as fast as the printer can ac-

cept it. The print spooler acts like a fun-

nel: it receives information as fast as the

ST can send it, fooling the ST into

thinking that it's sending data to a

printer that can keep pace with it-and

thus freeing up your computer quickly

so you can work with it while the

spooler sends the data to the printer

itself.

There are software and hardware

print spoolers. RAM Baby includes a

software print spooler that you can in-

stall when you install the RAM disk.

Just set the spooler at any size you

want, provided you have enough mem-

ory to handle it, and from now on,

whenever you print a document with

RAM Baby installed, you won't have to

wait for your printer to finish

printing.
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Antic Software is proud to present

The World's Most Popular BASIC Programming Language for the ST

Here's what you get with

Version 3.0:

• An incredibly powerful programming language

' Disfinctiue speed and utility

• Power to access Atari STs innouatiue hardware

and operating system capabilities

< Ouer 300 pouierjW commands

• Built-in text editor with syntax checking

< Full access to GEM, AES, VDJ, and Une-A commands

• full technical supportfrom Antic Software

Compatible with all previous versions

of GFA-BASIC program listings &
reference books.

Version 3.0 compiler and

GFA-assembler will be out soon!

GFA
SVSTEMTECHNIK

$99.95 (GF9100J

Lookfor GFA-BASIC 3.0 at

yourfavorite dealer or order

from Antic Sojtuiare tollfree:

[800)234-7001

A

Antic Software

Antic Software and Anlic are trademarks of Anlic

Publishing, Inc. GFA-BASIC is a trademark of GFA
Syslemlechnk, Germany; Atari ST is a regiaerod

trademark ol Atari Corp.
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Sound editing in Hollywood will never be the same—that

is, ifBob Moore has his way. His DM-1 system, driven by a

Mega 4, promises to revolutionize the process ofmovie

sound recording. Whether it's a gunshot or a cow's moo,

the DM-1 can add it to anyfilm, anywhere, andfar more

efficiently than the time-honored Foley process.

Screech! The bad guy's car speeds away.

Crack! Crunch! Shatter! The cop car

careens into it. Ka-Pow! Rat-A-Tat! A

shootout. Mmpph! Thud! The bad guy

moans and falls to the ground. The

members of the audience teeter on the

edges of their seats.

Every thrilling sound effect in the

motion picture "Cannonball Run III"

was added using a Mega controlling a

revolutionary new digital sound-editing

system called the DM-1, developed by

Bob Moore and his associates.

Traditionally, once a film has been

edited, it goes to a sound-editing com-

pany where craftsmen painstakingly cut

and splice sound effects, one by one,

into bulky reels of magnetic film. A 30-

second chase scene can have more than

500 individual sound effects, from gun-

shots and sirens to footsteps.

For the last 60 years, this has meant

physically cutting magnetic film and

splicing in each effect. (Magnetic film is

35mm motion picture film coated with

the same magnetic oxide found on an

ordinary music cassette. It runs parallel

with the picture. For each "track" of

sound, there is a reel of magnetic film.)

To create 24 sound-effect tracks (a

common number), the sound editors

splice together 24 separate reels of mag-

netic film which all run at the same

time when the picture's sound is mixed.

It's cumbersome, slow and subject to

failure-when one track breaks, two

dozen machines must be stopped while

the reel is- repaired. This method has

been used throughout the history of

sound film.

But what would happen if someone

invented a system that stored the

sounds digitally with CD quality? And,

rather than cutting reels of film manu-

ally and splicing in effects one by one, a

sound editor could simply play the pic-

ture on a video deck, stop it where he

or she wants to add an effect, choose

the sound, click a mouse and lay it in?

Well, someone did, and the Atari Mega

is the heart of this versatile professional

sound-editing system that's winning

rave reviews in Hollywood.

Behind the DM-1

The DM-l's inventor, Bob Moore, has

four of the systems at BLC sound, lo-

cated on the 20th Century-Fox studio

lot in Los Angeles. Each system consists

of an off-the-shelf Mega 4 with a color

monitor and Astra 120-megabyte hard

drive, a multi-track tape recorder with

amplifier and speakers, a standard VHS

video recorder and Hybrid Arts' ADAP

Soundtrack and SMFTE-Mate boxes,

which read SMPTE time code from the

video recorder and send that informa-

tion to the computer and a multitrack

recorder

SMPTE code is to video what ASCII

is to computers: an agreed-upon stan-

dard that editors, broadcasters and

others use as a common frame of refer-

ence, no matter what equipment they're

using, (SMPTE stands for Society of Mo-

tion Picture and Television Engineers.)

SMPTE code assigns a unique number

to every picture frame of a videotape, 30

frames a second. The DM-1 uses the

SMPTE code to keep the three different

elements-the Mega 4, the multi-track

recorder and the videotape -in sync.

Building soundtracks with the DM-1

is extremely intuitive. To demonstrate,

Moore loaded a videotape showing an

action scene from the trailer of a "com-

File selector box

showing sound ef-

fects files names.

Each file contains

one sound effect.

Highlighted is the

"bone crunch-

sound.
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ingsoon" cops-and-robbers movie On
the videotape, the picture had been

edited, but there were no sounds yet, so

the car chase, gunshots and explosions

played silently.

"First, we go through a picture and

mark where we want to add sound

effects," Moore explained. A screen on

the ST showed four columns: Sound

Start, Sound End, a blank column and a

column for description.

The videotape showed a man pop-

ping out of a car window and firing a

gun. Moore paused the VCR and typed

chose the C: folder and within that

opened the CARS folder Inside were

standard ST files with names such as

CARSTRT.SND, CHARGER.SND and

CARSKID.SND. He selected one of the

sounds and then clicked on the PLAY

box onscreen. Over speakers came the

unmistakable screech of a car speeding

by, reproduced with CD quality.

After a mouse click, the cue sheet

appeared again. Moore clicked next to

"Gunshot/Car" and the ST copied the

filename CARSKID.SND into the blank

column. Then he played the video. The

ill

Bob Moore, inventorof the DM-1 sound editing system, in his studio. SMPTE tim.

ordinary VHS video deck drives the ST- controlled sound editing system and the

multitrack recorder.

into the description column "Gun-

shot/Car! The ST added the starting

and stopping times automatically by

reading the SMPTE code off of the

videotape.

Similarly, he paused at many other

spots in the two-minute video, making

notes such as "Body falling", "Skidding"

and "Machine gun". Soon, he had a

detailed cueing sheet with SMPTE code

start and stop times and descriptions of

the sounds he wanted. What was miss-

ing were the sounds themselves.

Then, the really amazing parr began.

On the ST screen, Moore opened a

START Selector box, labeled A to Z. He

screech was perfectly synchronized

with the picture on the screen.

Going back and forth between the

cue sheet screen and the sound selec-

tion/modification screen, Moore chose

appropriate sounds for every action in

the videotape. The once-empty column

on his cue sheet filled quickly with

sound filenames and within an hour he

had accomplished what normally takes

two days-selection and positioning of

60 to 80 sound effects.

Now came the real test: How would

it all look and sound together? Moore

put up the cue sheet screen on the ST

and simply pressed Play on his video

deck. The DM-1 read the time code

from the video and, amazingly, every

sound effect he had chosen played

back, one after the other, and some-

times two simultaneously, filling the

previously silent videotape with thrill-

ing action sounds, exactly synchronized

to the picture.

The Computer of Choice

Bob Moore looked at several computers

before choosing the ST, largely for its

sheer computational muscle "We con-

sidered several other popular com-

puters, but none had the raw power and

speed we needed to drive our system.

The STs low price was a major factor

We also needed a machine that would

be around for years to come. If we had

developed this fantastic sound-editing

system and the computer that drove it

had been discontinued, it would have

been very frustrating." Moore's faith in

the ST has been rewarded-it's still here,

when some other systems have disap-

peared.

Larry Smith and Dalejergenson of

Candlewick studios in Hollywood

bought the ST when it first came out

and claim that "it paid for itself on our

first job." Smith explained that most

similar systems cost over $100,000 and

many are less versatile. Jergenson gave

an example of the efficiency of cutting

soundtracks using the DM-1: "A couple

of years ago we had a scene where we

had to add the 'click and whir of a pho-

tographer's camera. Back then it took us

seven hours. Using the ST system, I can

do the same scene now in 10 minutes."

Smith feels that the machine ad-

dresses a real need in the film industry

by allowing him to create better sound-

tracks faster and for less money. "Put in

the hands of a good sound artist, it's a

jewel," Smith says, but he cautions that

the DM-1 is only a tool and only as

good as the artisan and craftsperson us-

ing it. "It's a wonderful piece of equip-

ment," he says, "bur just as a good word

processor does not make a person a
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good writer, this equipment won't mm a

hack into a great sound editor

"

The old method of sound-editing

has many serious limitations. A walk

down the hall at 20th Century-Fox re-

veals how sounds were stored in the

past: a gigantic sound vault, filled with

thousands of boxes of magnetic film

and indexed on filing cards, like a public

library. Harry Snodgrass, a film sound

editor who has switched to the DM-1,

explained what an editor ordinarily had

to do to get a sound effect.

"You would go to a vault like this

and look in the index to find the sound

you wanted. If there were several op-

tions, youd have to get the actual tapes

and play them on a player. Once you'd

found a sound you liked, you couldn't

just put it into your soundtrack- these

were master tapes. You'd send it out to a

sound facility to be copied and you'd

get it back the next day to splice into

your film."

"If you found a gunshot sound you

liked and wanted to use it 50 times, you

have to get it transferred 50 times onto

50 different pieces of magnetic film."

The procedure is much simpler with

an ST. All of the sounds that you may

need can be sampled and stored on a

hard drive. Once there, they can be

previewed and copied instantly, using

the appropriate software.

Care for a Sample?

Sampling is as simple as playing the

tape on an ordinary tape player and

sending the audio signal into the ADAP
soundtrack, which converts the sound

into digital information. Then a file

name is chosen and the sound is cap-

tured in the hard drive. The only limits

are the quality of your original sound

recording and the capacity of your hard

drive.

Moore plans to expand the sound

storage capacity oi the system in two

ways. First, he plans to sample each

sound effect in the cavernous 20th

Century-Fox library and save it onto a

set of about 100 CD ROM disks that

can be played back on Atari's CD ROM
player He chose CD ROM over ordinary

CD's because of its ability to use a file

organization system that lets an editor

rather than downloading two at a time

to magnetic tape.

Zap! Tpweeeng!

As the demonstration progressed, the
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Screen from DM-1

showing cue sheet

function. At top

right is SMPTE code,

as read from video-

tape. Columns from

left to right show
start and stop times,

sound effect file

name and editor's

locate a particular sound effect instantly.

The sound library that once filled three

large rooms should soon fit snugly into

an amazingly small space.

The second storage expansion Moore

is developing is a proprietary 1.6

gigabyte-mat's 1,600 meg!-hard drive

lor 60 years, sound

editors have had to

physically cut mag-

netic film and splice

in each sound effect.

that will be introduced next year. He en-

visions that the drive's capacity will al-

low the storage of several hours of digi-

tal sound and the ability to build

multiple tracks completely digitally

power of the system to handle routine

sound-editing situations was proven

handily. 1 decided to throw Moore a

curve and asked him to put a Martian

death- ray-type sound over the gunshot

in the videotape.

In the old days, that would mean go-

ing to a specialty sound facility, creating

the sound on synthesizers, transferring

it to magnetic film and splicing it in. On
the DM-1, it's a lot faster.

Moore put up the sound selec-

tion/modification screen. Using the

mouse, he drew an irregular sound wave

by hand, then repeated it several dozen

times, by clicking on a few selection

boxes. Then he loaded in an existing

gunshot sound on top of his hand-

drawn sound wave and drew an enve-

lope around the sound. (''Envelope" is a

term that describes the way the sound

starts from nothing, ramps up to its full

volume and fades down. Using the ST,

creating a unique envelope is as easy as

moving the mouse.) Then Moore played

the videotape again. When the bad guy

drew his gun, instead of "Bang!" we
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heard the "Woo-Woo-Woo!" chat was

unmistakably a Martian death ray.

The real advantage of the ST-based

system is in its flexibility. The difficult

(but not uncommon) sound problem of

the death ray that once would have re-

quired the talents of several different

people and machines (and a delay of a

couple days) could be solved by one

craftsman, without his having to leave

his sound-editing station

Foley-Equipped Sound

As fast as the DM-1 is at creating and

adding sound effects, there's an even

faster method for putting in certain

kinds of effects. This is called the Foley

method and it's used for adding foot-

steps, clothes rustling or any long series

of repeated sounds.

Traditionally, Foleying is done in a

room where the floor is covered with

the different types of surfaces: gravel,

wood, asphalt, leaves, etc. Then, the

picture is projected over the Foley ar-

tists' heads and they try to copy the ac-

tions on screen as accurately as possi-

ble, while their sounds are recorded

The new way to Foley a film, with

the DM-1, requires that a single sound,

say a footstep, be sampled and fed into

the ST's memory. Then, the Foley artist

hooks up an ordinary MIDI keyboard to

the ST's MIDI port and assigns to each

key a slightly different version of the

same sound. The picture is played and

the artist merely presses one key for

each footstep while watching the pic-

ture. The computer makes sure that the

video and his sounds stay exactly

locked up.

Film industry reaction to the ST-

based sound-editing system has been

quite positive. Brian Kelly, sound engi-

neer at Sprocket Systems, the post-

production branch of LucasfVlm Ltd.,

wrote an article for a film-trade paper

that described an imaginary sound-

editing system of the year 2000. The ar-

ticle called for digital sound storage, a

user-friendly interface and the ability to

place effects with the push of a button.

The day after the article appeared, Kelly

was surprised to get a call telling him

that most of his "imaginary" system al-

ready existed!

Kelly said, "When 1 wrote the article,

Worlds" and ads for Coca Cola and

"Beverly Hills Cop." Considering its

high quality, ease of use and relatively

low cost, the number of movies and TV

shows that use the DM-1 system should

grow exponentially in the next year.
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The sound design for "Beauty and the Beast/' CBS's hit TV %•

sound editing system. Photo Courtesy of CBS.

S created with the DM-1

I'd never spoken to [the inventors of the

DM-1), Apparently, they'd done the

same research that we had and the sys-

tem I saw was a beta version but

seemed very promising. I wish them the

best of luck! I was surprised to see most

of the features 1 whined for included in

their machine."

The End of Razor Blades

The DM-1 is rapidly gaining acceptance

in Hollywood. More than a dozen fea-

ture films have had their soundtracks

created on it, as well as many popular

television shows and specials, including

"Beauty and the Beast," "MacGyver,"

"The Cosby Show," "War of the

Is it still "sound cutting?" It will al-

ways be called that, just as the act of

making a telephone call on a touch-tone

phone is still called "dialing." But

thanks to the phenomenal power of the

ST and the programming wizardry of

Bob Moore and his associates, razor

blades and splicing tape seem to be

rapidly headed for the cutting room

floor.

Michael Perry is the head ofCV Pro-

ductions in Hollywood. He has

produced over 100 music and industrial

videos. When not on a film set or in

front of his ST, he usually can befound

at the latest horror movie.
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by David Plotkin
START Contributing Editor

THE NEW TOS ROM

The new TOS ROMs have been widely

heralded for increased speed and fixes

of bugs which have existed in the oper-

ating system since it crawled up out of

the swamps in Pacific Grove, California,

home of DR1 (inventors of GEM). What

is not as well known is that a series of

new error codes has been added as

well. You've undoubtedly seen errors of

this type before: an alert box pops up

saying something like TOS ERROR 35. If

you were really interested, you dug out

a book and looked up what the error

meant, but usually you didn't, because

the only result produced by clicking on

"OK" was that you crashed to the Desk-

top, losing all your work.

Crashes could manifest themselves

in any number of ways, but the most

common results were a frozen key-

board, a frozen mouse and perhaps a

line of bombs marching across the

screen (the most I've seen is 11). In the

original ROMs, these were little mush-

room clouds, but in the current ROMs
they are the standard anarchist bombs. I

wonder why they changed them to the

Just what do the new TOS ROMs have that the old ones

don't? Well, among other things, they eliminate the in-

famous "underline" crash and let you '

'move" files more

quicklyfrom one directory. But, most importantly, the

new TOS ROMs have new explanationsfor new and horri-

ble system crashes.

"standard" (as used in the Macintosh). 1

also wonder why Apple didn't sue them

for "look and feel" violations. Now that

would be a hot one: can you just imag-

ine the Apple attorney telling the judge

that Apple was sore because the look

and feel of an ST system failure was just

like a Mac's?

Anyway, the new TOS error codes

are poorly documented, but extensive

observations by the author have ferreted

out their meanings. Each TOS error

code I've found is listed here with its

number, the explanatory text, the condi-

tions under which the error occurs,

what happens when you click on OK
and any hints on how to avoid the error

conditions. Look out for these errorsl

• TOS ERROR 251: IT WILL TAKE

TOO LONG TO MOVE THE SPECIFIED

DISTANCE.

Occurs: Attempting to move more than

100 cells when using a slow-scrolling

spreadsheet.

Click on OK: Changes mouse to bee,

then scrolls 200 cells.

Hint: Get a faster spreadsheet.
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IOS ROM Errors

• TOS ERROR 252: YOU HAVE NOT
SAVED YOUR WORK!

Occurs: Randomly, but only after more

than two hours of keyboard entry with

no disk activity.

Click on OK: Crash to desktop (eight

bombs).

Hint: Save your work.

TOS error »25Z,

YOU HAVE HOT
SAVED YOUR WORK!

Ok

• TOS ERROR 253: INSTRUCTIONS

TOO BRIEE

Occurs: When you try to play a game

whose instructions are inadequate

(primarily European imports and nota-

bly English games). The purpose of this

error is to keep you from becoming too

frustrated by all the things on the screen

which aren't explained in the half-page,

three-language manual.

Click on OK: Lets you play Pong, which

anyone can master.

Hint: Pressure publishers to give ade-

quate instructions.

• TOS ERROR 254: YOU HAVE BEEN

WARNED!

Occurs: When you boot a game that

has been trashed by every reviewer.

Click on OK: Goes into an endless loop

which keeps asking 'Are you sure?"

Hint: Reboot with a different game.

• TOS ERROR 255: YOU'VE GOT TO

BE KIDDING!

Occurs: Randomly, but only when you

try to run ST BASIC.

Click on OK: Lets you run ST BASIC

but many of your old programs won't

work. (No, wait, that's a feature of the

new version of ST BASIC).

Hint: Buy a real programming language.

• TOS ERROR 256: GOOD FOR
YOU!

Occurs: Randomly, but only when you

try to boot a "structured" programming

language, such as Pascal or Modula 2.

The frequency of this error seems to be

related to how recently you read one of

David Small's tirades against structured

programming techniques.

Click on OK: Shows a small graphic of

the logo for "Gadgets by Small" being

smashed by a giant rabbit, then runs

your language.

* TOS ERROR 257: THERE'S SOME-

THING GOOD ON TV!

Occurs: Randomly, but only after some-

thing you want to watch comes on the

tube. Due to the ST's tremendous inter-

ference with nearby TVs and VCRs, this

error will warn you that you really can't

have the TV and the ST on at the same

time.

Click on OK: Shuts off the TV (requires

special attachment, available Real-

Soon-Now).

Hint: Turn off ST before turning on TV.

This works most of the time.

TOS error 1*257.

THERE'S SOMETHING
GOOD ON TV!

Ok

• TOS ERROR 258: GO DO SOME-

THING ELSE!

Occurs: Many ST owners tend to sit at

their computers to the exclusion of ex-

ercise, eating, household chores, inter-

facing (oops, 1 mean talking) with

spouse and children. This TOS error oc-

curs when urgent matters call (i.e. the

dog wants out, the baby needs chang-

ing, the house is on fire, etc.)

Click on OK: Crash to Desktop.

Hint: Go do something else.

• TOS ERROR 259: SHAME, SHAME,

SHAME!

Occurs: When booting pirated software.

Click on OK: Erases the disk, then

smoke starts pouring out of the ST's

vent ports. It's not damaged, but it

scares the hell out of you. (I've only

heard of this error, never actually seen

it. .).

Hint: Don't steal software.

TOS error 8253,

SHAME, SHAME, SHAME!

r^m

• TOS ERROR 260: WARNING!

Occurs: When your spouse is ap-

proaching and you are using your ST for

something he or she wouldn't approve

of (i.e. betting on the ponies, playing

Strip Poker. . . )

Click on OK: Puts a fake spreadsheet

(titled Our Hawaiian Vacation) on the

screen.

Hint: Lock the door.

• TOS ERROR 261: WHATTA WASTE

Occurs: When doing something totally

worthless with your ST, like writing this

article.

Click on OK: Crash to Desktop.

David Plotkin was born in a thermos

just outside of Angmagssalik, Green-

land, where he learned to speak fluent

Beetle by the time he was seven minutes

old. His webbed toes, all 14 of them,

make him a curiosity at home and at

work, but his major claim to fame, aside

from being a START Contributing Edi-

tor, is his world-record for mucilage

consumption.
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R/C Aerochopper
One More Reason for Owning an ST

by Andrew Reese
START Editor

Do you fly radio-control model airplanes

or helicopters? Or has your hobby budget

been exhausted by too many crashes and

expensive repairs? Well, there's finally a

way around the high cost of learning to

fly R/C. It's called R/C Aerochopper,

made by Ambrosia Microcomputer Prod-

ucts, and it's a truly unique product: a

realistic computer simulation of the R/C

Slight experience.

As you can see in Figure I, Aerochop-

per is a hardware add-on for the ST. It

consists of a plug-in cartridge with a 64K

flight simulator in ROM. Plugged into the

cartridge (and also attached to the ST

chassis via a ground strap) is a modified

Conquest four-channel transmitter It

looks and feels just like the real thing-

that's because it's an actual transmitter

shell without the RF or encoder sections.

This portion of Aerochopper is made for

Ambrosia by Futaba, one of the world

leaders in R/C equipment.

Setting up Aerochopper is simple You

rum off your computer, plug in the car-

tridge and then carefully plug the trans-

mitter cable into the cartridge, You need

to have a color monitor to use Aerochop-

per, but since all of the software is "hard-

wired" into the cartridge there's no pro-

gram to boot from disk. When you boot

Figure 1: Aero-

chopper is a unique

combination of

hardware and ROM-
based software that

lets you experience

the feel of R/C

modeling at your 57

The "transmitter" is

an authentic Futaba

Conquest shell that

plugs into a cartridge.

with the cartridge installed, you'll see a

new icon on your Desktop: it's a disk

icon identified with a lowercase "c" (for

cartridge). You double-click on this icon

to open a window and then on the

R/C_AF_RO.PRG file inside. In a few

seconds you're at the main menu of

Aerochopper

Trainer to Jet—Your Choice

There are a number of simulations built

into Aerochopper On the fixed-wing side,

you can fly a trainer, glider, pattern ship

or a ducted-fan F-18. On the rotating-

wing side (that's helicopter talk, son),

there's a Bell-like chopper All of these

craft are shown as three-dimensional

structures with hidden lines removed.

They're not perfectly detailed, but then

again, this is no World Championship

Scale contest, either In addition to the

variety of shapes, you can dial in a num-

ber of predefined patterns of flight char-

acteristics (scenarios) from the most basic

trainer to a fully aerobatic AMA-style pat-

tern bird to a very hot jet.
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Review Aerochopper

Figure 2: A static

screen shot just can't

capture the feel and

authenticity of Aero-

chopper. While you

can use Aerochopper

like a game, its true

value is in teaching

R/C piloting— at al-

most any level of skill.

Ac the main menu, you can select a

scenario or dive into the incredible range

of variables built into this package. You

have jour screens full of aircraft or helicop-

ter parameters to shape the flight enve-

lope exactly to your liking, plus you can

specify wind conditions, equipment

glitches, sun direction, etc., etc., etc. The

breadth of potential adjustment is truly

astounding. David Stem, the mastermind

behind Aerochopper, has done the near-

impossible here

But for all of this adjustability, does it

work? Oh, yes, it does. I am amazed how

a computer simulation is able to capture

the feel of flying an R/C model plane and

helicopter I've been flying fixed-wing R/C

craft for eight years and have flown

ducted-fans, trainers, giant scale, gliders

and hot sport ships of every description.

The flight characteristics of each can be

duplicated easily on the ST's screen. It's

a ball!

And Even Helicopters!

[ have always wanted to fly R/C model

helicopters, but their price, fragility and

steep learning curve always deterred me

I've read about them, watched them and

talked to lots ol R/C chopper pilots, so

I'm familiar with their flight characteris-

tics. But am 1 ever glad that my first flight

experiences were on Aerochopper I

munched so many helicopters! (When

you crash any of the aircraft in Aerochop-

per, you get a wonderfully destructive

explosion as your computer model disas-

sembles itself, followed shortly by a re-

port on your ground speed and vertical

speed when you hit the ground.) But not

one of the crashes cost me a dime Fi-

nally, thanks to Aerochopper, I think I've

got the hang of it; it's time to go to the

hobby shop.

At the main menu,

you can select a

scenario or dive into

an incredible range

of variables.

Ol course, nothing can truly replace

the experience of staring up into a cirrus-

filled sky with a high sun and trying to

keep track of your $1,000 airplane A

computer screen just can't capture the

joy-and adrenaline But this simulation

was not meant to replace the R/C ex-

perience It's a trainer and a very good

one I am absolutely convinced that a few

hours of stick rime on Aerochopper will

shorten the learning curve at the flying

held drastically.

For the more advanced pilot, it is now

possible to work out the control inputs

needed to produce those aerobatic

maneuvers that are difficult and risky to

practice in the sky with an expensive air-

plane A good example is knife-edge Bighl

(flying with the wings vertical and the fu-

selage horizontal). With Aerochopper, you

can get that rudder thumb coordinated

before you try it at the field.

Quibbles and Recommendations

Is it perfect? No, nothing is. The display

is pretty simple (see Figure 2) and the

planes are white against a white sky,

making it necessary to keep the planes in

pretty close to maintain effective control.

The manual is extensive, but poorly or-

ganized and filled with typos (maybe this

only bothers an editor). For example the

scenarios are not explained until Chapter

7; I would have liked to see a "quick

start" section leading off the manual, so

that the experienced pilot could choose

an appropriate scenario quickly. Other

manual problems include such proofing

mistakes as a reference to a nonexistent

Appendix B (it's actually Chapter 12).

But for all the quibbles 1 might have,

this is still an excellent product. At

$199.95, it's definitely not cheap, but

there is nothing like it on any computer

anywhere If you're into R/C aircraft,

you'll want Aerochopper, even if you have

to buy an ST to use it. But then you'll dis-

cover the rest of the wonderful world of

ST computing- not badl If you already

have an ST and fly R/C-or want to fly-

Aerochopper is for you.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

R/C Aerochopper $199.95.

Ambrosia Microcomputer

Products, 98 West 63rd Street,

Suite 371, Willowbrook, IL

60514,(312)655-0610.
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Disk Instructions

How to Get Our Programs Up and Running

Each article in this issue with a disk

icon next to its title on the Table of

Contents or "On Disk" on its first page

has an accompanying file on your

START disk. These files are archive

files-they've been compressed with the

Archive Utilities Set, or ARC, a public

domain program available for many

personal computers. We use the ARC
utility to squeeze the many files that

may go with a particular article into one

compressed file, which may be only

40% of the total size of the original files.

In addition to the archive files, you'll

find the program ARCX.TTP, which

stands for ARChive eXtract, on your

START disk. You'll use this program to

decompress, or extract, the disk files

we've shrunk down with ARC.

Getting Started

To use the files and programs on your

START disk, please follow these simple

instructions. You'll need two blank, for-

matted single- or double-sided disks to

properly extract the files.

Your START disk is not copy-

protected and you should make a copy

of it immediately to the first blank disk.

Make sure the write-protect window is

open on the START disk at all times to

insure that you don't accidentally erase

the disk.

Note: Ifyou are unsure how to format a

disk, copy a disk or copy individual files,

please refer to your original Atari ST or

Mega manual and study these procedures

carefully before going on.

After you've copied your original

START disk, store it in a safe place and

label the copy disk "START Backup."

Now, put your START Backup disk in

Drive A of your computer and double-

click on the Drive A icon to see the

disk's contents.

Un-ARCing the Files

To use START'S compressed disk files,

please follow these steps:

1. Copy the ARCed file you wish to

use and the program ARCX.TTP from

your START Backup disk onto your sec-

ond blank formatted disk. When you're

finished, label it Vn-ARC disk.

2. Now you'll extract the compressed

files from the ARC file you just copied.

Insert your Un-ARC disk into Drive A

and press the Escape key on your ST to

see the disk directory. Double-click on

ARCX.TTP The following dialog box

will appear:

3. Type in the name of the ARC file

you just copied over to your Un-ARC

disk as shown in the example below

and press Return. You do not have to

type in the extender .ARC

the name of the ARC file. You must type

the filename exactly as it appears in the

directory.)

4. As the program runs, it will dis-

play the names of the individual files as

it extracts them, similar to the example

below.

Archive: SAMPLE ARC

Extracting file EXSNPLE.PRG
Extracting file FILE, TXT

Extracting file SAMPLE, PIC
Extracting file README

DPEH APPLICATION

Hane! ARCX
Paraneters!

1

,TTP

1 OK 1
I
Cancel |

OPEN APPLICATION

Hane: ARCX
Paraneters:

TTP

*

1
1 DK 1 1 Cancel

When ARC has successfully ex-

tracted all the files, it will return to the

Desktop and you will see the original

files within the directory window, along

with the archive file and the ARCX.TTP

program. You may now use any of the

START files as you wish; just follow the

instructions in the appropriate article in

this issue.

To use any other archive files on

your START disk, simply repeat the

above procedures.

In addition to the runnable pro-

grams, some ARC files may also contain

source code listings or an ASCII text file

(called BREAKDWN.TXT, for example)

which describes the program's structure.

You can examine this file from the ST

Desktop by double-clicking on its icon

and then clicking on Show (to see it on

the monitor) or Print (to print it out) as

shown in the example below.

(Note: If ARCX.TTP can't find a file, it

may be because you have misspelled

You can only print or display
this docunent. Please click
on appropriate button to
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ST Writer 3.0—No Foolin'!

This issue START is happy to feature

ST Writer Elite version 30

On your START disk in three

languages -German, Spanish and

English. Un-ARC either

GERMSTW.ARC, SPANSTW.ARC or

STWRITER.ARC for your fast-paced

writing needs. The complete ST

Writer manual (in English only) is in

the file STWMAN.ARC m ASCII for-

mat so you won't have any trouble

getting the program running. As with

previous versions of ST Writer and

ST Writer Elite, you may distribute

this program freely.

Be sure to set some time aside

this month to play Poker Solitaire

by Carolyn Rogers. This is the first

program START has ever published

in Modula 2, so if you've been curi-

ous about this language be sure to

take a look at the source code.

File POKER.ARC; runs in medium

resolution.

Dave Small beats his own speed

record this month with Partcopy.

Move a megabyte of hard drive data

in just iour seconds to another sec-

tion of the drive or to a second hard

drive for backup. This is an ex-

tremely powerful tool, so be sure to

read the article thoroughly before

running it. If you have any doubts as

to how this program works or what

it does then don't run it-you could

lose important files on your hard

drive File PARTCOPY.ARC; runs in

medium or high resolution.

If you have read this issue's Get-

ting Started column and decided a

RAM disk is just what you need,

you're in luck! On disk is RAM Baby,

a public domain desk accessory by

Randy Mears of Intersect Software.

RAM Baby is a combination RAM
disk and print spooler. The complete

documentation is also on your

START disk; file RAMBABY.ARC

NO
START
DISK?

Ever)' issue. START features great

programs on disk. If you bought this

issue of START without the disk,

you're missing out!

START is available with the disk

for $14.95, but for those of you who

want to read START first, it's available

without the disk for $4.

If you want thejiil! version of

START, you can order the companion

disk by calling the Disk Desk toll-

free at (800) 234-7001. Our Cus-

tomer Service specialists are on duty

from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Pacific

time. Or you can order your disk by

mail using the order form inserted

into this issue Each disk is $10.95

plus $2.00 shipping and handling.

CALL (800)
234-7001

!

Over 700 Disks Available for the Atari ST
$4.00 Each

Utilities, Games, MIDI, Applications

Music, Graphics, Educational, Clip Art

Same Day Shipping Telephone Support
Free Catalog Updates

FREE Disk

i Disk with any purchase
when you Call or Write for oui

FREE Catalog
(800) 622-7942

ie Adult A

#390

Color Only)

i-ivb unnoren s Programs (Color Only)

Lost Treasure (Lode Runner Clone) - Color

Two Database Programs, PrintMaster

Calaloger. Print Shop to PrintMaster Convert
ST Writer V2.52 w/Spell Checker

#393/394- PrintMaster Graphics
Degas Elite Prinler Drivers

7 Disk Labeling Programs
(w/100 Pin Feed Disk Labels $6.95)
nIe-Kecl RAM rs.-iny :RAV D sk/Prinl Spooler)

DCOPY - do everything utility

Boto Breakout Game from Germany (1 Meg)
Two Virus Killer Utilities, Database and more
Werty's House ot Horror (Adult Game. Color)

Cola Wars Cyherpaint Animation

(Req. 1 Meg RAM/DBL/Color Only)

#491 - Star Trek - The Next Generation

w/Digitized Voices
(Req. 1 Meg RAM'DBL/Colrjr Only)

#493 Statistically Accurate Baseball V2.0
#499 - The Accessory V1.2 Multifunction Accessory
#500 - 9 Publishing Partner Fonts
#509 Mark Johnson's Shareware C Compiler (DBL)
#511 - Dungeon Master Maps tor Levels 1-7

#512 - Dungeon Master Hints/Character

#514 - Monochrome Emulator V3.0 and more
#533 - PrintMaster Graphics/ Borders
#536 - Vanterm V3.71 - Shareware Terminal Program
#536 - Alar SLMS04 ; 'nnle- hmu.ator V1.2

#539 - Deluxe fonlmasler ST from Germany
Print Files to Epson/IBM Compatible Prirte's

21 Fonts 8 Font Editor Included (Mono Only)

#551- Kid Shapes Ages 2-8 (Color Only)

#552 - Kid Shapes Plus Ages 8 and up (Color Only)

#553 - Kid Publisher Ages 4- 12 (Color Only)

#555 - The Assistant Chef - neuronic Cookbook
if:157 - Cm kiron's Picgiaris (Color Only)

"cU7 Accosscr 09. Li is-, hull jl Newr:;=t UA's
#572/573/574 - GDOS Fonts
#575 - Sheet V2.0 - Shareware Spreadsheet
#576 - ST Xlormer V2.3 • 6 Bit Emulator (Req. 1 Meg)
#590 - Dungeon Masler Utilities

#600 - Publishing Partner Fonts

$2.99 Each
Dungeon Master II

Chaos Strikes Back
$19.95

Call for Complete Software Catalog

BRE Software Dept. SRT
352 W.Bedford, Suite 104
Fresno, CA 93711
(209) 432-2159 in Calif.

Ground $2.00

2nd Day Air $4.0C

C.O.D. Add $3.00

Sural
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Software Discounters
of America B ,_

S.D. of A.

USA/Canada Orders— 1-800-225-7638

PA Orders— 1-800-223-7784

Customer Service 412-361-5291

• Free shipping on orders

over $100 in continental USA
• No Surcharge for VISA/MasterCard

• Your Card is not charged until we ship

I In' I e^u Hilary arcade

classic. Dedicated con-

centration and lightning

reflexes are needed to

break through the 33

walls of living energy

that stand between you

and DOH, the destroyer of th

Arkanoid

List $34.95

Our Discount Price $23

^SIERRA

A foreboding vision of

our planet's future,

Manhunter evolves

around the life of a

detective in New York

two years after alien in

vasion and consequent

world takeover.

Manhunter
List $49.95

Our Discount Price $33

PJ
Leisure Suit Larry 2 .

Mother Goose

i:u

Cyber leilur

FlMf

Phasar 3.0 $59

Spectrum 512 S44
ARTWOKX
Bridge 5.0 $23
Centerfold Squares . . .$19

I), lily Double Horse
cmg .

Linkword Fre

Linkword Cei

,.$19
Skip Poker 2 $25
Strip Poker Data Disk:

H4 female $14
#5 female $14

AUDIO LIGHT

c Studio

Sp;

lyfjlir.un Thompson -
. $23

CENTRAL POINT

Copy 2 $23
GNEMAWARE
Defender of the Crown$33
S.D.! ..$33
Sinhari: Tbrnne of

the Falcon $33
DATA SOFT

Alternate Reality: City Sit,

Annals oi Home 123

Bismarck $26
Firezone $23
Global Commander ..$26

Hunt for Red October $32

Lancelot $26
Sorcerer Lord $23

Time & Magik $26
ELECTRONIC ARTS

Arclicfox $14

EE2L-f$

Our Discount Price $14

{for right-handed players only!)

The Rebel Universe .$2

SOFTREK
Turbo ST $3
SPECTRUM HOLOIIY Ii

Design Ideas I

Education Graphics.!
People, Pl.ii.es & Things$25

Symbols & Slogans .!"""

Advanced Dun^uns & Dragons

Heroes of the Lance .$26

Phantasie 1, 2, or 3S26 Ea.

Questron 2 .

Roadwar 2000 $26
Roadwar Furopa $29
Stellar Crusade $39
War Came Const. Set. $23
Warship.

Math H
UMSON WORLD
Art Gallery I or 2 $19 Ea.

Art Gallery: Fantasy ..$19

ard's Crow. ..$26

i! Masl

vi:k:.asoi i

! Plus ..$25

Double Dragon Call

AVALON HILL

Spitfire '40 $2
HA1 IFKlrS INCLUDED
!>.!. C.A.S. Elite $3

Financial Cnnklmnk . S'!.illi

Lords of Conquest . . .$14

Marble Madness $26
Mavis Beacon
Teaches Typing

K.x kl'onl

OR/G//V

As a disciple of

Moebius, you must

search for the Orb of

Celestial Harmony-
stolen by a renegade

Warlord. Authentic

martial arts in an ex-

citing role playing

adventure!

Moebius
List $39.95

Our Discount Price $25

..$33let

Scenery Disks:

#7.Washington $19
»1 I-Delroit $19

THREE SIXTV

Dark Castle $25
Warlock $23

ACCESSORIES

CompuServe Starter KitSI'

Disk Case (Holds SIHS6.I1;

Hiss Driver Cleaner 3US6.ii;

IMG Scan $6
Supra 30 n

e Board

^SIERRA

Who else bul Larry

could win the lottery, a

dream date on "The
Dating Connection" and

a dream cruise on the

"Lover's Boat." Yes, Larry

really "gets lucky" this

Leisure Suit Larry 2

List $49.95

Our Discount Price $33

P.O. BOX 111327—DEPT. ST—BLAWNOX, PA 15238
Please Read The Following Ordering Terms & Conditions Carciidls Before f'l.n ing Your Order: Orders with cashiers t hcek or money order shipped in

& Company cheeks, allow I weeks clearance. No C.O.D.'s! Shipping: Continental U.S. A.-Orders under $100 add S3: free shipping on orders over $

orders. Canada & Puerto Rico-add $7.50 on ali orders. Sorry, no other International orders accepted! PA resilient- add (>";, sales ta. on the total amour
CUSTOMER SERVICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9 AM-5:30 PM Eastern Time. REASONS FOR CALLING CUSTOMER SERVICE—412-361-5291 (UStatus of ord<

purchased within 60 (lays from S D of A. is defective, please call for a return authorization number. We will not process a return without a returi

be replaced with the same merchandise only. Other returns subject to a 2()
:

:„ restocking charge! After 60 days from your purchase date, please re

product purchased & return directly to the manufacturer Customer service will nol accept collect calls or calls or. S.D. of A.'s HUOC order lines! Pricf

New titles are arriving daily! Pleas.' call (or more information. ORDER LINE HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 9:00 AM-9:00 PM Fri. 9:00 A.M-5:30 PM Sat. 10:

0. AK, HI, FPO, APO-add $5 on al

if order including shipping charges

or back order <2)if any mcrchandis.

uth. H Defective merchandise wil

(o the warranty included with in

i availability are subject to change
i AM-4:00 PM Eastern Time.
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Special Effects, Part II:

Thunder, Lightning!

by Jon A

(Editor's Note: As the title states, this is

Part II ofJon Bell's guide to simulating mo-

tion picture optical effects with ST paint

and animation software. Part I was pub-

lished in the February 1989 issue. The im-

age of the Narcissus shuttle craft that is the

subject of this series was included on the

February 1989 START Disk in thefile

CYBFRCNR.ARC. It is also available as a

compressed DFGAS low resolution image

on the March Antic Software Shelf on Com-

puServe; the filename is NARC1SUS.PC1.)

Okay. As our story has gone so far, the

Narcissus shuttle craft (from the movies

Alien and Aliens) has taken a direct hit

from a photon torpedo, but is still in-

tact. (A low-bidder torpedo?) But we

can still use optical effects to show the

aftermath of the photon torpedo. Rather

than do a frame-by-frame description,

I'll just toss out some ideas for you to

add to the sequence.

* On the frame after the white frame

(the one we inserted to create a "Rash"

effect), select Separate on the Frame

menu and fill every shade of gray on the

ship with white, making the entire ship

seem to glow. Then, on a series of

frames after that, separate one or more

of the grays (alternating from dark to

light) with white. The end result will be

that portions of the ship will flash, an

effect similar to color cycling. (You can

also Clip the image of the whited-out

ship and paste it on random frames,

making it appear to sputter as the pho-

ton energy bums out.)

• Use white and the Fill command to

fill random areas (such as panels and

panel lines) on the ship on the frames

after the hit. Note: if you have a newer

color monitor, the right side of the ship

may appear completely black. It's not-

it's actually a very dark gray, with black

panel lines running through it. You can

pick out the detail by Filling with white

in this area, or by temporarily altering

the ship's colors on the Palette menu.

Figure 1. Two ver-

sions of the light-

ning effect. You can

have the lightning

travel across o

range of frames of-

fer the torpedo im-

pact or crackling

randomly across the

surface of the ship.

• Rotoscope it. After the "nuke,"

draw a progression of white lightning

on the ship, radiating out from the

point of impact. You can have it travel

from the impact point, crawling in a

wave of energy over the ship until it dis-

sipates at the engine thrusters (see Fig-

ure J). Or, you could have it flashing

randomly over the ship. When you

draw the lightning, try to follow along

the angles and panel lines of the ship-

it'll give the effect of more depth.

For Cyber Paint 2.0 Owners. . .

To me, Cyber Paint 2.0 has two incredi-

ble advantages over version 1.0: the

ability to change the color palette from

frame to frame and the Pixel F/X menu

Well just cover the first feature this
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Cyber Comer

ADVtR I
ist.Mtr-

:

#5C
-4* Exploring Japan with Jet (Part 2)-

SubLOGICs Jet program now includes a free

Japan Scenery Disk. Last month we look you on a

guided f-'-16 tour of Tokyo.

This month we'll follow :hr .Japn-iese coastline on a

cross-country flight from Tokyo lo Osaka. Starting

from Tokyo International Airport (coordinates

North 18201, East 32787], take off and turn to a

heading of 220 degrees until you reach the coast

Turn right to a heading of 235 degrees and fly for

about twelve rr.irutes at I ve thousand feet altitude

until you can see Hamarnatsu Airport below you

(see Tokyo area chart). Turn right again to a

heading of 305 degrees and fly to Nagoya. another

highly detailed city. At Nagoya, turn left to a

240-degree heading that will take you straight to

Osaka. When you find yourself flying over Osakajo

Castle, begin your descent for a landing at Osaka

International. This entire flight takes only twenty five

minutes at Mach 14,

-^< More on Scenery Disk # 9 - As

announced in last months column, this newest

Scenery Disk covers the midwestern United States

in incredible detail. The city of Chicago now has

many more buildings, landmarks, and visual cues

than before. St Louis Missouri is also packed with

scenery, bordering a super-realistic rendition of the

Mississippi River that runs from La Crosse

Wisconsin to Dyersburg Tennessee. The Cincinnati

sectional area features a cluster of more than thirty

mountains in the Allegheny region stretching from

Tennessee to Pennsylvania. With over 1 50 detailed

airports and numerous VOR and MDB transmitters,

this disk covers hundreds of thousands of square

miles with enough scenery surprises to keep you

exploring for a long time

Top Selling Scenery Disks This Month:
(S24.95 each, for use with Flight Simulator II and Jet)

!. "Western European Tour" Sceneiy Disk

2. Scenery Disk # 7 (U.S. Eastern Seaboard)

B.Scenery Disk # 1 1 (U.S. North Eastern

Border)

4. Scenery Disk # 3 (U.S. Southwest Pacific)

5. San Francisco Scenery Disk

637-4983. Illinois

e SubLOGIC products,

i charge card at (600)

call (317) 359-8482.

SubLOGIC Corporation

501 Kenyon Road

Champaign, IL 61820

column and talk about pixel effects in

our next installment.

The on-the-fly color changing is

tremendously useful for Special Effects

(SFX), especially our Narcissus nuke se-

quence. If you have a copy of 2.0, make

sure you're in To Frame mode, with

Tween turned off, and then try this: On

the frame after the white-out, separate

all the grays of the ship to white as

described above You'll be changing only

colors 9-14 on the Palette menu, count-

ing from left to right. Go to the frame af-

ter that, go up to the Color menu and

select Palette. Here are the color values

to set:

Frame 12—(with the entirely white

ship)-leave palette normal.

Frame 13-Startingat color 9 on the

Palette strip (counting from the left and

working from left to right, to color 14,

third from the right), set the RGB values

at 740, 741, 742, 743, 744, 745.

Frame 14-Colors 9-14: 711, 722,

733, 744, 755, 766

Frame 15-Colors 9-14: 511, 522,

533, 544, 555, 566

Frame 16-Colors 9-14: 311, 322,

333, 344, 355, 366

Now play the sequence. You'll see a fas-

cinating red glow effect that dissipates

rapidly after the photon torpedo hits.

Experiment with this effect on later

frames-change different shades of gray

to a shade of red, orange or yellow for a

flashing energy effect.

The Persistence of Visionaries

Here's another unusual way to dress up

the nuke effect (for Cyber Paint 2.0

owners only).

First, click twice on the Create

Frame/Next icon in the Playback Bar on

the frame immediately alter the white-

out frame. This will copy that frame

twice to your sequence Now, go to the

(new) first frame immediately after the

white-out frame, then select Palette from

the Color Menu. Set the RGB values as

follows: 000, 701, 702, 703, 704, 705,

726, 737, 711, 722, 733, 744, 755, 766,

757, 777. Go to the next frame (the sec-

ond new frame you inserted) and set

the RGB values to 000, 007, 107, 207,

307, 407, 507, 607, 017, 127, 237, 347,

457, 567, 057, 777, then play the se-

quence

Notice the change? There's a subtle

"swell" as the screen whites out, the

colors fade and the ship glows red. This

is an effect 1 copied from the film Al-

tered States. The SFX there played upon

a human physiological effect: when

you're exposed suddenly to a bright

light, you'll see a reddish-purple af-

terimage that fades away as your eyes re-

cover What they did, and what we've

just done, is create that effect artificially.

Next time you nuke something in Cyber

Paint 2.0, remember this!

Until Next Column

One final note: always take into con-

sideration the physical conditions pres-

ent within your sequence. In our nuke

sequence, the Narcissus is obviously be-

ing illuminated by a harsh single light

source off to its right. What should hap-

pen to the ship as a (presumably) bril-

liant ball of light approaches and hits

it? Shouldn't that side of the ship start

to brighten as the photon torpedo

approaches?

I'll leave this graphics problem for

you to solve Next column, we'll talk

about miscellaneous lighting effects,

Cyber Paint 2.0's Pixel FX menu and

one of my favorite topics: traveling

mattes and how to use them.

Jon Bell wasformerly Associate Editor

ofSTART and is now the Managing Edi-

tor of Oracle Magazine

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Cyber Paint 2.0,
$79.95. Antic Software, 544
2nd Street, Son Francisco,

CA 94107, [800)234-7001.
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Get A Complete
GUIDE IQTHCmmST

Call

800-234-7001
(6 am to 6 pm Monday through Friday PST)

Get the disk in

your hands fast!

Askfor
SDS489
For same

day service

ask for the

disk desk.

PrOCODV BACKUP^ * UTILITY

You can't backup your software
because copy protection locks
you out. ProCopy is the key!

Protects against the accidental loss of

expensive software
Works with all Atari STs

Copies both S/S & D/S disks

Use with 1 or 2 disk drives

Not copy protected
FREE shipping and handling
TOLL-FREE telephone number
Updates are only S12 with return

Orders shipped same day
Disk analyze function included

Dealer
Inquiries
Welcome

and C.O.D.
orders s 34.95

Call (800) 843-1223
Send check tor S34.95 (overseas add S2.00 tor air mail) to:

PROCO PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 665, CHEPACHET, RHODE ISLAND 02814 USA

(401) 568-8459

Available the moving finger co. tech-soft
Internationally Building 2 computer wholesale

in Eurooe Shamrock Quay 324 Stirling Highway
.

H Southampton, SOl-lQL Claremont
ana England Western Australia 6010
Ausiralasia Tel. 0703-227274 Tel. 09-3B5-1885

J"] True Stereo/3D Sound p, fl
Not a Stereo Simulator!

(Atari has 3 channels of sound already locked up inside your ST.)

17- ©oacpG?
crystal clear, full range output

compatible with all ST's and ST software

fantastic in stereo or use all 3 channels
for a new sound dimension

easy, solderless internal installation

§ Practical

Solution/*

S5995
;plusshipping~9

1135 North Jones Blvd., Tucson, AZ 85716 (602] 322-6100



dBMAN V
All the power of dBASE 111+ and more for your Atari ST!

: dBMAN V, in a package of three

separate functions: Database Manage-

ment, Report Printing, and Program

Development, is the only database

management program which has all

;
the power, flexibility, and capacity

:

' that you'll ever need!

At the Database Management

level, dBMAN V allows you to

structure, enter, retrieve, and modify

data. At home, dBMAN V can keep

track of your recipes, address book,

video tape library, and more. In the

office, dBMAN V can be programmed

to manage your entire business

including inventory control, payroll,

invoicing, and billing.

At the Report Printing level,

dBMAN V has an integrated,

high-powered, and fully

relational report writer that .2

allows you to create reports in a

flash with absolutely no

programming!

Report layouts are

designed by placing

fields at the desired

locations on the screen.

This can easily be

accomplished with

the built-in cut,

paste, and copy

functions. The

finished

screen- layout

reflects the printed

output. From

simple personal

reports like recipe

cards, mailing list,

and video tape

libraries, to

complex business reports such as

inventory count sheets, packing lists,

employee payroll reports and

customer billing statements are easily

created.

At the Program Development

level, dBMAN V is the only database

manager for the Atari ST that is

compatible with the dBASE III Plus

language. With this awesome

programming power, you can develop

and customize any programs to fill

your home and business needs. For

your home, create a check book

program, with complete bank

Statement balancing to manage your

personal finances. For your office,

customize a complete accounting

system to fit your business needs.

Also available for dBMAN V is the

high performance Greased Lightning

compiler. This compiler fully

supports macros, and executes

dBASE programs up to 16 times

faster than dBASE III Plus.

dBMAN is also available on

Novell Netware, IBM PCNET,

PC DOS, SCO Xenix, UNIX on

NCR Tower, NEC ASTRA XL,

Motorola 8000, Altos, Microport

286 and 386, Apple

Macintosh, and

Commodore Amiga.

dBMAN V's features:

MW
Report Writer features: Specifications:

/ dBASEHanddBASEM
Plus compatibility

/ Easy-to-use, pull-down

menu interface to create,

add, edit, and report

database information

/ 320 programmable

commands rind functions

J Password protection and

data security at field level

/ Easily transport your

dBASE III data files and

programs between Atari ST
and PC's

S Extensive data validation

including range chock in 11

S Single command menus:

vertical, horizontal,

scrollable and pull down

/ User defined pop-up

/ Create a GEM pull down
menu, mouse menu and file

/ Run GEM application from

dBMAN
/ Program debugger/editor.

And more...

/ 9 group levels

/ Up to 255 columns and 255

lines per page

/ Page headers, page footers,

group headers, group

footers, titles, summaries,

and body lines

/ Print labels up to 99 across

/ Conditional printing of any

S Compute running sums,

counts, averages, minimums

/ Relate and report from up to

9 database files with lookup

(one to one) and scan (one

to many) relations. And

/ Field types: Character,

Numeric, Date, Logical,

Memo
/ Maximum characters per

field: 254

J Maximum number of

records perdatabii.se: 2

billion

/ Maximum number of index

files: no limit

/ Maximum record size: 4000
bytes

/ Numeric precision: 1 7 digits

System Requirements:

and 480K free RAM.

ES^Sf VersaSoft Corporation
SJ— 4340 Almadcn Expressway .Suite 250= San Jose, CA 951 18

VFRfiA ^CiFT Phon(;: 408-723-9044
vaianajri

Te|ex . 650 _2635806
Fax: 40K-72:i-9!i-lfi



SYSLAW
What Every Sysop Should Know

by Andrew Reese
START Editor

There are thousands of bulletin boards

across the country. Some are one-

person outfits and others are huge cor-

porate services with large staffs. Run-

ning a BBS used to be as simple as

hooking your modem up to the phone

line and running appropriate software.

A little word-of-mouth advertising on

other systems and you were off and

running, at least until you, your folks or

your teenage kids (depending on your

age) got tired of having the phone line

tied up every night.

Now, there are dozens of commercial

online services, available to meet every

professional and personal need or inter-

est. The anarchy of the early days is

giving way to structure as the market-

and the law-slowly adapt to this new

technology.

And Now, the Lawyers

Now there's even a name for this area of

law; SYSLAW. Two New York City law-

yers, Jonathon D. Wallace and Rees W.

Morrison, have written the first book for

the layman on this subject, aptly titled,

SYSLAW and subtitled, "The Sysop's Le-

gal Manual" This issue, I'm sitting in for

our regular columnist, Gregg Pearlman,

because I was a lawyer myself for 12

y&ss,.

Wallace and Morrison have written

an excellent guide for the person who is

SYSLAW

SYSLAW, The Sysop's Legal Manual, by

Jonathon D. Wallace and Rees W. Morri:

running a BBS (a Sysop) or is thinking

of starting one. While written in legalese

to some unavoidable extent, it is gener-

ally quite understandable. They ap-

proach this complex subject by first

defining a Sysop's rights, then detailing

possible liabilities in terms of specific

situations.

For example, what if you are running

a clean BBS and someone uploads a pi-

rated program? Can you be held liable

by the copyright owner? Can your

equipment be seized? Can you be im-

prisoned? Wallace and Morrison ana-

lyze this situation and make specific

recommendations that may help you

avoid these dire consequences.

Specifically, they recommend that a

Sysop check uploaded messages and

files no less often than daily, post a log-on

notice warning against piracy and take

immediate and public action to oust

any offenders.

Wallace and Morrison are to be com-

mended for including the actual text of

recommended warnings and notices in

their book. If you ever need to prove

that you lacked criminal intent in your

BBS operations, the fact that you reli-

giously followed the recommendations

of legal experts (like Wallace and Morri-

son) will help a great deal with the

authorities.

Other Issues

Wallace and Morrison include an excel-

lent discussion of a very complex sub-

ject, copyright law. Bulletin boards, by

their nature, include a wide variety of

materials which could be the subject of

a copyright claim by the sysop, the BBS

owner or by third parties. The authors

wend their way well through this maze,

again with specific recommendations.

One issue of particular interest to

magazine editors is the fairly common

practice of some Sysops to excerpt or

reprint magazine articles on their

boards. We at START Magazine do not

mind if Sysops excerpt portions of arti-

cles from issues of START, provided that

each excerpt is preceded by a proper

copyright notice, such as "Copyright

1989 by Antic Publishing, Inc. Ex-

START The ST Monthly



Order Toll Free '

800-558-0003
Order Info and WI orders

jQ Since 1982 *m a a

ZomputrfbiUt#™~m
TlonbUmet jLleCttOnlCi Order Info and WI orders

NEW
LOWER PRICES ST m,i i

, ESpe;eIa1s

' PC Ditto

Package
PC Ditto O
ST/PC 5.25" Drive

l $279
Free delivery in theV Indus GTS-100

Supra

30 Meg
$649

Star

Printers

Panasonic '

Printers
1180 NEW NEW Call

1191 NEWNEW Call

PI 124 NEW 24 pin ....329

Laser Partner 1599

$189
IB 5.25" Drive

$219
IMG Scanner

$74.95

NX-1000...

NX-10OOR

NX-2400
LASER

[Accessories
3.5" Drive Ceaning Kit 9.95

6 way surge protector 14.95

Drive Master 34.95

Monitor Master 34.95

Mouse Master 34.95

Mouse House 6.95

Mouse Pad 8.95

Tweety Board 49.95

VyideoKey 64.9V

No
Creditcard
Surcharge

( Modern
Special

Supra 2400 baud

ST Modem Cable

Rash VI. 6 Software

. $155
Casio Midi

Synths
CPS-101 349
CT-640 279

MT-540 209

MT-240 169

V/

cerpted by permission." We (and most

other publishers) do mind if you reprint

complete articles—we pay our authors

quite well for their words and have a

right to be the only distributor of them.

Quibbles

l can fault the authors in only two areas.

First, I fear that they show their

prejudices when they write:

Don't answer questions or volunteer

any information until you have

seen a lawyer. The police are not

required to read you your rights

unless they are about to arrestyou,

but any statementsyou make can

still be used against you ifyou are

arrested later. It is often said that

the innocent are the ones most

likely to get in trouble by volunteer-

ing statements to the police.

Baloney! Not only are the authors in er-

ror about when (and if) your rights

must be given, but their advice to the

innocent not to cooperate with the po-
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lice is misguided at best. I was a prose-

cutor for six years and in a private

criminal law practice for another six

and never saw a truly innocent person

prosecuted because of statements

volunteered to the police.

A Sysop's Lawyer

The other aspect in which I must differ

somewhat with the authors is in their

advice to Sysops looking for a lawyer.

You probably should begin by talking to

your own attorney if you have one, but

because of the new and unusual nature

of BBS law, you should look for a lawyer

who handles either "high tech" law or

copyright law. Ask your own attorney

for a referral.

Alternatively, go to your local public

law library (call your local courthouse if

you don't know where it is) and ask for

the Martindale-Hubbell Directory for

your state. This is a listing of lawyers by

community and specialty; if a lawyer

lists copyright or intellectual property as

a specialty, you can be more confident

that he or she can handle your case.

However you locate a lawyer to assist

you with any BBS-related problem, be

sure that you take a copy of SYSLAW

with you -and expect to loan it to your

lawyer You will be paying your lawyer

by the hour and this book will

definitely save you money by getting

your lawyer up to speed more quickly.

It's that good a book!

As a side note, if you are a computer

professional, you may want to subscribe

to Jonathon Wallace's Computer Law

Letter, a newsletter focusing on legal is-

sues in the computer industry. It's pub-

lished six times per year.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

SYSLAW, The Sysop's
Legal Manual, by Jona-

thon D. Wallace, Esq. and
Rees W. Morrison, Esq.,

$19.95 (plus $2 postage);

Jonathon Wallace's
Computer Law Letter,

$30 peryear. LLM Press, 150

Broadway (Suite 610], New
York, NY 10038, (212)

766-3785.
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TECH WAY SALES
P.O. BOX 605 WARREN, Ml 48090

1-800-USA-8832
IN MICHIGAN CALL 1 (313) 751-8807

WE SPECIALIZE IN ATARI AND THE ST LINE!

SOFTWARE & HARDWARE
WITH A FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

WE CARRY ALL THE MAJOR NAME
BRANDS OF SOFTWARE AND

PERIPHERALS FOR THE ATARI'S

PRINTERS-MODEMS-MONITORS
HARD DRIVES-LASER PRINTERS
MIDI KEYBOARDS-JOYSTICKS
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!

ALL SOFTWARE 30%
OFF LIST PRICE
EVERYDAY!!

WE WELCOME C.O.D. ORDERS
MOST ORDERS SHIP OUT IN 24 HOURS

COMPUTER!!

Capture Color Video Images: only $249.95

Capture B/W Images: only $149."
Now you can easily and inexpensively acquire images

from any standard video source - videolape, camera, disk -

lor display on your ST. Capture time is less than six seconds,
and you have complete control ol displayed color levels

(or gray scales in monochrome).

ComputerEyes has everything you need:
Interlace hardware, complete easy-lo-use software support

on disk, and owners manual It fully supports all

ST graphics modes and a variety of image lormais and
is compatible with virtually all popular graphics programs.

Think of the possibilities!

ComputerEyes is backed by a one year warranty and Ihe

success ol over 10.000 systems sold Satislaction

guaranteed or return it within ten days for lull refund.

Demo disk available, $3. See your dealer or order direct.

For more information call 617-329-5400. >V^
To order call 000-346-0090

or mail your order lo Digilal Vision. Inc

66 Easlein Avenue. Dedham. MA 02026
VISA. MIC. or COD acceoied
S&H SdlorCompuierEyes 4»J$F

GrcuitMaker II

Iliad Software is proud to present CircuitMakcr II for the Atari ST computer system. CircuitMakcr II provides

many enhancements over it's predicessor including:

* Macro devices: This gives you the ability to define your own working devices and save them in a library for

future use!

* Separate windows: GrcuitMaker II now shows the circuit and wave forms in separate windows each relocat-

able on the screen!

* More devices: More devices are included in the standard library including a 32x8 PROM and 1Kx8 RAM!
* Enhanced printer support: More printers arc supported, and your drawings can be reduced or enlarged to

whatever size you need! If your drawing is larger than one page, CircuitMakcr II will break it up over several

pages!

* Much, much more!!

Come in and see CircuitMaker II today at your local Atari Dealer!

!

Only *$99.95 iliad
n offer. Offer expires January 1, 1989. CircukMaker Jl regular price: S149.95

P.O. Box 1 144

_ Orem, Utah 84059

Software Inc! (801)226-3270



TAKE NOTE
Ear Training Made Easy

by Jamie Krutz

Okay, fans, Take Note software has come

up with a real workout for your ears. Yep,

you guessed it, we're talking about ear-

training software. The program, also

called Take Note, is an ear trainer that'll

have you on your way to whisding those

essential scales and intervals in nothing

flat (or sharp, for that matter).

Warming Up

The big secret about music theory, as we

in the West see it, is that it's easy. Don't let

anyone tell you otherwise Were talking

12 audio frequencies doubled about eight

times into octaves. From those 12 notes

comes most of the music you hear every

day. That's right- the big stars in Rock,

Country, Classical, New Age and yes,

Bubblegumland, are taking those 12

pitches, throwing them together in scales,

chords and intervals, and bingo, there it

is. The tricky part is learning to hear

what's going on.

Fortunately, the computer is a perfect

tool for whipping your ears into shape

Stretching Out

Take Note is not copy protected and its

screen is uncluttered. Stacked on the left

are a grand staff, a piano keyboard and a

24-fret guitar neck(l). Next to them is a

Program Control box containing note let-

Atari Hopes Farns Options Dialog Control

HDTE

The main work
screen for Take

Note's ear-training

software.

ter names, a few command buttons and a

big box with the Take Note logo in it. At

the top is a long, blank box.

Clicking once on the Menu button

gets rid of the empty box and reveals the

GEM menu bar we know and love The

drop-down menus look pretty standard;

they're not. Not completely. You'll need to

go through the manual once to get a han-

dle on how the program works. It's not

that it's not easy, it's just a bit different.

Once you get the feel of it, you'll do fine

For one thing, you must turn on the

menu bar whenever you want to change

something from a menu. When you're

actually running the program, the menu

bar goes away.

Also, scrolling through the note letter

name list works in the opposite direction

from the kinds of scroll bars you'd nor-

mally see in everything from word

processors to GEM itself.

Just clicking around on the screen can

be baffling until you understand the pro-

gram's three modes of operation: Sample,

Study and Spell.

Calisthenics

Sample mode presents single pitches, in-

tervals, chords, arpeggiated chords, or

scales. Whatever you choose, Take Note

will show it to you on the grand staff, the

piano keyboard and the guitar neck, as

well as labeling it for you in the dialog

box (the long box at the top). The MIDI

note numbers) of the note, interval,

chord, arpeggiated chord, or scale are also

shown in the dialog box, though they're
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Review Take Note

not labeled. To know what they are, you'll

have to read the manual.

To "sample" a single pitch, click the

left mouse button on the grand staff, the

piano keyboard, the guitar neck or the

note-letter name display. Once you select

a note, it will sound, and all the other

display areas show that note.

Let's try sampling a scale Left-clicking

on the Clear command (or right-clicking

anywhere) clears the screen. Now you

can click on the menu button to call up

the menu bar, go to the Forms menu and

select Scales. Right-click to turn off the

menu bar and return to the program.

Now the Program Control box, which

used to show the Take Note logo, shows a

list of possible scales.

Click on any scale type in the list,

such as Dorian, a type of modal scale.

Now if you click on an A above middle C

on the piano keyboard, an "A Dorian"

scale will be shown on the piano, staff

and guitar, and the dialog box will tell

you that it's "A4 Dorian." The MIDI note

numbers will also be displayed.

If you click on the high E guitar string

when sampling scales, you will see the

scale laid out on that one string. The gui-

tar string is a great tool for understanding

the intervals in a scale since each half-

step is clearly visible as a one-fret dis-

tance The guitar string has no arbitrary

black notes, as on the piano, and no flats

or sharps, as in traditional music nota-

tion; just simple honest frets.

If you click on a lower.guitar string,

the program will display a typical one-

position fingering pattern for the scale

The pattern can be restricted to the first

position, or you can put it anywhere on

the neck in either a four- or five-fret

range This is a nice touch.

Left-clicking to the fight of the piano

keyboard activates a mode which shows

the note name over the entry area you

click on. For the musical staff and piano

keyboard, you'll see the note name and

number. For the guitar neck, you'll see the

string name and number, the fret number

and the note name and number. (This

hidden mode can also be used as a

crutch in the study mode)

Music for the guitar is written an oc-

tave higher than it sounds. To account for

this, the program has another hidden

mode Left-click to the right of the guitar

neck to toggle through three options. The

first option transposes the notes on the

piano and staff an octave higher while

sounding the actual guitar note The sec-

ond also transposes the notes on the pi-

ano and staff, and sounds the transposed

note The third does not transpose from

the guitar to the piano and staff. You will

hear the actual guitar note, but it will be

written an octave lower on the staff than

normal. Guitar players, it's your choice

You can use sample mode to your

heart's content to find where notes,

chords and scales are on the piano, guitar,

and musical staff and see how they relate

to each other If you're learning to read

notes on piano or guitar, sample mode

can be a big help. Having the MIDI note

numbers shown is an extra benefit for

MIDI folk.

Drills

In Study mode, the program quizzes you

on scales, chords, arpeggiated chords and

intervals, and keeps track of your ac-

curacy. This is where you will want to

spend a lot of your time

You can tell the program to quiz you

randomly on any combination of inter-

vals, chords, arpeggios and scales. This

flexibility of choice lets you concentrate

on the areas where you need the most

work.

If you want, the program will start all

scales and chords on whichever pitch

you choose More challenging is the Ran-

dom Root option, which constandy

changes the starting note of scales and

chords. A Ranges option lets you limit the

amount of variation.

ff you feel like even more of a chal-

lenge, the Identify option requires you to

give the letter name of the root of each

scale or chord, as well as the scale or

chord type Otherwise you can give the

type without having to know the letter

name of the first note

Wind Sprints

In Spell mode the program will place a

note on any of the entry areas. Your job

is to find the same note on any of the

other entry areas.

It wouldn't be "ear training" if you

couldn't use your ears. Notes can sound

through the computer's internal voices or

through MIDI, you can also hook up any

MIDI controller to enter notes.

Hit the Showers

This program fills a real gap in ST music

software It has some quirks in its user in-

terface the worst of which are the hidden

commands: areas of the screen which are

totally unmarked but where you can click

to accomplish something. There ought to

be visible buttons for these It would also

be nicer if the menu bar were always ac-

cessible

But Take Note also shows a heck of a

lot of thought. The inclusion of the guitar

neck is wonderful. And the program is

extremely flexible for setting up quizzes

over just what you need to study.

So if you're a musician and you want

to brush up on your theory, if you know

the guitar neck, the piano keyboard,

traditional notation or note tetter names

and you want to learn one or more of the

others, or if you aren't a musician and you

want to teach yourself to hear scales, in-

tervals and chords, check out this pro-

gram. It's easy to use and, like any good

workout regimen, it works-if you use

it.

Jamie Krutz is a producer/director and

composerfor film and video production.

His 1040ST has been one of his favorite

tooh since 1986.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Take Note, $79.95. Take

Note Software, 285
Divisodero #3, San Francisco,

CA 94117, (415)431-9495.

Dealer Inquiries: Thinkware,

1134 Kirkham, Son Francisco,

CA 94122, (800)248-0403.
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MIDI Draw:
Picture-Perfect Music

Painting Becomes a Performing Art

by Jim Pterson-Perry
START Contributing Editor

Pick up a pencil and start to doodle.

Artistic ability aside, in no time at all you

can easily produce several simple

sketches. The pencil is so simple to use

that it poses no barrier to your spontane-

ous creativity.

Now imagine sitting down with a mu-

sic sequencer program driving a bank of

synthesizers. Whoa! What are all these

controls and numbers? Forget working on

straight intuition, you need to pay some

attention to how you use the sequencer

Too much attention, however, and the

tool gets in the way of your inspiration.

MIDI Draw, from Intelligent Music, is a

simple but powerful tool that lets you

rum loose your musical creativity. It be-

longs to a new class of programs that use

the computer as an interactive performing

musical instrument. Through use of an

electronic pencil and paper it translates

your drawings into music. Beneath this

simple design are sophisticated control

functions that you can tap to enhance

your compositions. These functions let

the program work on several levels, ideal

for beginners yet still interesting to ex-

perienced MIDI jocks.

Basic Design

MIDI Draw is best described as a com-

puter musical instrument. It's made up

Through use of an

electronic pencil and

poper, MIDI Draw
translates your

drawings into music.

from four interrelated control modules:

drawing pad, delay, recorder and inter-

preter These modules act as independent

monophonic voices and can drive four

separate synthesizers or four voices on a

multi-timbral synthesizer (the Casio CZ-

101 or Yamaha TX81Z, for example).

Each module has its own MIDI channel

and volume program (patch selection)

and sustain settings. You can also set a

range for note duration and note-on-

veloctty (loudness) for each module

Editing numeric parameters is han-

dled nicely. You can click on the parame-

ter to increment or decrement the current

value by one unit or click and drag

up/down to quickly scroll through the

parameter values. All parameters can be

varied in real-time while running MIDI

Draw to give interactive control of your

performance

The drawing pad is the heart of the

program, providing the input to all con-

trol modules. The left/right axis defines

note pitch while the up/down axis is for

velocity. The pitch axis is not mapped

directly to MIDI notes; instead, pitches

are read from user-specified scales. The

velocity axis ranges from zero (no sound)

at the bottom to the upper limit, defined

by a slider in the control module

The program comes on a single-sided

disk and runs on all models of ST and

Meg.i computers with monochrome or

color monitors. It uses a key disk-copy

protection scheme that lets you load the
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program from a backup floppy or hard

drive, providing the original is found in

drive A. Send in your registration card to

get a free backup master disk (a nice

courtesy to the customers). The manual is

well written, with plenty of illustrations,

and includes both an index and glossary.

Desk accessories can be resident in

memory but can't be called from within

MIDI Draw.

The Control Modules

The drawing-pad module is the primary

control module It's activated by selecting

a pencil icon. You create your artwork by

dragging the mouse through the drawing

pad. Drawing left to right controls note

pitch while moving up and down con-

trols velocity, as described above Color-

monitor users can switch between two

drawing colors (no affect on music),

monochrome users get black and white

A toggle allows you to alternate between

repeat and move modes. In repeat mode,

the note corresponding to the current

mouse position (pitch and velocity) will

be repeated as long as either mouse but-

ton is held down. The repeat rate can be

varied at will. In move mode, notes will

be sounded only if you move the mouse

while holding down a button.

The delay module takes the MIDI note

and velocity data coming from the draw-

ing pad and modifies it. Its primary use

is to add a time-delay between sounding

the note from the drawing pad voice and

the delay voice This can produce a cho-

rus or echo effect if both voices are sent

to the same synthesizer (must be capable

of playing more than one note at a time).

Alternatively, the two voices can track

each other on different synthesizers. The

delay setting can be varied from 20 to

2,000 milliseconds. A transposition func-

tion can be used to increase or decrease

the delay voice by up to 12 half-steps

(one octave) from the drawing-pad voice

The recorder module stores the notes

created by the drawing pad and can

replay them at will. Screen buttons act as

start, stop and play transport controls for

a typical tape recorder The playback can

be an exact duplicate of the original notes

and timing or the notes can be played at

a constant velocity and fixed rhythm. The

tempo can be changed from 20 to 220

beats per minute Two controls let the

computer add some random variation

into what notes from the recorded se-

quence will be played and their order

You can also link the drawing pad to the

recorder playback velocity control and

add real-time control of loudness and

softness

A demo version of

M, a high-end

interactive

composition/perfor-

mance program, is

included on the MIDI

Draw disk.

The final module is the interpreter

This takes the current drawing and con-

verts it, pixel by pixel, according to a

fixed internal algorithm, into MIDI note

data. You have control of the tempo and

can introduce variation into what notes

are played. The interpreter can be put

into synchronization with the recorder so

they start together and play at the same

tempo. The interpreter is the only module

that can produce multiple notes (up to

four) at the same time, depending on the

current drawing density.

Scaling the Heights

As mentioned, note-pitch values are

taken from user-specified scales (called

tonalities in the program), and a chro-

matic scale is a permanendy fixed tenth

option. You can switch between tonalities

at any time while playing, either with the

mouse or by pressing the tonality num-

ber on the ST numeric keypad.

There are two types of tonalities: oc-

tave and note based. Tonalities one

through six are octave based. You select a

number of desired pitches, from A to G

sharp, to define a scale (for example, C

major, B flat minor, pentatonic, etc.).

Moving along the pitch axis runs up and

down the selected pitches from one oc-

tave to another A range control in the

main screen sets the lower and upper oc-

tave bounds.

The remaining three tonalities are

defined by absolute note You specify the

pitch and octave for as many notes as

desired. Moving along the drawing-pad

pitch axis selects notes from the set,

ranked low to high. The octave-range

master control is inoperative for these to-

nalities since you specify the octave when

choosing the note set.

Making Movies

The current parameter and tonality set-

tings can be saved at any time by taking a

snapshot with the camera icon. Up to 15

snapshots can be saved in memory. This

lets you quickly change between settings

by clicking on the appropriate snapshot

icon. Snapshot data can be saved to disk

as a setup file for subsequent use or per-

fonnance

A movie option allows you to capture

MIDI data generated by the program, up

to your computer's memory limit. It acts

as a toggle switch to turn the recording

on or off. This data can be saved to disk

in standard MIDI file format (Level 0) and

imported into sequencer programs that

accept MIDI files for subsequent editing

or performance.

Conclusions

MIDI Draw is an excellent introduction to

computer-assisted music making. The

drawing metaphor is simple enough for

MIDI novices to use and enjoy, without
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raising their anxiety level. At the same

time, more experienced users can experi-

ment with the deeper control aspects. As

an added bonus, a demo version of M,

Intelligent Computer's algorithmic compo-

sition and real-time performance pro-

gram, is included.

There are two features I would like to

see added that would increase the utility

and power of the MIDI Draw. First, allow

the internal sound chip voices to be sub-

stituted for MIDI channels. This would

extend the program to those users who

don't (yet) have MIDI equipment. Second,

let the drawing pad drive assignable

MIDI controllers, such as pitch bend

and modulation, while the recorder

and/or interpreter modules take care of

playing the notes. This would allow an

added dimension of expression during

the performance

The programmers at Intelligent Music

are also musicians who make extensive

use of their programs when performing.

What better testimonial could you ask

for? Recordings of performances made

using these programs, including MIDI

Draw: and M, are available on two cas-

settes from the company: 'After Some

Songs" byjoel Chadabe and "Disposition"

by Antony Widoff. The music is a cross

between New Age and improvisation^

jazz-and is also quite good.

Jim Pierson-Perry is a research chemist

and semiprofessional musician, lie is also

a contributing editor for START.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

MIDI Draw, $95. "After

Some Songs," $7. "Disposi-

tion," $7. Intelligent Com-
puter Music Systems, Inc.,

P.O. Box 8748, Albany, NY
12208, (518)434-4110.

There is! The 159 page Alan ST
Book, by Ralph C. Turner, begins

off. "Hard copy at a year's worth of

user group meetings run by a maslcr

Icacher." {ST informer.} "Very use-

ful on every level. Iiom rank begin-

ner to Ihc most advanced ST
owner." [ST Banners) Covers
RAMdisks. printer codes, modems,
desktop tricks, control panel palette

settings, and 12 other chapters.

JI6.95. plus J2.00 for shipping.

Check. HO. Visa. MasterCard.

Inde* l.cgalis. PO Bx 182217. Fair-

field. IA 52556. (515) 172-2293.

HAVE A QUESTION
ABOUT YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION?

Get an answer fast:

Call:

(415)372-6002

Write:

Start Customer Service

P.O. Box 1569

Martinez, CA 94553

CHICAGO'S
LARGEST ATARI
ST DEALER!

BIGGEST SOFTWARE
SELECTION INCLUDING

IMPORT TITLES S MAGAZINES
3 STORES TO SERVE YOU

SOFTWARE PLUS
COMPUTERS

WHEELING 520-1717

CHICAGO 338-6100

HANOVER PK 837-6900

TempllClt ,

60 Ready-made Templates
For Your Spreadsheet!

Available tor EZ-Calc, Logistik, LOW,
MasterPlan, SwiftCalcST, and VIP
•Easy to use

•New! 1988 tax returns w/upgrades
Personal Financial Planning

•Real Estate Decisions

•Accounting

•Credit and Loan Analysis
Personal and Business Budgets
Business Forms and Bookkeeping
•Try for 30 days on our no risk

money-back guarantee.
Sample set-20 templates-$14.95

Complete pkg.-60 templates- $29.95
To order, send check/money order to:

The Sterling Connection
Box 4850

Berkeley, CA 94704
Specify which spreadsheet
and disk drive you have.

To order by phone:
Call (415) 655-2355

Mastercard and Visa accepted.
California res. add 7% sales tax.
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Zephyr
[dealer inquiries invited: call you
(distributor (Pacific, Triangle, Etc.) orl

| call Bill or Shannon at (415)845-2000

Distribution

Company
Brings

Suggested List $1495
includes interface- & software

advanced FAX scanning to the

Atari ST via RS232
|p,e°Me'"295

1

The Tefax by TECO electronics

has the features your ST needs to excel

in the modern world of telecom-

munications, now you can scan, and
use artwork in DEGAS or publishing

packages as well as send or receive

FAXes with or without paper

STPlus •STPlus •STPlus -STPlus -STPlus -STPlus
P.O. 1197, Berlc<sle y, Ca. 94701 ph.(8oo;1759-1110

i GAMES APPLICATIONS GRAPHIC ARTS PROGRAMMING MUSIC
Seller Dead Than Alien 29.95 DBMan4.0 199.95 Degas Elite 41.95 True Basic 69.95 Dr. Ts
Falcon 34.95 Calamus 210.00 Cad 3D 2.0 63.00 GFA Basic 3.0 69.95 KCSequencer 189.99

Heroes of The Lance 27.9=i Publisher ST 90.95 Adv. Art Studio 28.00 STAC 55.95 KCSPVG 1.6 289.95

R-TYPE 29.95 Page-stream 139,95 Art & Film Director 55.95 STOS 41.95 Fingers 56.00

Menace 27.95 Touch-Up 139.95 GFA Artist 69.95 Hisoft Basic 55.95 Keys 56.00

Strip Poker 2 27.95 1st Word Plus 69.95 Spectrum 512 48.95 HiSoft Power Basic 111.95 Tunesmilh 115.00

SkyChaae ?7.9" WordPerfect 155.95 Quantum Paintbox 32.00 HiSoft DevPack 55.95 DXHeaven 103.00

Captain Blood 29.95 WordW riter 11 55.95 Neochrotne 31.95 MTForth 39.95 Copyist Level 1 80.00

Dungeonmaster 2 27.95 1st Word 1.6 14.00 Cyber Paint 48.95 Proapero GEM Fortran 139.95 Copyist Level 2 189.99

1943 29.95 Thunder 28.95 Cyber Sculpt 62.95 Prospero GEM C 139.95 Copyist Level 3 300.00

SHANGHAI 27.95 DatoManager ST 55.95 Microbe t 39.95 I'iriap-'n.! GEM Pascal 139.95 Sample Maker 225.00

HARDBALL 24.05 SwiftCak 55.95 Drafix 1 139.95 LDW Basic Compiler 56.95

Wizball 10.50 DynaCadd 4'X),;ki Symbols 104.95 AC Fortran 139.95 5teinberp

Super Hang On 29.95 FinalCadd 35.00 Caput 9.5mg. 99.95 Alice Pascal 69.95 Pro 24 300.00

Outrun 29.95 Athena H Cad 55.95 Mag Images 14.00 OSS Persona! Pascal 69.95 Profit 2000 editor 215,00

Live and Let Die 29.95 Circuit Maker D 55.95 Scan Art Migra.pl 27.95 UtMtC 139.95

Liesure Suit Larry II 14.9.- LDW Power Spread 104.95 DrawArt Migrap 27.95 Mark Williams C 124.95 Digidesign '

Space Harrier 34.95 VIP Professional 98.95 Symbols U Sloga t
27.95 Assempro 41.95 Creator call

Alien Syndrome 34.95 EZ-Draw/Supercha ger 104.95 People , Places 27.95 Cambridge Lisp 139.95 Notator call

Missile Command 14.95 PhaSar 63.00 Font Factory 21.00 Lattice C 104.95 Softsynth caU

But lie Zone 18.95 The Final Word 99.00 Maps & Legends 27.95 Aztec Manx C Prof. 130.95

Road Runner 27.95 WordUp! 55.95 Cyber Texture 35.00 Modula 2 104.95 Passport

Road Wars 27.95 Microsoft Write 79.95 Human Design 21.00
r.is'. I'cii'M' 35.00 Mastertracks Pro 263,00

SpltFlre 40 27.95 Sales Pro Plus 139.95 Architectural Des gr, 21.00 Cornerman 35.00 Mastertracks Jr. 120.00

TraUblazer 27.95 SBT DLedger 195.00 Future Design 21.00
1 lardtvaiv

Star Ray 29.95 SBT Dlnvoice 195.00 Cartoon Design 21.00 Supra or Atari 30 meg 675.00 Hvbrid Arts

Elite 29.95 SBTDPayables 195.00 Educational Supra 40 internal 849.00 EZTrack Plus 52.00

ShadowGate 29.95 SBTDPayroll 195.00 Arakis /Atari 14.00 Supra FD-10 5.25 floppy 849.00 EZScorePlus 104.95

King's Quest IV 27.95 Payroll Master 55.95 First Byte 35.00 Graphnet Drawing Pad 370.0(1 Miditrack U 140.00

Operation Wolf 29.95 Base Two 69.95 Birds * Bees 35.00 Navarone Scanner 1D6Q.O0 1
Double Dragon 29.95 Partner ST 48.95 Algebra 1 Michtn m 27-95 SX212 Modem & Hash 120,00

Afterburner 2955 Fontzl 24.95 Unicom 27.95 Supra 2400 Modem i49.ni) Superscore 225,00 1

STPlus continues its uppor of the best computer on the market. Have you considered there are more thai- 2300 p rograms for our computer? 1
GAME of the MONTH CLUB $10 gets you 5% a off the top game each nonth! #1000th purchaser gets $100 credit. Congratulations to Josh Katz 1
of Sherman Oaks, Ca. #10,000 gets a Supra FD-10. CaU for a great 520 price $639 gets an STFM w/dsdd drive & r. Support the growth of the 1
ST, don't pirate. At olj price. you don't need to Spectre 128-$159...PCDitto-$72..Translator 1..$275...Discovery Cartridge-$250.. We deliver anywhere. |
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Who Ya Gonna Call?

by Jim Pierson-Perry
START Contributing Editoi

There's a lull in new product releases

this month (December) while devel-

opers race between the Audio Engineer-

ing Society (West Coast) and MIDI

EXPO (East Coast) shows; more on

them next month. Coming up fast is the

Winter NAMM show (National Associa-

tion of Music Merchants), the major US.

trade exposition for MIDI products. Fol-

lowing up their success with the Fleet-

wood Mac concert at COMDEX, Atari

will host performances by josef Zawinul

(of Weather Report fame) and Thomas

Dolby at NAMM. Blinded with science,

indeed!

The topic this month is where to

find help for things MIDI. Most of the

questions I receive are pleas for sources

of information ranging from how to

connect MIDI cables to interpreting

system-exclusive codes for program-

ming applications. We'll look at several

different ways to get help: books, maga-

zines, organizations and bulletin board

systems.

Mea Culpa (Somewhat)

But first, let me straighten up a few

\oose ends. In my review of Matrix 6

Tricks by Dr. T's Music Software (START,

December 1988), I stated that the pro-

gram could not be installed on a hard

drive. It uses a key disk copy protection

scheme which lets the program boot

from a hard drive as long as the master

disk is present in Drive A at startup. In

fact, I run all my Dr. T software from a

hard drive-after plugging all the master

disks into Drive A one after another.

Sorry for the confusion.

I had also reported that CZ Rider, the

new CZ-1/101 patch editor from Dr. T,

would be able to read patch files from

Hybrid Arts' CZ-Android program. That

is wrong, the translation program sup-

plied will convert CZ Patch Librarian

files (an earlier Dr. T program) to CZ

Rider format.

Command Development has

released the newest member of their

Offspring program line D-10 Offspring

is a patch editor for the Roland

D-10/110/20 synthesizers that features

the offspring process for creating new

patches from user-specified parent

patches. The effect is likened to musical

genetics. A demo disk is available for $5

from the developer and comes with a

$5 rebate coupon that can be applied to

purchase of the commercial version.

The next in the series, Ml Offspring, is

expected in first quarter 1989.

Looking For Mr. GoodMIDI

Merry Christmas! You took the plunge

and bought a MIDI keyboard. What are

those funny round holes on the side or

back of your ST and how do they send

music to your keyboard? Whether you

are a spanking new MIDI initiate or a

terminal MIDIot, at some time you are

going to need help. This listing contains

some of the best sources of help 1 have

found to answer my questions about

MIDI and stay abreast of current de-

velopments.

Let's start with books. The single best

book for an overview of MIDI and its

applications is Music Through MIDI by

Michael Boom. This covers the MIDI

language, common types of equipment

and how MIDI is used for a variety of

musical needs. Several case studies are

presented of MIDI systems for particular

applications: recording studio, home

studio, live performance and education.

The author is an excellent writer and

the book is filled with numerous illus-

trations, program screen shots and

equipment connection diagrams.

A more technical, but equally good

book, is The MIDI Book by Steve De

Furia. This gets into more detail on set-

ting up MIDI systems of varying sizes
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and purposes. De Furia has authored

several follow up books in this series:

MIDI Resource, MIDI Implementation

Book, The MIDI System Exclusive Book

and Secrets ofAnalog and Digital Synthe-

sis. The indefatigable De Furia has also

co-authored The Sampling Book with Joe

Scacciaferro, a guide to general princi-

ples with illustrative experiments that is

applicable to all sampler instruments.

For those interested in home recording,

check out Multi-Track Recording Tor Musi-

cians by Brent Hurtig. These books are

all available through the MIX Bookshelf,

as well as hundreds of others covering

all aspects of music and MIDI. Get a

copy of their catalogue and start build-

ing your library.

Several magazines are published that

deal with MIDI. The most authoritative

(other than START, of course) is Key-

board which regularly features applica-

tion articles, current events, educational

columns and comprehensive reviews of

equipment and software. Electronic

Musician is also very good, tending to

give more focus on do-it-yourself pro-

gramming and equipment projects.

Other magazines worth checking regu-

larly are Music Technology, Home and Stu-

dio Recording and Modem Keyboard. Pub-

lications aimed at specific

MIDI-equipment manufacturer products

include: Aftertouch for Yamaha, Transoniq

Hacker for Ensoniq and the Roland Users

Group Magazine.

For up-to-the-minute information or

quick answers to problems, nothing

beats the telecommunications grape-

vine. This is a great source of "hands

on" experience to tap before investing in

new equipment or software. The user

base ranges from novices through

professional MIDI programmers and

musicians. Quite often users' software

questions will be answered by the origi-

nal programmers.

At the national level, CompuServe

and GEnie have active MIDI forums

Common to both are large libraries of

files containing patches, prerecorded

music sequence files, reviews, demo

programs and tutorials. PAN, the Per-

forming Artist Network (described in

depth in last month's column), is a

professional musicians' telecommunica-

tion service. Its MIDI forum contains file

libraries, hot lines to hardware/software

developers and major trade publica-

tions, buy/sell/trade ads and a very ac-

tive message base.

The best dedicated BBS is Midwest

MIDI ((405) 733-3102), home of both

MIDI-NET and the International Elec-

tronic Musicians User Group (IEMUG).

MIDI-NET is an echo mail conference

dedicated to MIDI that operates

throughout the US and has branched

out to Canada and Europe. Callers log

on via local BBS nodes which all feed

into a central message bank. The ST-

specific main branch oi IEMUG is the

MIDI and ST Information Exchange BBS

((614) 848-5947); check in here for the

telephone number of the node nearest

to you. Besides the message base, there

are many music and information files in

the download library. Other good

boards to try are East Coast MIDI ((516)

928-4986), MIDI World Network ((213)

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

826-4288, operated by Hybrid Arts, but

open to all) and TACE ((817) 778-2506,

large numbers of Music Studio and EZ-

Track files).

A final source of help and support is

through established user groups. Some

of the better known national groups are

the International MIDI Association, the

International Electronic Musicians User

Group (IEMUG) and Canadian MIDI

User Group (CMUG). All feature regular

newsletters, discount pricing on

selected products and services and a

large user base to draw on for help or

advice. In particular, the IMA is in

charge of the MIDI specifications (docu-

ment version 4.0, just revised to include

the new MIDI file standard)- At the local

level, many cities have MIDI user

groups, typically centered around music

equipment stores, that provide regular

product demos and "how to" sessions.

Now that Atari has aggressively commit-

ted itself to the MIDI market, you

should start seeing a lot more of our fa-

vorite computers at these stores.

Contributing EditorJim Pierson-Perry is

a research chemist and semiprofessional

musician. He lives in Elkton, Maryland.

Multi-Track Recording
For Musicians by Brenf

Hurtig, $12.95. Alfred Pub-

lishing Company, Inc.,

16380 Roscoe Blvd., Van

Nuys, CA 91410, (818)

891-5999.

Aftertouch, P.O. Box

7938, Northridge, CA
91327.

Canadian MIDI Users
Group (CMUG), c/o Eric

Barager, Box 1043,

Belleville, Ontario, Canada
K8N5B6.

D-10 Offspring,
$160.00, Ml Offspring,

Price not announced. Com-
mand Development, 11846

Balboa Blvd., Suite 135,

Granada Hills, CA 91344,

(818)362-3550.

CZ Patch Librarian,
$99; CZ Rider, $129;

Matrix 6 Tricks, $129
Dr. T's Music Software, 220
Boylston Street, Suite 306,

Chestnut Hill, MA 02167,

(617)244-6954.

The MIDI Book, $14.95,

MIDI Resource, $17.95,

MIDI Implementation
Book, $19 95, The MIDI
System Exclusive
Book, $29 95 Secrets
of Analog and Digital

Synthesis, $14.95, all by
Steve De Furia, The
Sampling Book, $17.95,
by Steve De Furia and Joe
Scacciaferro. Hoi Leonard

Publishing Corporation, P.O.

Box 13819, Milwaukee, Wl
53213

Keyboard, call for latesl

issue and subscription prices.

GP1 Corporation, 20085
Stevens Creek, Cupertino,

CA 95014, (408)446-1105.

Modern Keyboard, call

for latest issue and subscrip-

tion prices. Harris Publica-

tions, Inc., 1115 Broadway,

New York, NY 10010, (212]

807-7100.

CZ-Android, $99 95
Hybrid Arts, Inc., 11920
West Olympic Blvd., Los

Angeles, CA 90064, [213)

826-3777.

International Elec-

tronic Musicians User
Group (IEMUG), c/o

Midwest MIDI Consultants,

Inc., P. O. Box 30995,
Midwest City, OK 73140,

(405) 736-6676.
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Combat Three Ways

If we were to choose a theme for this is-

sue's game reviews, it would have to be

"combat." In Falcon it's you and your

F-16 in a sky battle against Soviet MiGs

and other hazards. Heroes of the Lance

pits you against unimaginable demons

and Tetra Quest has you duke it out

with bloodthirsty aliens.

FALCON

Reviewed by Andrew Reese

Falcon. On the ST. Finally.

It seems 1988 was the year for ST

flight simulators. We've seen Gunship,

Jet, Spitfire 40, Dive Bomber and Sky-

chase (not to mention R/C Aerochop-

per, reviewed elsewhere in this issue).

But Falcon is at the top of this -or any

other-list for authenticity, complete-

ness, speed and sophistication.

Spectrum Holobyte captured almost

every software award in the industry for

their two previous versions of Falcon

for the Mac and PC Now, they've

moved Falcon onto the ST and Amiga

and provided it with sophisticated

graphics, advanced F-16A avionics and

realism that is unsurpassed.

In Your Flight Kit

Falcon comes on two single-sided disks

with a 144-page manual, a keyboard

At the end of the

active runway with

the engine at 60

percent and wheel-

brakes set. It's too

bad that we can't

present the starting

whine and subse-

quent roar of the

engine in a

magazine.

and display command card, an adden-

dum to the manual for head-to-head

combat and a code wheel, used to deci-

pher the copy-protection scheme. The

program uses either one or two drives

automatically-a nice touch.

About the copy protection; not only

is one of the disks physically copy-

protected, but you also have to align two

symbols on the code wheel and type in

a letter to fly your Falcon. If you don't

enter the correct code twice in a row,

Falcon will load, but you will suffer a

catastrophic engine failure about one

minute into the flight. It's just enough to

give a pirate an enticing taste and send

him to the software store for a legitimate

copy.

You need to read the manual. It's not

just there to give the box that weighty

feel-you will need to know much of

what is in the manual to fly combat

successfully It's also quite readable and

the glossary at the back is wonderful,

especially if you want to apply to Top

Gun School.

The Sound and Feel of Flight

Falcon uses digitized sound for every-

thing from engine start to guns to in-

decipherable (but authentic-sounding)

radio messages. The sounds are good
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and you can select which, if any, you

want to hear. There's also a voice that

gives safety warnings like "Pull up! Pull

up!" It sounds suspiciously like Luke

Skywalker, but since you won't have

R2D2 along, you need to do what it

says-now! By the way, this voice warn-

ing system is authentic F-16A stuff.

1 love the way Falcon feels. After

choosing your pilot's identity, setting

your rank and mission and configuring

your weaponry for that mission, you

begin your flight on the end of the ac-

tive runway. You engage the engine start

system and power up to 60 percent,

then release the wheel brakes and start

her rolling- If you're in a hurry, punch

the afterburner, stage it up to five and

pull back on the stick. If you top 300

knots with the wheels down, the warn-

ing voice says "Caution! Caution!" (On

the upper levels, you can damage the

gear this way.)

On full power, the Falcon climbs like

the proverbial homesick angel. You can

top her out at 70,000 feet within a few

seconds. But you can also fly her on the

edge of a stall with gear and flaps hang-

ing out as you ease her down onto the

runway. (When you touch down, you'll

also hear the comforting chirp! of the

tires.)

Features, Features, Features. . .

There are almost too many features to

discuss-and praise. You can use the

serial port and a null modem cable to

connect an ST to a Mac, another ST or

an Amiga and fly head-to-head or you

can use modems to fly together from

different locations. You have three levels

of scenery sophistication, including de-

tails like strafeable trucks on the roads.

They tumble convincingly when hit.

From the pilot's seat, you can look

forward through the HUD, or Heads-Up

Display, to the right, to the left and be-

hind you. In each of these views, you

can also look up to watch for bogeys.

You also have available a track view, a

tower view and a satellite view and all

three are zoomable. The track view is

even rotatable. And the 3D model of the

Falcon you see in the outside modes is

amazingly clean and well-done. Al-

though you can't see the stores hanging

under your bird, when you trigger off a

missile, it leaves the plane trailing a nice

yellow gout of flame When you hit a

MiG, ground target or suffer your own

engine failure, there's a nice explosion.

You even leave craters in the desert floor

with your misses!

Like flying? You'll

want Falcon. Period.

The HUD is authentic and complete

and shows your airspeed, altitude, G-

factor, heading, flight path ladder (tor

angle of climb), missile status and Mach

number The HUD is complemented by

the COMED, a switchable Radar and

Map Display. Plus, there's a full comple-

ment of warning lights and indicators to

provide all the information you need. In

some cases it's too much to absorb. In

terms of complexity, flying this simula-

tion must be almost like flying the real

plane, an experience 1 doubt I'll ever

have.

Fulfilling Its Mission

Combat is realistic. You have to use the

radar and messages from your ground

control to vector toward the bad guys.

At the speed of modern jet combat, you

just don't have time to wait until you

can see that red-nosed MiG to make

your move. (You can, in fact, occasion-

ally see the MiGs in flight and they look

'right," an amazing accomplishment.)

It's much more a matter ol planning,

reading the instruments, high-speed

maneuvers and toggling off missiles at

enemies you can't even see. But when

the ground advises you, "Bluebird,

splash one MiG!" you feel good, real

good.

Falcon also lets you attack ground

targets with cannon, bombs or two

kinds of missiles. This is an instance

where you definitely need to read the

manual to determine the mission profile

in order to configure your weapons

properly. You don't want to load up on

Durandal runway-busters if your target

is a fortified communications center

Gripes? Very few and quibbles only:

I think the ground control enemy target

messages should remain on the screen

longer The copy-protection scheme is

effective and probably necessary, but

annoying. Also, there's nothing in the

manual or addenda about the code

wheel; it's just there in the box for you

to figure out. The complexity of the

controls also requires frequent referral

to the command cards, but this is prob-

ably unfair to complain about, since I

don't know how they would have in-

cluded all of the controls without this

level of control complexity. Perhaps a

keyboard overlay similar to that in Gun-

ship by Microprose would have been

better.

Spectrum Holobyte takes you

through a complete combat course in

Falcon with the 1st Lieutenant level be-

ing a crashless training mode. At the op-

posite end of the spectrum, you can be

a Colonel and tangle with Ace MiG pi-

lots, but you had better be good or the

only medal you'll win wilt be a posthu-

mous Purple Fleart.

Like flying? You'fl want Falcon.

Period.

FALCON:

A FIGHTER PILOT'S PERSPECTIVE

by Wolf Griffey

All fighter pilots say the same thing

about their ride: It's just a lot of pieces,

costing millions of dollars, built by the

lowest bidder, flying in close formation.

Spectrum Holobyte's Falcon flight simu-
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lation is no exception, yet it's how those

major pieces come together in the Front

office that make this simulation great.

This is because Falcon has an excellent

front office: the cockpit.

1 flew F-4J fighter jets in the Marine

Corps for two and a half years. As a pi-

lot I was told over and over that the eyes

should be out of the cockpit 99 percent

of the time-after all, that's where the

action is. This means that quick,

efficient scan patterns and habits are

the only way to read instruments. Fal-

con's front office has good scanning

habits written all over it.

in Falcon's Track

tote the viewpoint

around your bird as

you fly. Sometimes
it's just nice to take

in a bit of scenery

this way. Be sure to

miss the mountains,

Everything Works

Strapped in and on an active runway,

the real pilot usually does a final scan to

see if everything works as advertised. 1

did this with Falcon. The checks were

good, all lights in the green or yellow

and stores in place; power-up and the

run were smooth; AB at stage two,

breaking ground at 150 knots,

nosewheel light out, check left for the

lights after gear retraction and eight-to-

10 degree climb until 450 knots indi-

cated; return to military power and con-

tinue climb and RPM required. It was

like being back in the real thing.

Running through the COMED and

HUD modes 1 cross-checked visually

for tracking and delay. All of the indica-

tions appeared accurate as far as I could

eyeball them. The updating is great-

true real-time adjustment.

The full-size F-16 is a fly-by-wire

bird, with control input converted to

electrical impulses then converted back

to mechanical control surface move-

ment. Control in Falcon follows this

form. The sensitivity switch sets your

input for the level of response you want

for the throw of the stick. Add a touch

to the trim switch and smaller position

changes take place for stick movement.

This is a truism for high-performance

aircraft, to use trim to control over-

shooting and reduce stick force. Falcon's

trim isn't completely like this: you can't

input gradual yaw or pitch control- it's

either on or off. However, it's there

when you really need it.

Putting Falcon through the paces, I

found the outside view in any attitude,

altitude and speed are right on the

money. The world matches what the in-

struments tell you.

Falcon has an

excellent front

office: the cockpit.

Combat Simulation

The real test for Falcon comes in com-

bat simulation. So, at 25,000 feet the

time came to make an air-ground run.

On the first pass I used the AGM-65 on

two of the towers and then made a tight

turn of 180 degrees to strafe the third

on the way out. Crossover from ground

mapping on the COMED to A-G MSLS

was slick. Ship handling in trim after

setup made those minor moves to target

feel like old-home week. The final pass

low and too last was saved by some

quick use of airbrakes and got the

rounds on target.

Finishing up with a little ACM before

returning to base makes for a very

happy jock. Acquiring MiGs in the

tracking mode gives the pilot a little

time to get set for the fight. 1 switched to

boresight at 20 miles and closing,

ARM/MSLS showing on the HUD and

the target in a lock at four miles. The

Falcon handled great and the info from

both the radar and HUD were on time,

clear and presented to make the best of

the run.

Best of all in that run was the fact

that once 1 had the target on visual and

didn't need the radar I could move my

seat up to get a higher view. That meant

longer eye contact in a turn that you

normally lose sight of in the lower pos-

tion. That was a trick we all used on the

new people and they weren't happy

campers when the score came back

"US: 5, THEM: 0." On this option alone,

somebody at Spectrum Holobyte did it

right.

The final final is going home, and 1LS

mode is complete as I ever saw in the

real world. There is even a controller

bugging you with reports after you have

landed, SOP

Shutdown and a bit of reflection tells

me that 1 found out what 1 had guessed

from the first page of the manual. All 1
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may need now is something to pull me

backwards on AB staging and a few

hundred pounds on my chest as the G-

meter climbs. Do 1 like Falcon? You bet I

do!

HEROES OF THE LANCE

Reviewed by Jim Kent

Heroes of the Lance is an action game

based on Advanced Dungeons & Dra-

gons. As the saga opens, eight Compan-

ions of the Lance set out for the Ruins

of Xak Tsaroth in hope of finding (and

escaping alive with) the Disks of Mis-

hakal, whose True Healing shall surely

restore faith in the Old Gods. Failure

means that the Queen of Darkness will

have complete power over the land of

Krynn.

Playing Heroes

The eight Companions are all controlled

by a single player. (I'm still looking for

any multiplayer fantasy game on the ST)

You may arrange the Companions in

any order you choose, but only the lead

character fights, and only the first four

One of Tetra

Quest's many
screens. On the sur-

face, this game from

Microdeal is just

another arcade

shoot'em up. But

the variety of aliens

and the different

threats eoch possess

takes the game to a

higher level.

ture in Heroes who won't attack on

sight. It's best to shoot first and ask

questions later.) The lower third of the

screen has pictures of all your charac-

ters and their hit-point (health) status.

The combat simulation is very well

done. The characters normally move in

the direction of the joystick. When the

fire button is held down, the lead char-

acter discharges his "range weapon" (if

available): a bow, sling or perhaps a

In Strategic Simula-

tions' Heroes of the

Lance eight "Com-
panions of the

Lance" set out for

the Ruins of Xak
Tsaroth in hopes of

ng (and escap-

ing alive with) the

Disks of Mishakal,

whose True Healing

shall surely restore

faith in the Old
Gods.

can use magic. The top two-thirds of

the screen show your lead character,

parts of the dungeon and any creatures

lurking nearby. (I've yet to meet a crea-

throwing ax. When a dungeon creature

is closer than a couple of paces, you re-

vert to "close combat" — with swords,

staffs and battle axes, depending on

who is the lead character. In combat

you may aim low, middle or high, de-

pending on the joystick position. To run

away, release the fire button -and lean

on that joystick. The dungeon denizens

usually don't pursue you past a doorway.

Running Heroes

Heroes of the Lance comes on three

specially formatted disks The rule book

urges you to back them up with a

clunky but serviceable disk duplicating

program called FORMAT At the start of

the game, you're asked to enter some

number from the rule book (such as the

answer to "What is the wisdom of the

character Tanis?"). Loading the game

does involve inserting all three disks,

but is still fairly quick. During the game

disk-swapping is infrequent, but no less

annoying- especially on my Mega with

two double-sided drives and a hard

disk!

The user interface is a big improve-

ment over the "guess the computer's

vocabulary" approach of many adven-

ture games. 1 particularly like the way it

handles combat.

The drop-down menus are used to

control game action other than Com-

panion movement and combat. The

menus, in the form of yellow, tattered

scrolls, are graphically impressive. To

access them, press the spacebar; move
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the cursor to Exit Menu to return to the

^me. No time passes for the characters

while the menus are up.

The Trick Is to Stay Alive

The dungeon in Heroes of the Lance is

a hard one to stay alive in, so you'll

probably save and restore often. Luckily,

the Game Save and Restore features are

very quick.

Heroes of the Lance is a very solid

game that has kept me glued to my ST

longer than anything since Dungeon

Master Once you've learned how to

play, Heroes can be finished in about

three hours. But if you're new to the

game plan to spend at least a day get-

ting through it.

TETRA QUEST

Reviewed by Scot Tumlin

Tetra Quest, the latest game from

Microdeal, takes you on a joumey into

the heart of the Tetra Dome. The

Tetroids have stolen the six Phoenix

Medallions. Each medallion has been

split into 64 pieces and hidden in the

Tetra Dome. It's up to you to recover all

six medallions

Each piece of a medallion is hidden

in a quadrant. There are four screens to

a quadrant. On each screen is a gold

coin (numbered one to four) and you

must collect the coins in the correct or-

der. Once all four coins are collected,

the medallion piece is displayed.

The Tetra Quest Screens

Each screen in Tetra-Quest is composed

of a series of horizontal, vertical and di-

agonal tracks. One or more set of direc-

tion arrows connects you to the next

screen. Each screen also contains a

"spitter," gates, switches and teleport

tubes.

Evil aliens appear from the spitter.

There's no way to destroy it, but you

can hose down aliens as they emerge

from it.

Some sections of track are connected

via gates. In one position a gate can

connect two track sections, in another

position it can disconnect those same

track sections. The switches determine

the position of a gate. Moving over a

switch will rotate a gpte. However, some

switches affect gates on other screens.

Trigger a switch and check all gates in

the quadrant to locate the proper gate.

Teleport tubes jump your Tetra Run-

ner to another screen. Move over a

teleport tube to cause a "down the

drain" effect. The screen changes and

your Tetra runner appears on the new

screen. Again, you'll have to try each

tube to locate its destination.

A bar across the top of the screen

displays the number of Tetra Runners

you have left, the current quadrant

number and your score. A Phoenix

symbol lists the number of Phoenix

lives you have left. A test tube located

on the right side of the screen indicates

how much Phoenix power you have left.

Press zero on the numeric keypad to

transform the Tetra Runner into the

Phoenix.

With the trigger pressed down, move

the joystick cursor to allow the Phoenix

to move freely to another part of the

screen. This trick comes in handy when

you can't find a gate that connects to

your destination. But remember, one of

your lives is lost whenever you use the

Phoenix. You also reduce the amount of

Phoenix power remaining

Tetro-Gameplay

Navigating the tracks takes some getting

used to. If your joystick has a hard time

with diagonal movement then try an-

other joystick- there's nothing more

frustrating than getting your Tetra Run-

ner stuck while being pursued by a

swarm of bloodthirsty aliens.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

The first few quadrants contain

aliens that are relatively easy to dispose

of. But as the game progresses, more

formidable aliens begin to appear.

Shooting aliens can cause all sorts of

problems. One alien, for instance, spills

an acid that causes sections of the track

to dissolve. Another alien leaves an oil

spot when shot. When your Tetra Run-

ner passes over the spot, it will spin out

of control. Still another alien drops a

blob of glue on the track that freezes the

Tetra Runner long enough to get tagged

by an alien. And one alien even leaves

paint on the track. When the Tetra Run-

ner crosses the paint, it leaves a trail on

the track that other aliens can follow.

Take my advice: leave the first-string

aliens alone and move on to the next

screen.

Tetra-Recommendation

On the surface, Tetra Quest is just an-

other arcade shoot-em-up. But the vari-

ety of aliens and the different threats

each possess raises the game to a higher

level. Tetra Quest offers hours of arcade

game action. The 90-plus levels and

endless supply of bad guys will keep

any arcade gamer busy.

Controlling the Tetra Runner takes

some practice. I recommend you using

a very sensitive joystick, one that can

easily handle diagonal movements from

the user If you're looking for fast action

and aren't afraid to use your brain, give

Tetra Quest a try,

Andrew Reese is Editor ofSTART Maga-

zine Wolf Griffey is a former Marine

Corps fighter pilot and works in the

Customer Service Department at Antic

Software Jim Kent is the author of

Cyber Paint and Aegis Animator. Scot

Tumlin is Direct Mail Sales and Support

Supervisorfor Antic Software

Falcon, $49.95. Spectrum

Holobyfe, a division of Sphere,

Inc., 2061 Chatsworth, CA
94501, (415)522-1164.

Heroes of the Lance,
$39.95. Strategic Simulations,

Inc., 1046 North Rengtorff

Avenue, Mountain View, CA
94043, (415)964-1353,

Tetra Quest, $39.95.

Microdeal, 576 S. Telegraph,

PonNac, Ml 48053, (313)

334-8729.
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DISK BACKUP EXPERT READ MAC DISKS FAST
CARTRIDGE

idge syatsm I

" Out of the 6o?c my Discovery Cartridge copied every
\

diski even tht newest "European copy protcctum."

"The 'Discovery Cartridge's custom formatting and disfC

Backup capaMiitits en awesome! It is 10 times Better

than the Copy II PC option cardfor the HB&t, It

totally blows away software programs &i$ •Procopy."

will occur >han you use the Discovery Cartridge

damaged or no longer available

.

|
For Atari ST and MEGA

i computers, 512K minimum
•

j
Simple plug in installation,

i
plugs into cartridge port and

: external drive connector

•

Complete software included

*

Works with 1 to 4 internal

or external drives

Discovery Cartridge is not
needed to run the backup

•

Complete system for disk

backup and MAC disk
conversion $249.95

•

Complete system plus
option #2 $319.95

3COVERY CMtTRIDOB coi

ihC or SPECTR£ 12fl product

MAGIC SAC and SPECTRE 12B.

The Discovery Cartridge doea not bog

pying capability of t OVER! CARTRIUGE.
he discovery CARTRIDGE can even backup copy

eaidea the Atari, such as Amiga or IBM PC.

bility to measure each disk flux spacing

tally variable density are possible!

P.O. Boxl26B
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
(408)779-3830. 9-5 ucira

iscovery Cartridge operates offline
ic Sac or Spectra. In just about 3

e Discovery Cartridge com erta an
side from Macintosh format ;o Magic
, format, write, and verify

rmat disk is the most effie lent and
rmat to use with your Magi Sac or
ither HFS or HFS, single o double

' Cartridge or Translator 1 needed
to access the Magic format is*.

OPTIONS
Be #2 adds a battery backed u p clock.

cuLtry and connector needed to support

Discovery Cartridge and plug in your Magic Sac.

Other options, including a 2nd cartridge port, and
the ability to use the Mac 12BK ROMs inside with
Spectre, are also available. Happy Computers does

These can be purchased separately.

-a4M=FI-3€5E-
By Charles F. Johnson

UNLIMITED DESK ACCESSORY POWER FOR THE ATARI ST

• Load and immediately use any standard ST desk accessory

at any time.. .even while a program is running!

Install as many accessories as memory will allow. ..using only-

one drop-down menu slot!

• Load groups of up to 32 desk accessories with a click of the

mouse button, or automatically at bootup!
• Run desk accessories as if they were programs! $29.95

By John Eidsvoog and Charles F. Johnson

A POWERFUL AND COMPLETE REPLACEMENT FOR GDOS

• Totally compatible with GDOS, and all current programs that

use GDOS.
• Load fonts and device drivers without rebooting.

• Solid polyline mode speeds up all solid line drawing by 25%!
Absolutely no system slowdown.
Automatically load the correct ASSIGN files for each program
y«i use.

$34 95

Also available!

CodeHead Utilities FatBack
An intelligent (and fast) hard
disk backup program.

$29.95 $34.95

Call JS (or Visa. Mastercard.
AmEx, and COD orders, or

send a check or money order
(or the amount indicated plus

$2.00 shipping. CA residents

please add 6.5% sales lax.

CodeHead Software
P.O. Box 4336
N. Hollywood, CA 91607

Tel: (213) 386-5735

THE DOS CHOICE

GT-1000

Future Systems' ruggedly reliable 5 74 inch disk drive for your

ATARJ-ST. The GT-1000 has design and engineering stan-

dards that clearly separate it from the competition. Track

indicator that displays the track being accessed. Push button

write protect circuit instantly protects your valuable data from

stray fingers or system problems. Plug compatible with your

ATAPJ-ST. Runs all IBM software under DOS emulation.

Future systems, inc.

21634 Lassen St.

Chatsworth, CA 91311

818-407-1647 FAX 818-407-0681



Breaking The Sound
Barrier

The Replay 4 Sound Digitizing Package

by Jim Pierson-Perry
START Contributing Editor

From talking gas gauges and alarm clocks

to berserker screams from computer

games, there are hundreds of uses for

digitized sound. Some of the most pro-

ductive have been in the music industry

with direct to disk recording and de-

velopment of sampling keyboards. Macin-

tosh users have long had the ability to

digitize sounds and incorporate them into

their programs. Now it is our aim.

Replay 4 (previously known as ST

Replay) is a multifaceted package for

sound digitization and playback. You can

use it to aim your ST into a musical sam-

pling instrument, add sounds to your

own programs, create sound and picture

shows or just have fun. It comes with a

hardware cartridge for sound input and

high-fidelity output. You also can play

back sounds through the monitor

speaker without using the cartridge at all.

Over the Waves

Before getting into the program, let's look

at the basics of getting a sound from the

real world into your ST. The most com-

mon picture description of a sound

shows the amplitude (loudness) changing

with time To digitize sound, an analog to

digital conversion device reads the ampli-

tude of an input sound at set time

periods. The resulting amplitude versus
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Main operations

screen from the

Replay 4 program.

The current sound

sample is shown in

the data window.

Sound output (play-

back) can be
directed either

through the internal

monitor speaker or

to your home stereo

system, via the

Replay 4 cartridge.

time data is called a sample "We can hear

the digitized sound by putting the data

through a digital to analog converter- for

example the ST sound chip.

Ideally, playback of the sample data

would give a perfect reproduction of the

input sound. Two factors that limit this

are the resolution of the digitizing process

and the sampling rate. Resolution refers to

how finely the digitizer differentiates be-

tween incoming amplitude values. The

greater the resolution, the better the

sound quality-similar to using a 64-

shade versus an eight-shade gray scale for

monochrome graphics.

The sampling rate sets how often the

digitizer takes data points. Sample rates

are given in units of kHz (kilohertz). A 10

kHz rate digitizes 10,000 sample points

per second. If there were no other con-

siderations, you would use the highest

sampling rate possible to best capture the

input sound. Unfortunately, this requires

a vast amount of memory for all but the

shortest of samples (a two-second sound

sampled at 50 kHz generates 100K data

bytes).

The rule of thumb is to use a sam-

pling rate at least twice that of the highest

frequency in the input sound. As human

ears typically can hear sounds over the

range of 20 to 20,000 Hz, a sampling rate

of 40 kHz should be sufficient. Going to

a lower sampling rate could cause the

digitizer to miss parts of the sound (alias-

ing) and give poor reproduction on play-
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back How low the sampling rate can be

set depends on the frequency content of

the input sound and personal taste for

the playback quality.

Revvin' Up Replay

Replay 4 comes on an unprotected pro-

gram disk and can be installed on a hard

drive It is compatible with both color

and monochrome monitors and runs on

all ST and Mega computers. The maxi-

mum sample size is determined by avail-

able computer memory. The program

runs under GEM and supports desk ac-

cessories. The manual provides a good

cxplanannn of the program as well as tips

on sampling and suggestions on using

sample files from user programs.

The accompanying cartridge has fe-

male RCA phono jacks for sound input

before going into the cartridge

Two programs are provided on the

disk: Replay 4, the sample editor, and

Effects, a real-time sound processing ap-

plication. A folder is also provided with

the necessary hooks and examples to use

Replay 4 with several 5T programming

languages (ST, Fast and GFA BASIC;

HiSoft 68000 assembly). You are free to

use digitized sounds created through

Replay 4 in your own programming,

commercial or public domain, without

any legal restrictions or requirements

from MichTron.

The Sample Editor

The heart of Replay 4 is its sample editor

program. This controls the digitizing

process, from initial sampling through

final editing. Program operations are

Audio effect selec-

tions available with

the EFFECTS aux-

iliary program. This

demo program uti-

lizes the Replay 4

cartridge/software to

simulate some types

of audio signal

processing: echo,

reverb and dis-

tortion.

and output. Sound digitization can be

done only through the cartridge. Sample

playback can be directed either to the in-

ternal monitor speaker or via the cartridgs

to an external speaker, except with sam-

pling rates over 30 kHz which are only

supported through the cartridge Digitiza-

tion is done at 8-bit resolution, the same

as the popular Ensoniq Mirage sampler

instrument. Hardware antialiasing filters

are built into the cartridge input and out-

put circuits. Typical input sound sources

are the ear or headphone connectors on

tape players and CDs. Electronic music

instalments may need preamplification

divided into three areas: sampling, edit-

ing and performance All are done from a

single workscreen where the main opera-

tions are selected by clicking on control

buttons or using keyboard command

equivalents. In a stroke of poor design,

you must use the Esc key to quit these

operations rather than just clicking on the

buttons again.

A data display window takes up about

half of the screen, graphically depicting

the sample data and operations you do

on it. Two cursors are within the window

and mark the start and stop boundaries

of the current working segment, out of

the overall sample data buffer The cur-

sors initially are at the far ends of buffer,

but may be moved so that only a

specified piece of the buffer will be used.

All sampling, editing and replay opera-

dons occur only within the cursor

boundaries. This powerful concept lets

you partition the buffer to store and work

with multiple, independent samples.

Digitizing sound can be as simple as

connecting the input cable to the car-

tridge and clicking on the SAMPLE but-

ton in the screen display. Sample data

will be accumulated until all specified

memory (between the buffer boundaries)

is filled or input is stopped by pressing

the Esc key. A variety of refinements can

be used for improved or more efficient

results. Default options are a sampling

rate of 20 kHz and sound output going to

the monitor speaker; both can be

changed from the command menu. A
trigger threshold can be set such that

sampling will not begin until the input

sound reaches a specified amplitude.

The most critical part of sampling is

proper setting of the input sound volume

A LISTEN function passes digitized input

sound directly through to output. This is

useful for initial setting of the input vol-

ume For best results you will need to

fine-tune it with the SCOPE function,

which acts as an oscilloscope While

monitoring input amplitude on the

SCOPE screen display, adjust the sound

volume so that the sample waveform just

spans the full display range This max-

imizes the signal to noise ratio. Too littie

volume gives quiet samples with more

apparent noise; too much volume causes

distortion. Frequency content of the input

sound can be examined with the SPEC-

TRUM function. This calls up a dynamic

bar graph in the display window that

tracks real-time changes in the input

sound over a lOO-to-5,000 Hz range

After digitization, sample data can be

edited to remove unwanted segments or

create special effects Operations sup-

ported are cut/paste, copy, insert, delete

and clear These work on user-specified
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blocks of the sample data buffer set

through the display window cursors. A

MAGNIFY option can be used to zoom in

on user selected data segments for more

accurate editing and display. Partitions of

the sample data buffer can be assigned to

the ST function keys Fl through F10 as

PRESETS. Pressing an assigned function

key restores the cursor boundaries for its

associated sample data segment.

Five special sample manipulation

functions are provided: reverse, fade

in/out, filter and overlay. Reverse turns

around the sample data, similar to play-

ing a record backwards. Fade in/out su-

perimposes a linear volume increase or

decrease on the sample data. Filter puts

the sample data through a software low-

pass filter which may help with aliasing

problems at low sampling rates. Overlay

lets you combine data segments from a

single sample (for chorusing or echoes)

or between two different samples

Sample data can be played back as a

single shot or continuously looping. Only

the data segment between the current

start and stop boundaries will be played.

Samples can also be replayed under MIDI

control. Two different MIDI modes are

supported. The first maps a particular

MIDI note to trigger a sample preset;

pressing the MIDI key plays that sample

The second mode changes the pitch of

the replayed sample in accordance with

the MIDI note pressed Higher notes

cause the pitch to go up, lower notes

brings the pitch down. This is exactly the

way a sampler keyboard works. Pitch

shifting can also be done under MIDI

control in real-time on the input sound,

rather than on a sample data set.

Audio Magic

The Effects program incorporates Replay

4 in a software simulation of an audio

effects box. Input sound is manipulated

in real-time to add reverb, echo, pitch

shift, fade-in or distortion. You must have

the cartridge to use this program. Several

of the effects parameters can be varied

and output can be directed to either the

monitor or external speaker While not of

commercial quality, the program is a good

example of how Replay 4 can be in-

tegrated within an application.

Sounds for the Masses

Replay 4 has become the de facto stan-

dard for Atari ST digitized sound. This is

due to the ability to playback samples

without special hardware and MichTroris

After digitization,

sample data can be

edited to remove

unwanted segments

or create special

effects.

legal policy of free use for samples

created with the program. As a result,

sample data files for Replay 4 have

proliferated on national online services,

particularly GEnie There are also public

domain programs that can play back the

samples and combine them with

graphics for a slide/sound show. (Editor's

note: For a jull-blown sound/animation

editing system, STARTs Audio-Video Se-

quencer (AVS)Jrom the November 1988 is-

sue lets you combine tracks oj sound sam-

ples and Cyber Paint animation sequences.)

Several commercial MIDI sample edi-

tor programs make use of Replay 4 for

auditing sounds. This is much faster and

more convenient than having to transfer

data between the ST and sampler to

check each step of editing.

Going a step farther, MichTron now in-

cludes the program DrumBeat (formerly

Digidrums) with Replay 4. DrumBeat acts

as a software drum machine You can

program rhythm patterns which are

played back using digitized drum sounds

created through Replay 4. Additional

drum samples, in Replay 4 format, can be

substituted for the base set. This lets you

go from straight rock and roll to latin or

orchestral percussion at will.

Conclusions

Overall, I am impressed with the sound

quality and potential of Replay 4. This is

a great package that offers something for

everyone from hobbyist to programmer to

teacher Its acceptance by both commer-

cial and public domain sources ought to

promote more digitized sound applica-

tions. The sample editor program, how-

ever, still needs improvement in its user

interface. Having to press the Esc key in-

stead of using the mouse to cancel opera-

tions is awkward and just lazy program-

ming. The manual could also benefit

from a face lift to add illustrations and a

better layout. A table of contents and/or

index would also be appreciated along

with a summary of the keyboard com-

mand equivalents.

The only bug I ran into was a hold-

over from earlier program versions. If you

accidentally try to load a sample file from

an empty drive, the standard GEM error

box appears stating the drive is not

responding. Clicking on the cancel op-

tion, the normal response, will bomb the

program and hang the system. A way

around this is to use the START Selector

(from START Special Issue #3) in an

AUTO folder on your startup disk. Going

through this file selector, rather than the

default GEM version, 1 had no

problems.

START Contributing EditorJim Pierson-

Perry is a research chemist and semi-

professional musician. He lives in Elkton,

Maryland.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Replay 4, $99.95. MichTron,

Inc., 576 South Telegraph,

Pontiac, Ml 48053, (313)

334-5700.
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POKER
by Carolyn Rogers

No betting or bluffing? File

POKER.ARC on your START disk.

Color monitor required.

It's Friday night, you're Feeling lucky

and you're in the mood for a good game

of poker But after you make a few calls

you can't find anyone available to play.

What are you going to do?

With Poker Solitaire you need never

again worry about impromptu poker

parties falling through, because all you

need to play is you and your ST. It's a

variation on a theme, giving you the

relaxation of solitaire while losing none

of the high-paced excitement of poker.

To run Poker Solitaire, copy the

files POKER.ARC and ARCX.TTP onto

a blank, formatted disk. Un-ARC

POKER.ARC following the Disk Instruc-

tions elsewhere in this issue. Set the

computer to medium resolution and

double-click on POKER.PRG to start the

game. Make sure that the files

CARD.SC1, LOGO.SP1 and POKER.SC1

are in the same directory. Poker Solitaire

will create the file HIGH.SCO which

contains the name and the score of the

top five players. The program was writ-

ten in Modula-2 by TDI Software.

Gamepiay

On the left side of the Poker Solitaire

screen are 25 empty card slots. On the

lower right-hand side of the screen is a

face-up card; this is the top card in the

Poker Solitaire

calculates hands on

two fronts: vertically

and horizontally.

draw deck. Point to one of the card slots

and press the left mouse button (you

may have to hold it down for a second).

The card will move to the slot you

selected and a new face-up card will ap-

pear on the top of the draw deck. You

may play a card on any open slot, but

once played a card cannot be moved.

Poker Solitaire calculates hands on

two fronts: vertically and horizontally.

The object of the game is to make as

many high-scoring poker hands as you

can in both directions. For example, the

same card can be used to make a Full

House on the top row and a Straight

Flush in the third column.

Poker Solitaire doesn't rank hands

like the regular game; it ranks them ac-

cording to how difficult they are to

make within the limits of the program.

See the sidebar for a quick course on

the various poker hands used in Poker

Solitaire.

Each hand is scored as follows:

What card game can you play alone where Four ofa Kind

beats a Full House? Poker Solitaire, ofcourse. This slick

little program by Carolyn Rogers pits you against one of

the greatest card-sharks ofthem all: yourself. It was

written in Modula-2, a STARTfirst.

Straight Flush 30 Points

Four of Kind 16 Points

Straight 12 Points

Full House 10 Points

Three of a Kind 6 Points

Flush 5 Points

Two Pair 3 Points

One Pair 1 Point

When the las card has been played

your score will be tallied and displayed

under the Rows and Column box on

the right side of the screen. 11 it's one of
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In Poker Solitaire

you try to make the

best twenty-Five

hands by placing

cards one at a time

on this five-by-five

grid. One strategy

is to try to fill each

row with a Full

House or Three of a

Kind while filling the

columns with

Flushes.

All you need to play

is you and your ST.

A
*

*

1

/

the top five scores you'll be allowed to

enter your name. High scores will be

saved to disk automatically when you

exit the program.

Just above the draw deck you'll see

the Options menu. Click on New Game

to play again, or click on Exit to return

to the Desktop. Click on Help for quick

instructions forgameplay. When you

click on New Game the draw deck is

automatically reshuffled.

Deal Me In!

So, when you're in the mood for some

poker playing but worthy opponents are

nowhere to be found, why not play

against yourself? With Poker Solitaire

and your ST, you'll have hours of poker-

playing fun -and that's no bluff.

Carolyn Rogers lives in North Little

Rack, Arkansas where she is a program-

merfor the Veterans Hospital. This is

her first program for START

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Modula-2, S99. 95. TDI

Software, 10355 Brockwood
Road, Dallas, TX 75238,
(214)340-5256.

Poker Solitaire,

Hand-by-Hand

Those of you who might have forgot-

ten how the various poker hands are

determined will find the following

hand-by-hand rundown helpful

when playing Poker Solitaire The list

goes from highest to lowest hand.

Unlike regular poker, the value of the

cards doesn't matter For instance, a

hand that contains three twos is

worth the same as one containing

three tens. Because of this, the game

treats a Royal Flush the same as a

Straight Flush.

Straight Flush: Five cards of the

same suit in sequence

Four of Kind: Four cards with the

same value (for example: four aces).

Straight: Five cards in sequence;

suits can be mixed.

Full House: Three cards of one

value; two of another.

Three of a Kind: Three cards with

the same value.

Flush: Five cards of same suit, se-

quence doesn't matter.

Two Pairs: Two different pairs (for

example: two queens and two threes).

One Fair: Two cards of same value
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Our research into

the netherworld ofReduced

Instruction Set Computers

managed to unearth things

both mundane and strange.

Perhaps most intriguing

was this unsigned docu-

ment, a "lead"from

an anonymous FAXer—
obviously wary ofgiving a

company name. We offer it

to you here in its entirety—
a sign of things to come?
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A recent trend in computer architecture,

especially for microprocessor imple-

mentations, is the Reduced Instruction

Set Computer (RISC). RISCs are charac-

terized by a small number of simple in-

structions that typically execute in a

single machine cycle By combining this

concept with a large, high-speed register

file, RISC proponents have produced

many machines that outperform their

complex (CISC) brethren.

The SISC extends the concept of

RISC architecture to the fullest degree.

Basically, the SISC implements a single,

yet extremely powerful, instruction. The

result is a flexible, low-cost processor

that outperforms many designs contain-

ing tens of thousands more transistors.

Since there is only a single instruction,

an order-of-magnitude reduction in

processor complexity is achieved. The

SISC operates with no instruction pipe-

line and no instruction cache These

elements, which add cost and complex-

ity to other processors, are entirely un-

necessary on the SISC: The "next" in-

struction is always the same as the

previous one. There is no need to fetch

an opcode, and no need to decode one.

Every cycle is an execution cycle on the

SISC. And with no opcodes to fetch,

there is also no need for an instruction

register or program counter, thus further

simplifying the design.

The elegance of the SISC processor is

embedded in its single multipurpose in-

struction: INC A. This instruction, the

only one available on the SISC, adds

one to the contents of the accumulator

and stores the result in the accumulator

The value of this approach becomes ap-

parent when one considers that both

operands are implied by the instruction

itself, as is the destination. Conse-

quently, no memory cycle is required.

Ever. This leads to the surprising result

that the SISC can operate with no mem-

INC A, INC A, INC A.

That's all there is tail.

ory at all, a conclusion we have verified

experimentally. The savings in memory

management circuitry, RAM control,

and memory devices themselves are

substantial. It may be the second-biggest

advantage SISC holds over other, more

traditional designs.

By far the first advantage is the elimi-

nation of software. Most new processors

suffer in the marketplace because of an

initial lack of programming tools and

utilities. But the SISC, with only one in-

struction, requires no software. INC A,

INC A, INC A. That's all there is to it.

A traditionalist may question the

value of a processor with no memory,

no software, and only one instruction.

But we have verified, at least statistically,

that the SISC can produce any result

that any other computer can produce.

And usually it does it faster

In one test of the SISC's capabilities,

an array of SISC processors was used to

drive a 1,024 X 1,024 raster graphics

display. Each 5ISC was wired to a single

pixel; the result held in each SISC's ac-

cumulator selected a pixel's color and

luminance parameters. When the SISCs

were fired up, the display produced a

dazzling array of images: a frowning

Mona Lisa, a picture of what Gorbachev

is doing right now, and the complete set

of blueprints for the Stealth bomber

(along with several decoys). So in addi-

tion to possible applications in the arts,

the SISC may have national security ap-

plications. Other, more mundane, appli-

cations include an odometer for au-

tomobiles, and tracking the national

debt.

The current generation of SISC

processors is fabricated of germanium

PNP transistors in TO-5 cans. Samples

are available, now, with volume ship-

ments beginning April 1.

Copyright © 1988 by CMP Publications,

Inc., 600 Community Drive, Manhasset,

NY 11030, Reprinted with permission

from Computer Systems News.
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Zero to Sieve in 5
SeCOnds! Because LaserC is fast.

Really fast. Infact, so fast it can compile and

link the popular sieve

benchmark in 5 sec-

onds! Spend more
time programming
and less time waiting

on the compiler.

Whether you're an
amateur or a profes-

sional, LaserC is the

right C language
development system

for you. LaserC has

everything you need

to develop commercial grade applications or

desk accessories for the ST.

LaserC is the only integrated C environ-

ment available for the ST. Program entry is a

snap with the multi-window mouse and

keyboard editor. Compile and execute your

programs directly from the editor with a

single keystroke!

Perform disk operations such as file copy, or

run any program with just a few clicks of the

mouse— there's no need to leave the editor.

In addition to the large compliment of

UNIX™ compatible library routines, LaserC

allows complete access

to the ST ROM routines

— all documented in

the 650 page manual.

Introducing
LaserDB -the
powerful source level

debugger! Now you
can view your source

code while it runs.

Monitor C variables,

set breakpoints with

the mouse, and evalu-

ate C expressions interactively. Multiple

windows and easy command structure

make debugging fast and efficient.

Get LaserC and LaserDB— the ultimate C
development system for your ST.

"life convertedDungeon Master to Laser C
and doubled or tripled ourproductivity. He
now use Laser C exclusively for our ST
Development.

"

—Wayne Holder,

President, FTL Games

One-pass generating relocat-

able code. Absolute addressing

of globals allows program's

code and data to be as large as

memory allows. Ultrafast linker

accepts both Laser C and DRI
format object files.

H' lMM I Wfl
Integrated editor and develop-

ment shell. Cut, copy, and paste

between files. Pull-down menus
and dialog boxes to control edi-

tor and run complier. Fast

scrolling and text entry— sup-

ports large files. Special window
can be used as a command line

interpreter. Built-in dynamic
disk cache and facilities for

RAM resident compiler and

other Laser utilities.

Resource Construction Pro-

gram, full-featured Make util-

ity, linker, dissassembler,

archiver/librarian accept Laser

C and DRI objects files.

Laser C Mark Williams C v3.0
Compile/

Link Run Error

Compile/

Link Run Error

Hello, c 2.43 - - 15.98 _ -

Apskel.c 8.88 - - 26.5 - -

Sieve, c 4.6B 2.45 - 23.9 2.77 -

AES 35.6 - - 103 - -
Ssvngs 6.31 36,4 1.73x10-'° 30.82 63.0 1.18-10 ;

Source and assembly level

debugger. Evaluate any C
expression to print or set vari-

ables. Source and assembly
mode allows interaction with

complier output. Disassemble

or dump memory. Set break-

points with the mouse on C
lines or machine instructions.

Watch C variables or machine

registers. Multi-window user

interface. Simple command
structure.

All times in seconds.
AES consists of nine source files totaling 1142 lines of code.

AES is built using Make.
Mark Williams C using RAM disk.

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

Bsw. 851521, Richardson, Texas 75085-1521

(214) 699-7400

©Megamax, Inc. 1988, LaserC and LaserDB sold separately,

[f you currently own Megamax C for the ST. update to LaserC

for $20. Call for details. (214) 699-7400, Now available

through distributers. UNIX™ is a trademark of AT&T.



I High Quality Software I HiSoft BASIC and HiSoft Power BASIC

The BASICSdesigned with the user in mind.

They're incredibly fast, and work from the easy,

interactiveGEM edilorinall resolutions. Unlike

interpreted languages, HiSoft BASICS compile
automatically, no additional steps are needed

to get the lightning speed you want in your

programs.

HiSoft BASICS give you access to all GEM,
AES and VDI routines, as well as BIOS, XBIOS,

and GEMDOS. Now you can write programs
"tin

functions are provided forthemouse, joysticks,

sound, and MIDI ports.

HiSoft BASICS are destined to become the

standard by which others will be judged. They

are compatible with Microsoft QuickBASIC3™
on the PC, which is widely recognized as the

premier BASIC language. They also compile

ST BASIC™ programs. Instructions are

provided on how to convert other BASIC
programs to run under HiSoft BASIC.

A version of HiSoft BASIC is all you need to

start programming efficientlyon your AtariST.

Unlike other BASICS, you can even use HiSoft

Power BASICtocreatedesk accessories. These
advanced BASIC languages allow total access

toyourmachine'soperatingsystern-yeUney re

still incredibly fast.

The two variations of this fabulous BASIC
are HiSoft BASIC, the fundamental version,

which is priced at only $79.95, and HiSoft

Power BASIC, with many advanced features,

which is just $159.95! Call NOW to order your
copy!
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